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INTRODUCTION

1. The report on the ninth session of the Governing Council of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) is submitted to the General Assembly in accordance
with General Assembly resolution 2997 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972.

2. The ninth session of the Governing COuncil was held at UNEP headquarters,
Nairobi, from 13 to 26 May 1981. The present report was adopted by the Council at
the 9th meeting of the session, on 26 May 1981.
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CHAPTER I

MATTERS roNSIDERED BY THE GOVERNING roUNCIL AT ITS NINTH
SESSION REQUIRING THE SPECIFIC ATTENTION OF THE GENERAL

ASSEMBLY AND/OR THE EroNOMIC AND SOCIAL roUNCIL

3. By resolution 3345 (XXIX) of 17 December 1974, the General Assembly requested
the Secretary-General to report to the Economic and SOcial Council, on a continuing
basis and with comments, as appropriate, of the Governing Council of UNEP, on the
results of co-ordinated multidisciplinary research on the interrelationships
between population, resources, environment and development. Having considered the
second report of the Secretary-General on the subject (E/198l/65), the Council, by
paragraph 10 of decision 9/1, section 11, of 26 May 1981 (see annex I to the
present report), invited the attention of the Economic and Social Council to its
views on that report expressed in paragraph 6-8 of the decision. By paragraph 9 of
the same decision, the Council decided to annex to the present report the report of
the Executive Director prepared on the basis of the recommendations of the
high-level group of experts on the subject which he convened in January 1981. The
report in question was annexed to the Executive Director's note on the sUbject
(UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4), and is reproduced in annex II to the present report. The
views exprQssed by delegations attending the ninth session of the Oouncil on the
report of che Secretary-General and the note by the Executive Director are
reflected in paragraphs 67 to 69, 179 and 288 of the present report.

~~' By section II! of decision 9/1 of 26 May 1981, the Governing Council took note
of the intentions of the Executive Director (as indicated in his report on the
subject {UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.1) regarding the implementation of resolutions of the
General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session, and of the Economic and Social
Council at its second regular session of 1980, which are of relevance to UNEP.
By paragraph 3 of section Ill, the Council also, in response to Assembly resolution
35/219 of 11 December 1980 on Arabic language services, decided to amend rule 63,
paragraph 1, of its rules of procedure in order to include Arabic as one of its
official and working languages.

5. Consequent upon paragraph 13 of General Assembly resolution 35/74 of
5 December 1980, in which the Assembly decided to convene in 1981 a session of
a special character of the Governing Council, the Council, by decision 9/2 of
26 May 1981, having considered the report submitted by the Executive Director in
response to paragraph 15 of that resolution (UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.2), recommended to the
Assembly the adoption of a draft resolution concerning the session of a special
character. The text of the draft resolution appears in paragraph 1 of the decision
(see annex I to the present report). The attention of the Assembly is also drawn
to paragraph 6 of the decision, in which the Council invites it to consider
favourably the financial implications of the convening of the session of a
special character. FOr the views expressed by delegations on the subject,
see paragraphs 84 to 87.

6. The General Assembly may also wish to note that by paragraph 2 of its decision
9/4 of 25 May 1981, on the environment and the arms race, the Council invites the
Preparatory Committee for the Second Special Session of the General Assembly
Devoted to Disarmament to consider including the draft agenda for the session an
item on the impact of the arms race on nature. FOr the views expressed by
delegations on the subject, paragraphs 81, 82 and 131 to 142. The decision was
adopted by r01l-oall vote: the voting is described in paragraph 140.
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7. By resolution 3436 (XXX) of 9 December 1975, the General Assembly requested the
Governing Council to keep it informed annually of any new international convention
concluded in the field of the environment and of the status of elClsting
conventions, with particular reference to ratifications, accessions and entry into
force, as well. as of the intention to become parties to such conventions expressed
by Governments during the year between sessions of the Council. Accordingly, by
paragraph 5 of the decision 9/10 A of 26 May 1981 (see annex Il, the Council
authorized the Executive Director to transmit his report on international
conventions and protocols in the field of the environment (UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.1) •
together with the fourth supplement to the list of such conventions and protocols
(UNEP/GC/INFORMATION/5/Supplement 4), to the Assembly at its thirty-sixth session.
These will be before the Assembly at that session as separate documents.

8~· By resolution 34/183 of 18 December 1979, the General Assembly requested the
Governing Council to report to it at its thirty-sixth session, through the Economic
and Social Council, on the problems relating to marine pollution'- By decision
9/10 A, paragraph 6, the Council authorized the Executive Director· to transmit his
report on the subject (UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.4), on its behalf, in response to the above
resolution. The report will be before the Economic and Social Council at its
second regular session of 1981 and the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session
as a separate document. For the views of delegations concerning. the question of
marine pollution, see paragraphs 295 to 299.

9. By resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980, the Economic and Social Council called
upon UNEP, in pursuance of General Assembly resolution 34/188 of 18 December 1979,
to elaborate concrete and specific proposals on energy and the environment aimed at
making an effective and meaningfUl contribution to the United Nations Conference on
New and Renewable Sources of Energy, and to report thereon. through the Governing
Council, to the Economic and Social Council at its second regular session of 1981.
The Assembly, in paragraph 6 of resolution 35/74 of 5 December 1980, streSsed the
importance of the United Nations Conference on New and Renewable -Sources of Energy,
and called upon UNEP to contribute actively to and participate in the preparatory
work for the Conference. The Assembly may therefore wish to note that, in
response to the Economic and Social Council resolution, the Governing Council, by
paragraph 7 of decision 9/10 A of 26 May 1981, authorized the Executive Director to
submit his report on UNEP and the Energy Conference (UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.4), On its
behalf, to the Economic and Social Council at its second regular session of 1981.
The Council also adopted decisions concerning the Conference (decision 9/7 of
25 May 1981) and on work on energy as a component of the environment programme
(decision 9/18 of 26 May 1981). The views of delegations on these issues are
reflected in paragraphs 104, 105 and 312 to 317 of the present report.

10. By resolution 34/186, also of 18 December 1979, on co-operation in the field of
the environment concerning natural resources shared by two or more States, the
Assembly requested the Governing Council to submit to it at its thirty-siXth
session a report on the progress made in the implementation of the resolution.
Having considered the report prepared by the Executive Director as a basis for its
report (UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.5), the Council. by decision 9/19 B of 26 May 1981 (see
annex I) determined that it did not suffice as such, and requested the Executive
Director, in consultation with Governments to prepare for consideration at its
tenth session a report dealing exclusively with progress made in the application of
the resolution, without recommendations regarding the identification or definition
of shared natural resources. Accordingly, the report in question will be
submitted through the Economic and Social Council, to the General Assembly at
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its thirty-seventh session (see para. 521 of the present report). For the
discussion of this matter by Sessional Committee I of the Governing Council,
see paragraphs 323, 324 and 374 to 380.

11. By resolution 35/72 of 5 December 1980, the General Assembly requested the
Governing Council to continue to report to it annually, through the Economic and
Social Council, on the implementation of the Plan of Action to COmbat
Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region. Accordingly, by decision 9/22 B of
26 May 1981, paragraph 5, the Council authorized the Executive Diteetot to sUbnlit
his report on the implementation of the Plan of Action in the Sudano-Sahelian
region (UNEP/GC.9/8/Add.l) together with the decision, to the Assembly at its
thirty-sixth session. The report. will be before the Economic and Social Council
and the General Assembly as a separate document. The Assembly will also note that
paragraph 3 of the decision in which the Council decides to include Benin among the
countties eligible to receive assistance through 'the United Nations Sudano-Bahelian
Office, constitutes a response to paragraph 5 of resolution 35/72. Relevant
discussions during the Governing Council are reflected in paragraphs 99,
251 and 252 of the present report.

12. By paragraph 12 of resolution 35/74, the General Assembly, echoing the terms
of paragraph 9 of Economic and Social Council resolution 1980/49, invited
Governments to consider proposals Whereby additional contributions to the Fund o~

the United Nations Environment Programme would be used for measures dealing with
serious environmental problems in developing countries, taking into account the
relevant provisions of resolution 34/188 of 18 Decemb~r 1979, and requested the
Governing Counoil to report thereon to the Economio and Social 'COUncil at its
second regular session of 1981. Accordingly, the-Executive Director submitted to
the Governing Council at its ninth session a report on additional resources for
environmental problems in developing countries (UNEP/GC. 9/l0/Add. 2) in whi~h he
reviewed a range of measures for ensuring the provision of aaditional resources to
the Environment FUnd, covering new means of funding, increased contributions
through established financial mean$, and the SWedish proposal made at the eighth
session of the Governing Council, !I and also disoussed in the Second ~ittee of
the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session, regarding the establishment of a
"special window· in the Environment Fund. AS a result of the discussions in
Sessional Committee 11 (see paras. 438~45l of the present report), however, the
COuncil, by decision 9/24 of 26 May 1981 (see annex I), decided to pos~pone until
its tenth regular session its reponse to the request made by the General Assembly
and the Economic and Social COunciL

13. By decision 9/27 C of 26 May 1981, the Governing Council requested the General
Assembly to instruct the Advisory Committee on Administrative and BUdgetary
Questions to review in depth the prograllllDe and progranune support costs of the
Environment Fund, taking into account the discussions of the Governing Council at
its ninth session, and to report thereon to the Council at its tenth session. The
relevant discussions are reflected in paragraphs 113 and 480 to 498 of the present
report.

!I See Official Reoords of the General Assembly, Thirth-fifth Session,
SUpplement NO. 2~ (A/35/25), para. 80.
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CHAPTER It

OR;ANIZATION OF 'nIE SESSION

A. Opening of the session

14. In the absence of the ~esident, the session was ~ned by ML. V. A. Kozlov
(By~lorusslan Soviet SOCialist Republic), Vice-President of the Governing COUncil
at its eighth session.

B. Attendance

15. The followinq States Ilembers of the Governi.ng Council !I were represented at
the session;

Argentina
Auelr illia
Bangladesh
BelgiUII
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgar ia
Burundl
8yeloru9s1an Soviet Socialist Republic
Chile
China
Egypt
Ethiopia
Prance
Gabon
German pemocratic Republic
Germany, Federal Republic of
Ghana
Guinea
Iceland
Indill
,Indonesia
Iraq
·Italy
Japan
Kenya
Kuwait
'Liber la

Libyan Arab Jaaabiriya
Mala"'i
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Pakistan
Panaaa
Peru
Saudi Arabia
Se i Lanka
·Sudan
-Sweden
'Swftzer land
·t'hailand
J1'ur key
Uganda
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic

-Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
'United Arab Emirates
'United Kingdom of Great Br itain

and Northern Ireland
~Unlted States of America
,Urugm:y
.Ven~zuela

Yugoslavia
, zaire

1/ The .eIlbershlp of the Governing Council was determined by elections held
at the 85th and 9lst plenary aeetings of the thirty-third session of the General
Asseably, held on 15 and 21 December 1978, respectively, at the 107th plenary
meeting of the thirty-fourth session, h~ld on 18 Deceaber 1979, and at the 84th
plenary meetinq of the thirty-fifth session, h~ld on 5 Dec~ber 1980 (decisions
33/323. 34/320 and 35/313).
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16. The following" States not members of the Governing Council were represented:

Algeria
Austr ia
'Benin
Canada
Colombia
Congo
Cyprus
Czechoslova kia
,Democratic Kampuchea

"Democratic Yemen
-Denmark
Finland
Greece
Holy See
Nungary

tsrael
·ivory Coast
Jamaica
Niger ia
-Norway
<>man
Philippines
.poland
Republic of Korea
'Rwanda
Somalia
"Spain
'Swaziland
Tunisia

17. The African National congress, the Palestine Liberation Organization and the
Pan Africanist Congress of Azania were also represented as observers.

18. The United Nations Secretariat waa represented b¥ the Department of
International Economic and Social Affairs.

19. The following United Nations bodies and Secretariat units were represented:

Economic Commission for Afr ica (ECA)
Economic Conuniasion for Europe (BCE)
Economic Commission for Latin Amer ica (FX::LA)
Economic Commission for Western Asia (ECWA)
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD)
United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNlDO)
United Nations centre for Human Settlements (Habitat) (ONCHS)
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR)
United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO)

20. The following specialized agencies were represented:

rnterna~ionaI Labour Organisation (ILD)
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)
World Health Organization (WHO)
World Meteorological Organization (HNO)

21. The following other" intergovernmental organizations were represented:

African Development Bank
Arab League Educational, Cultural and Scientific organization (ALESCO)."
Council for Mutual Econ~ic Assistance (CMEA)
European Economic Community
League of Arab States
Organization of African Qpity (o&U)

In addition, 37 non-governmental organizatiQns were represented as observers.
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C. Election of officers

22. At the opening meeting of the ninth session, on 13 May 1981, the Governing
Council elected the following officers by acclamation:

President: Mc. M. J. Magar inos de Mello (Uruguay)

Vice-Presidents: Mr. Abdulbar A. AI-Gain (Saudi Arabia)
Mt. Lothar Hertel (German Democratic Republic)
Mr. John Kofi Offeh (Ghana)

Rappor teur : Mr. F. L. Schlingemann (Netherlands)

D. Credentials

23. In accordance with rule 17, paragraph 2, of the rules of procedure of the
Governing Council, the Bureau examined the credentials of the delegations attending
the ninth session of the Council. The Bureau found the credentiais in order and so
reported to the Council, which approved the report of the Bureau at the 9th meeting
of the session, on 26 May.

E. Agenda

24. During the consideration of the provisional agenda at the opening meeting of
the session, a number of representatives protested against the presence in the
Governing Council of a representative of the so-called "Democratic Kampuchea", a
State which did not exist. The blood-stained Pol Pot regime had been overthrown by
the Kampuchean people, and represented no one; the presence in a Council session of
a representative of a regime which had exterminated millions of people was
inappropriate. The sole legitimate representative of the Kampuchean people was the
Government of the People's Republic of Kampuchea.

25. In accordance with rule 67 of the rules of procedure, the President gave the
floor to the representative of Democratic Kampuchea, who deplored the repetition of
manoeuvres on the part of the Soviet Union and other delegations designed to
question his delegation's participation in United Nations meetings, pointing out
that the issue had been settled by the General Assembly in resolution 35/4 A and B
of 13 October and 15 December 1980, respectively. The Council should condemn those
manoeuvres, which were aimed at legitimizing the aggressive war being waged by Viet
Nam, with the backing of the Soviet Union, against Democratic Kampuchea, and call
for withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops in line with the relevant resolutions of
the General Assembly.

26. The representative of China said that delegations had come to the Council
session in a spirit of co-operation and understanding. The statement by the
representative of the Soviet Union disrupted that spirit and constituted
interference in the internal affairs of an independent and sovereign Member State.
General Assembly resolution 35/4 A and B had been adopted without a vote, thus
implicitly recognizing the Government of Democratic Kampuchea as the legitimate
representative of the Kampuchean people. UNEP, as a member of the United Nations
system, must comply with resolutions of the General Assembly and his delegation
therefore believed that the Council should revert forthwith to the orderly conduct
of its business.
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27. The Council then adopted the provisional agenda for the session as approved at
its eighth session. l/ The agenda as adopted read as follows:

"1. Opening of the session.

2. Organization of the session:

(a) Election of officers;

(b) Agenda and ocganization of the work of the session.

3. Credentials of representatives.

4. Executive Director's report and state of the environment.

5. Co-ordination questions.

6. Programme matters.

7. Co-ordination and follow-up of' the implementation of the Plan of Action
to Combat Desertification.

8. Environment Fund:

(a) Implementation of the Fund ~ogramme in 1980;

(b) Management of the Fund of UNEPJ

(c) Financial report and accounts for the biennium 1978-1979 ended
31 December 1979;

Cd) project and ~ogramme evaluation.

9. Administrative and budgetary matters.

10. Provisional agenda, date and place of the tenth session of
the Governing Council.

11. Provisional agenda, date and place of the Governing Council session of a
special character in commemoration of the tenth anniversary of the
United Nations Conference on the Human Environmeht.

12. Other business.

13. Report of the Governing Council to the General Assembly.

14. Closure of the session."

F. Organization of the work of the session

28. At the opening meeting of the session, the Governing Council considered the
question of the organization of the work of the session in the light of the
suggestions made by the secretariat in the annotations to the provisional agenda
and of the time-table of meetings suggested bf the Executive Director
(UNEP/GC.9/l/Add.l and Corr.l). It was agreed that item 4 should be considered in
the context of a general debate.

y Official Records of the General Assembly, T~irtY-fifth Session,
SUpplement No. 25 (A/35/25), pp. 137 and 138.
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29. At the same meeting the Governing Council decided to establi3h two sessional
committees and to allocate agenda items to them as follows:

Sessional Committee I; Agenda items 6 and 7;

Sessional Committee 11: Agenda items 8 (a), (b), (c) and (d) and 9.

HI. Abdulbar A. AI-Gain (Saudi Arabia) and Mr. Lothar Hertel (German Democratic
Republic), Vice-Presidents, were appointed Chairmen of Sessional Committees I
and 11, respectively.

G. Work of the Committees

30. Committee I held 14 meetings from 13 to 25 May. At the first meeting, it
elected Mr. Jean-Baptiste Mukuri (Burundi) as Rapporteur, and adopted its work plan
and tentative time-table. The text of the Committee's report has been incorporated
in chapter V.

31. Committee 11 held 14 meetings from 13 to 2S May. At the first meeting, it
elected Mr. Gilbert Sabathe (France) as Rapporteur and approved a tentative
time-table for its work. The text of the Committee's report has been incorporated
in chapters VI and VII.

CHAPTER III

GENERAL DEBATE

32. In discussing agenda item 4 at the 2nd to 7th plenary meetings of the session,
the Council had before it the following documents: the introductory report of the
Executive Director (UNEP/GC.9/2), with addenda on resolutions and decisions of the
General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council of relevarx::e to UNEp· (Add. 1),
the Governing Council session of a special character in 1982 (Add.2 and
Add.2/Corr.l and 2), relationships with non-governmental organizations (Add.3),
work on the interrelationships between people, resources, environment and
development (Add.4, with ~ supplement containing the related report of the
secretary-General to the Economic and Social Council), the introductory statement
of the Executive Director (Add.S) and a preliminary report on listing of dangerous
chemical substances (Add.G), as well as the report on MThe state of the
environment: selected topics - 1981" (UNEP/GC.9/3).

33. In his introductory statement at the opening meeting, the Executive Director
outlined the major developments i~ the world community since the Council's eight~
session, the arrangements for the Governing Council session of a special character
and progrcume and Fund matters.

34. In the global round of negotiations planned to tackle the unprecedented
current instability and structural disequilibrium in the world economy, the
environment represented just one area in which co-operation must replace
confrontation. Grim economic conditions might appear to leSSen the urgency of
environmental concerns, but neglect of such concerns had contributed significantly
to the present situation. The arms race was continuing on a disturbing scale, now
swallowing up more than $SOO billion a year in resources better devoted to
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development, with well-known adverse effects on the environment. It was to be
hoped that measures to check the arms race and lessen international tension would
emerge from the forthcoming second special session of the General Assembly on
disarmament.

35. Since the eighth session of the Governing Council, the General Assembly had
adopted the International Development Strategy for the Third united Nations
Development Decade (resolution 35/36) which took due aCcount of environmental
considerations. A number of environmental problems had been singled out as
requir ing determined ,-tlfforts to ensure sustainable and environmentally benign
economic development. Of particular significance were efforts to increase food
production, improve standards of nutrition and rationalize energy production and
use. The Assembly had also called for further research on the interrelationships
between people, resources, environment and development - proposals on whIch were
before the Council.

36. Environment would be a significant issue at the Third United NationS
Conference on the Law of the Sea, the Conference on New and Renewable Sources of
Energy and the Conference on Least Developed Countries, all to be resumed or held
in the ne~r future. He hoped that the Council's discussion would clarify positions
to be taken at those conferences, and assured the members that the UNEP secretariat
could be counted on to make an appropriate contribution.

37. At the present session, the Governing Council was to launch the process of
preparation for the tenth anniversary, in 1982, of the United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment. The session of a special character would combine the twin
strands of a stock-taking of achievements so far and a looking forward to prospects
to the end of the century and beyond. Bis report to the Council enumerated the
various activities proposed by the secretariat to mark the anniversary.

38. A review of major achievements in the implementation of the Stockholm Action
Plan, together with a report on the state of the environment 10 years after
Stockholm and a review of UNEP's goals for 1982, would serve as a basis for
consideration of what had happened to the environment over the past decade. Those
documents in turn would lead into the forward-looking papers: the perspective
document, trends for action by UNEP over the next decade, and the system-wide
medium-term environment programme for 1984-1989. The secretariat planned to build
into the process of preparation inter linkages and as much scope for mutual
influence bebIeen_J:he- __two strands as possible. It had endeavoured to devise a
common time-table for the preparations together with Governments, the scientific
community, members of the United Nations system and other intergovernmental and
non-governmental organizations.

39. As far as the perspective document was concerned, consultations had shown that
the task of defining a long-term agenda for action and setting aspirational goals
for the world community should follow the reaching of agreement on shared
perceptions and should draw to a large extent on the vieWs of Governments.
Consequently, he proposed that only the first part of the perspective document
should be prepared for 1982, leaving consideration of the full document for 1984.

40. In order to assist the Council in its dual task- of reviewing major
achievements and identifying major trends for action in the next decade, the
secretariat proposed to draw up a single discussion document made up of' four
parts. The first part would summarize changes in the environment and in perceptions
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of it as they emerged from the 1982 state of the environment report; the second
would summarize achievements in the implementation of the Stockholm Action Plan;
the third would outline common perceptions of long-term environmental issuesl and
the last would set out recommendations concerning major trends for action by UNEP
in the next decade.

41. At its eighth session, the Council had decided that goals for 1992 should be
drawn up in time for the tenth session. However, since the system-wide medium-term
programme was to set detailed objectives for 1989, and since in 1982 the COuncil
was to define trends for action over the SUbsequent decade, the Council might wish
to consider postponing discussion of the 1992 goals until the eleventh session.

42. The Council had also considered at its eighth session proposals for the
preparation of a list of dangerous substances and for the convening of a scientific
symposium. It had SUbsequently been agreed that the symposium should be held after
the session of a special character. Concerning the list of dangerous substances, a
note was before the Council seeking guidance on concrete action to be taken.

43. Turning to programme and Fund matters, the Executive Director ·pointed out that
for the first time the Council had before it a programme performance report on
progress in the implementation of work plans and decisions. He would welcome the
views of the Council on both the presentation and the substance of the report.

44. The medium-term plan, which covered the period before the start of the
system-wide medium-term programme on I January 1984, had been drawn up in the light
of the provisions of the International Development Strategy for the 19808. The
Council was invited to express its views on the presentation and content of the
plan, and to decide upon the level of funding required for its implementation.
Also before the Council were the draft objectives for the system-wide medium-term
environment programme; the guidance of the Council would be of great assistance in
the negotiation of the programme with the co-operating agencies.

45. Despite appeals by the Governing Council, the Economic and Social Council and
the General Assembly, total pledges to the Environment Fund stood at slightly over
$125 million, against a target for 1978-1981 of $150 million. Certain late
payments had complicated the situation, and a sizeable number of countries had
continuously failed to pay their expected contributions during the same year. That
was all the more regrettable in that the environment was often a unifying factor
between neighbouring countries, some of them otherwise in a state of war, as was
testified to by the arrangements in West and Central Africa, the Caribbean, the
KuwaIt Action Plan region, South Asia and the ASEAN region referred to in the
documents before the Council. Increased financial support for the Environment Fund
was necessary, and he recommended to the Council a target of $120 million for
contributions during 1982-1983. The Council's decision on that target would be the
most crucial decision of the session.

46. In the light of the objectives the United Nations system would try to achie~e

over- the period 1984-1989, the Council was called upon to give an indication of ~he

resources it believed should.be available from the Environment Fund for that
six-year period.: the basis fa: such an indicative figure could be the Fund targEllt
decided upon for 1982-1983. The Council might also wish to consider instituting a
system whereby pledges were made for a multiyear period under the six-year umbre~la.
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47. The share of non-convertible currencies in the over-all balance of the Fund
had fallen to 58.9 per cent in 1980. While the level of such currency balances had
exerted no undue influence on the selection of projects, it would be helpful if the
Council renewed its appeal to countr lea to ensure that' at least 25 per cent of
their contributions in 1982 was in convertible currency, with the proportion
increasing thereafter.

48. Turning to the trust funds for which UNEP was responsible, he reported on
progress made in the Mediterranean area, and appealed for prompt payments to ensure
a predictable schedule of contributions and avoid difficulties in ~plementation.

49. The signatories to the Kuwait Action Plan had launched their own regional
organization, and by the end of the year UNEP would no longer be responsible for
supervising its secretariat or administering its trust fund. That was a clear
example of the successful catalytic role of UNEP and the Environment Fund.

50. Additional trust funds were proposed for West and Central Africa and for the
caribbean. In the face of such new demands, UNEP's financial role in existing
programmes would necessarily diminish. He hoped that the Council would call on the
Governments concerned to provide the necessary financial and technical resources
for the implementa tion of such action plans.

51. The Council also had before it reports on additional resources required to
meet serious environmental problems in developing countries and on arrangements for
financing plans of action (UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.2 and Add.3). He looked forward to
receiving the Council's reconnnendations on those subjects.

52. The caning four years, for which he had been accorded the privilege and honour
of being re-elected as Executive Director, would be a per iod of gre.at challenge for
the environment and for ONEP. For much of mankind, accelerated economic
development was imperative, and in that process the relevance of environment had
been recognized. In the environmental cause a new policy of co-operation would
permit a shift from the waste of resources and the protection of .privilege to a
world whose most precious resource, the co-operation of people and nations, was
conserved and nurtured to serve the common good and preserve the rights of future
generations. Failure would represent a waste of will and resources, and ultimately
of the future.

53. The Executive Director of the United Nations Centre for Ruman Settlements
(Habitat) (ONCHS) said that the co-operation between UNCBS and UNEP to which he had
referred at the previous session"had continued to develop, despite a scarcity of
resources.

54. UNEpt s evaluation of progress made in the past decade would have to be seen
against the background of the broad relationship between the development of
settlements and the need to maintain a habitable physical environment for the
world1s rapidly growing population. Recalling recommendation$ land 4 adopted by
the Stockholm Conference, he said that much remained to be done to implement them,
while the pooc lacked some of the most basic needs, the rich minority suffered side
effects from their own affluence. Moreover, many of the poor, especially in large
cities in developing countr ies, suffered from the technological ills generated by
the rich.
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55. Conventional settlements development often led to long, heavy traffic flows,
expensive utility networks, pollution of waterways and destruction of the
environment. Hundreds of millions of people in the developing countries lacked
safe drinking water, hygienic waste disposal, adequate shelter and safe, efficient
and cheap transport. Existing infrastructure and services had frequently not been
expanded fast enough to serve the growing numbers of people.

56. Inappropriate transport systems were a major source of air pollution, while
congestion could be reduced, through constructon of more roads and parking places,
only at enormous expense. Long-term improvements would require earlier planning,
the promotion of public transport and the careful ordering of land uses.

57. The construction of buildings and infrastructure also posed environmental
hazards. As expectations rose, demand shifted away from locally available, easily
obtainable construction materials to those used by the industrialized countries.
However, even a preference for wood-built houses could have an enormous impact
on the world's forests. International research was needed to analyse the total
impact on the world's resources of the building of a billion houses within a period
of 30-50 years.

58. The international community was well aware of environmental problems in the
largest cities, but water supply and sanitation data of the World Health
Organization (WHO) suggested that the environmental conditions of the rural
population lagged far behind even those of the urban poor. The concentration of
public investment in the cities and the lack of opportunities in rural areas meant
that continued growth of slums and squatter settlements was almost inevitable.
Many conventional responses to the problems of urban growth had failed to furnish a
long-term solution. Yet, with proper planning, squatter settlements could be
positive elements in development. The removal of obstacles to their improvement
would allow the vigour and ingenuity of their inhabitants, which had already been
demonstrated in a number of developing countries, to make an extremely useful
contribution to society. More broadly, the economic and environmental problems
found both in cities and in the rural areas called for wider distribution of public
investment to slow down the rural exodus. At the same time, any attempt to
influence population distribution must be rooted in a comprehensive development
policy implemented at both national and local levels.

59. An increasing number of Jovernments wishing to improve their settlements had
found that available planning techniques did not yet inClude appropriate accounting
systems. New ways were needed of giving proper weight to environmental factors
while maximizing net economic and social benefits. The point at Which collective
costs and collective benefits were in balance might be considered an economic,
social and environmental break-even point. The full spectrum of costs and benefits
should be taken into account, even those which were difficult to quantify, and
environmental standards established related to the goals which were sought.
Existing standards for the durability of buildings and the availability of public
health facilities, and new standards being adopted on air and water quality, should
be supplemented by standards to control, for example, the size, spacing and density
of buildings. Moreover, institutional arrangements were required which would
actually make use of such standards and of environmental accounting in making major
decisions on settlements development. A narrow sectoral approach to settlements
development should give way to a process of comprehensive planning to prevent or
minimize the undesirable side effects and consequences of development. Awareness
of environmen~ factors should inform and enhance policy-making planning and
decision-tak!pg.

!
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60. National plans alone could 'not take into account regional and local
environmental issues. Consequently, subnational planning, tor which, regrettably,
many countries lacked ,Institutions and personnel, was needed to provide a framework
for development projects of national and local significance and offer efficient
guidance for decisions on industrial,!ocation, infrastructure development and
settlement growth.

61. Meanwhile, regional canprehEmsive plans should decid~ on focal points for;'
urban growth, the distribution .ofindustry, the layout of infrastructure, the means
of waste disposal, the location of rec~eational areas and the protection of
agr icultural land,. The purpose ,of c.(jJnprehensive local planning was to programme
investment and distribute it ~atiallY. Control of the location and density of
activities would provide a basis fQC harmOnizing the built environment with the
natural environment.

62. Despite the many unknown and uncontrollable variables involved, co-ordinated
multisectoral planning was to be preferred to incren'lental and fragmented
decision-making. Population growth, overburdened facilities and a deteriorating
environment in and around human settlements made it imperative to attempt to reduce
conflicts among sectoral components. Every tool must be used, whatever its stage
of development, to design, build and maintain a habitable environment.

63. During the general debate, Which took place from the 2nd to the 7th plenary
me~tings of the session, n~erous speakers paid tribute to the achievements of UNEP
and commended the Executive Director and his staff on their work.

64. Many ~eakers felt that 'the ninth session of the Governing Council, the last
before the tenth anniversarr of the Stockholm Conference, was of particular
importance in that it should provide guidance to the Executive Director in the
preparations for the Co~ncil session o£'a specia! character in 1982 and the tenth
regular session, which would chart the future course of 'the prograDtlfte.

65. The general economic climate was difficult th~qughout much of the world, and
nations now had to confront basic ,problems of lack o~ resources, a~well,ascome to
terms with the difficult problems oflnflation and unemplO¥Dent. In that
tightening economic context, where hard choices had to be made and priorities had
to be set, the need for environmental protection and conservation would come under
rigorous scrutiny. It would, however, be short-sighted to weaken the commitment to.
environmental action. Economic difficulties only strengthened the argument for
pooring resources, and undoubtedly presented UNEP with a cha!lengeto enhance its
urgent and vital role of environmental advocacy.

66. In that connexion, many delegations noted with appreciation the increasing
recognition throughout th~ world that environmental considerations were as
important as traditional economic parameters in national development planning.
Accordingly, they welcomed the adoption by the General Assembly of the
International Development Strategy for the Third United Nations Development Decade,
and commended the Executive Director for his initiatives in ensuring that
environmental considerations were prqperly reflected in it. It was felt that UNBP
would have now to gear itself to 9!vi99 operational content to the relevant
provisions of the new Strategy in order to ensure environmentally sustainable
development.
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67. various representatives expressed support for ONEp·s initiatives in the field
of interrelationships between people, resources, environment and development, and
endorsed the case-study approach, including the-priorities for action by UNEP as
suggested by the Executive Director. Some delegations pointed out that scientists
from the socialist countries should be involved in studying the question, in order
to ensure that all approaches were taken into account.

68. The Secretary-General's report on the interrelationships
(UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4/Supplement) was introduced by the Assistant Secretary-General
in the Department of International Economic and SOcial Affairs, who observed that
the action needed to alter population, resource and environmental trends could
not be postponed without foreclosing important development options. At the same
time, it was necessary to place that action in the context of a multidisciplinary
approach to development. Consequently, he emphasized the need to supplement
current efforts to mobilize, synthesize and integrate knowledge on
interrelationships by undertaking empirical investigations of specific problems
and issues. It was clear that all relevant organizations and institutions should
be involved in these efforts, within and outside the United Nations system which
went beyond the capacity of the system alone to undertake.

69. Commenting on the Secretary-General's report, one delegation said that it
contained many valuable conclusions, but that its abstract nature made it
inadequate as far as a concrete presentation of continuing activities in the United
Nations system or concrete proposals for a system-wide medium-term environment
programme was concerned. In view of the numerous concrete suggestions for the
programme of work it contained, the full report of the high-level group of experts
convened by the Executive Director should be annexed to the Governing COuncil's
report on its ninth session.

70. Appreciation was expressed for UNEpl S efforts to increase environmental
awareness and the emerging consensus in both developed and developing countries as
to the need to achieve environmentally sound development. It was hoped that such
development would be reinforced as a result of the session of a special character.
A few delegations emphasized in that connexion the need to review UNEp1s catalytic
role and perhaps redefine it to include practical assistance and direct involvement
in the execution of projects, in order to enable the organization to make the
impact it needed and deserved to make in many developing countries, especially
those of Africa.

71. support was expressed for the suggestions made by the Exe~utive Director to
ensure that the forthcoming global round of negotiations took environmental
considerations fully into account. One delegation, however, noted that environment
was not among the major issues 6n the agenda of those negotiations, and expressed
the view that UNEP should not become involved.

72. Delegations emphasized the need for the rapid implementation of the World
Conservation Strategy, which, in the view of one delegation, had introduced the
concept of conservation as equal in importance to, essential for and complementary
to development. In that connexion, reference was made to the special character of
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources
(IUCN), as an organization composed of Governments and non-governmental
organizations, and the hope was expressed that UNEP would not cut its
project-oriented support to the organization.
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73. Many delegations described environmental machine~y in their countries, and
enumerated decisions of environmental significance adopted in recent years. One
delegation said that UNEP could play an important role in pUblicizing national
efforts to incorporate the environmental dimension in development, and drawing them
to the attention of other - particularly developing - countries. Mention was made
of such awareness-creating events as national tree-planting days, a soil erosion
week, and an environmental protection pUblicity month. One representative
described an annual international festival of environmental films, and suggested
that the 1982 festival might be held under UNEP au~ices to help commemorate the
tenth anniversary of the Stockholm Conference.

74. Many representatives drew attention to the increasing international
co-operation in the field of environment, citing their Government's accession to a
number of international conventions covering a wide range of subjects, as well as
their participation in international environmental conferences.

75. Reference was made to regional co-operative activities in the environment
field both within and outside the United Nations fraaework. Some representatives
felt that UNEP should seek to promote such activities, and that the Council should
discuss at its tenth session the possibility of establishing regional components
within the Environment Fund. In the view of one delegation UNBP should even go
further and identify subregions which could constitute focuses for programming and
financial support. One delegation suggested strengthening the regional commissions
to deal with problems which were essentially regional in SCope, thus freeing UNEP
for activities in research, information and assistance in the implementation of
national programmes. Many other delegations, however, felt that UNEPsnoul,d
decentralize its functions and assign greater responsibilities to the regional
offices in terms of the planning and tmplementation of its projects and activities,
in such a way that global action by UNEP could be built up efficiently and flexibly
around regional targets and needs. To that end, they requested the Executive
Director to strengthen the structures of the UNEP regional offices.

76. Many references were made to specific regional activities. Assistance from
UNEP was requested for the South Asian Co-operative Environment Progralllll'le, the
ASEAN Subregional Environmental Programme, the East Asian Seas Programme, the South
Pacific Regional Environmental Pr~amme, the Red Sea Programme and the Wider
caribbean Environment ProgramrRe. One delegation urged the COuncil to reverse the
decision to cut financial support to the Mediterranean Trust Fund.

77. A number of delegations noted that, in Europe, the High-level Meeting on the
Protection of the Environment of the &conadc Commission for Europe (BeE), had
opened up new prospect's for international co-operation, and expressed the hope that
UNEP would continue to support activities in pUfsuance of Council decision 8/16 A,
especially as they were of significance beyond the European region.

78. A number of representatives commended the work of UNEP in the regional seas
programme, and noted with satisfaction its growing successes in various parts of
the world. One representative cited the progranne as a good example of the
catalytic role of UNEP,while others considered it to be one of the brighter spots
in UNEP's work. One representative expressed gratitude for the selection of Athens
to host the secretariat for the Mediterranean Action Plan, while another requested
modifications in the Red Sea Programme to enable £\111 participation by all
interested parties. -
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79. The Chairman of the Intergovernmental Meeting on the Caribbean Environment
Programme, held in Jamaica in April 1981, furnished the Council with a detailed
report on the steps which had been taken to get the programme under way, and
expressed the hope that co-operation with UNEP would continue.

80. Noting that environmental degradation in certain regions posed serious threats
to the quality of life, and that remedies could prove difficult because of lack of
political will and the divergent interests of nations, one representative called
upon the Governing Council to adopt a decision on an "environment security Plan- to
protect countries from the adverse effects arising from the process of development
in neighbouring States. Another representative, however, pointed out that the
issue to which reference was being made was a bilateral matter which it was
inappropriate to bring before the Governing Council.

81. A number of representatives deplored the waste on armaments of resources which
would be better used for environmental projects, and the potentially adverse
consequences of the arms race for the environment. They stressed that initiatives
were urgently necessary, that UNEP must not stand aloof from issues of disarmament,
peace and security, that the Executive Director should ensure prompt preparation of
the Secretary-Generalis report on the adverse effects of the arms race, and that
UNEP should play an active role in the second special session of the General
Assembly on disarmament. One delegation, however, expressed the view that UNEP
should leave disarmament issues to bodies which specialized in that subject.

82. A number of representatives urged UNEP to promote the ~lementation of
General Assembly resolution 35/8 on the historical responsibility of States for the
preservation of nature for present and future generations, an issue to which the
arms race was also relevant.

83. One representative reiterated his countryls call for an international meeting
to discuss the serious issue of material remnants of war, including compensation
for damage inflicted by them, and urged UNEP to take the necessary steps for the
convening of such a meeting in the near future. Another representative expressed
regret at the lack of progress in implementing General Assembly resolution 35/71
of 5 December 1980.

84. General support was expressed for the Executive Director's proposals
concerning the arrangements for the session of a special character. Various
delegations expressed the view that, inter alia, for reasons of economy, the 1982
sessions should be held at Nairobi. The representative of Mexico said that his
Government would not press its proposal that Mexico should host the special
Governing Council meeting to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the Stockholm
Conference, and that it would provide the Government of Kenya with full support. A
number of representatives urged that the session of a special character should be
as short as possible, with some saying it should last six working days at most.
Others, however, felt that more time would be necessary. For the tenth regUlar
session, several delegations suggested that seven days would be SUfficient,
especially as the Executive Directoc had rightly indicated that there would be no
need for a general debate.

85. It was generally agreed that the Governing Council should make it clear at the
earliest opportunity that countries should be represented at the session of a
special character at a high political level, preferably at the ministerial level.
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86. Several de1ecJations stressed that the Council should strive to avoid any
duplication between the two sessIons) the session of a special character should ai~

to rekindle interest in, and the political ca-aitment of ~VernMent8 to, the cause
of the environment. Many emphasized that it 'would ·fu~nish an excellent opportunity
to conduct a wide-ranging review of UNEP'e achievements in its firet decade of
existence, and sketch out ideas for future activities. Ite.s suggested foe
discussion at that session were a study of the en.vironJlental effects of certain
military activities, on the basis of an expert repoet) examination of ways and
.eans to reaedy the non-observance of the 5tockholn principles or facilitate their
application, and a thorough review of the value foe tIOney yielded by UNEP funds
used to support the activities of other Dnited Nations organizations.

87. Most representatives end~sed the Executive Director's suggestion that a
single principal document should be presented to the session of a special
character. One suggested that the Council should consider organizing regional
meetings to harmonize views on the doc~nt, and that national and regional reports
on the envirONlent should a190 be sutaitted to the seasion. Another urged the
Council to caa-!sston a special study of tbe various aspects of land degradation,
which constituted the Most serious -ool09ical threat to the environJlent. The hope
was expressed that the var lous reports which had been called for c·ould be·
consolidated to ensure that the s•••lon of a special character did not suffer the
blight of proliferating doc~ntatlon.

88. Several delegations emphasized that the report on the state of the environment
10 years after Stockholm should be a document of use to policy-makers, and should
be drawn up in close co-operation with all the relevant parts of the United Nations
system. Other dalegations stressed that due account should be taken of
achievements in the socialist countries, and that a representative of the eastern
European countries should participate in the final editing of the report.
Suq,gested topics for in-depth treat..nt included food, energy and: soils.

89. One dele9ation, supported by other delegations, proposed the establistnent of
an independent COMmission of ..inent persons, siellar to the Pearson and Brandt
Commissions, to undertake a study of the world's· environment to the year 2000 and
beyond. Some delegations suggested that the perspective document should be drawn
up by an intergovernmental preparatory Conaittee established by the General
Asse.bly, with the assistanoe of the comel.sion of eainent persons, and agreed with
the proposal that the special session should be furnished with only the first. part.
of tM· perspective docU1lent, i.e., the part on shared perceptions. One delegation
did not favour further consultations outside the Governing Council on the
perspective doct-.nt. A number of delegations felt that formulation of t.he
1992 qoaIs for UNEP sllould be postponed in order to keep docUlMntation within
bounds. •

90~ One delegation expressed regret that the information pr0C3rarame for.
the 1982 sessions suggested by the Executive Director qave no details of expected
inputs frea elsewhere in the United Hation••yst•• , or of the crucial role which
could be played by non-(jover,..ntal orqanizations, and requested the Executive
Director to provide further details, while another felt that_ the progra.me needed
sharpening to focus on a It.ited nClllber of cQIlPOnente: with aajor impact. One
representative expressed the view that national activities could enhance the t..pact
of the tenth anniversary, while another felt. that prizes and 1Iedals should be
awarded as incentives to environmental protection.
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91. Several delegations emphasized that UNEP should concentrate on areas where it
had a unique capability to achieve environmental objectives, and should eschew
over-ambitious or controversiaL projects. 'S'ome' pointed ,out that its catalytic
efforts and the injection of "seed capital" into reg,ional. intergovernmental
groupings would in due course be amplified through self-help. One delegation felt
the Governing Council should lay down that programmes should benefit countries
which needed them mostJ others urged that assistance to developing countries should
be distributed in a more balanced manner, with a few stressing that more money
should be allocated to pt"ojects in Africa. P.nother said that UNEP should be mcn::e
selective in the future in setting programme priorities, while another called for a
thorough analysis of failure to reach targets in such areas as the Global
Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS), ocean programmes and arid and semi-arid
ecosystems.

92. General satisfaction was expressed at the concise and useful programme
performance report submitted by the Executive Director (UNEP/GC.9/5 and Corr.l
and 5/Add.5). One delegation suggested that the report should become an annual
publication, perhaps more analytical in content, while another said that more
emphasis was needed on pest management systems and rangeland assessment.

93. A number of delegations welcomed the medium-term plan for 1982-1983. One
delegation felt it was essential to ensure that the plan was sufficiently complete
to serve as a gUide for UNEP, preclUde arbitrary interpretation and allow for
modification where necessary, while another said that the relationships between the
various components should be clearly spelt out.

94. The report on the state of the environment for 1981 was generally welcomed,
though one speaker felt ·it took insufficient account of socio-economic conditions
in socialist countries. One delegation said that it was not sufficient for the
Governing Council simply to take note of the reportJ what was needed was a .
commitment by Governments to concrete action. P.nother expressed support for the,
Executive Director's suggestion that countries should allocate a percentage of
their gross national product for pollution control, and suggested that the section
of the report on ground water should be rearranged to draw a distinction between
arid and wet areas. One delegation stressed in particular the importance of
environmental econOOlics as a means of analysing the efficiency of various
corrective environmental protection measures and evaluating the damage inflicted on
the environment due to poorly planned economic development.

95. Numerous representatives said that they attached special importance to the
Earthwatch Programme. The increased information emanating from GEMS was welcomed;
however, one delegation stressed that GEMS would play a useful role only if it was
genuinely global in nature, while another said that further refining and greater
co-ordination of the programme was necessary.

96. The International Referral $ystem (INFOTERRA) Programme was felt to be of
great importance and worthy of s~~t; however, one delegation critized its
over-large administrative apparat~s and the fact that it provided limited benefits
to countries.

97. Several representatives commepded the work being carried out on the
International Register of Potentia~lyToxic Chemicals (IRPTC) and urged UNEP to
strengthen such activities in order tQ meet the growing risks posed by the
widespread use of toxic chemicals,.nd to ensure that the developing countries did
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not become a dumping ground f~ unsafe pharmaceutical products and hazardous
chemicals. One representative stressed the need to discourage the export of
harmful chemicals to, and their marketing in, developing countries. It was pointed
out that a co-ordinated effort should be made to expand the IRP'l'C working 11 at of
selected chemical substances by ad~ing to it potentially toxic chemicals selected
from among those discovered or developed since the last survey. One delegation,
recalling the proposal that 4 list of dangerous chemical substances should be drawn
up for submission to the Council at its tenth session, and welcoming the Executive
Director's preliminary report on the subject, expressed the hope that, in preparing
the list, the Executive Director would draw upon expertise available in IRPTC and
use outside experts where appropriate.

98. Sane delegations urged UNEP to expand its efforts to implement the World
Climate Impact Studies Programmel others called foe an international carbon dioxide
programme. A number of delegations expressed support for the drafting of a
convention to protect the ozone layer. It was suggested that a work~ng group
should be set up to prepare a first draft, and that the Co-ordinating Committee on
the Ozone Layer should oversee the whole process.

99. Many representatives expressed serious concern at the increasing problems of
desertification, and supported UNEp·s work in co-ordinating the implementation of
the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification. The cO-operation between UNEP and
UNOP and through the United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO), in combating
desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region'wBs also welcomed, and a request
was made to include Benin among the countries eligible to receive assistance
through UNSO. The representative of ~xico offered to explore the possibility that
his Government might host a conference on monitoring the process of desertification
for countries in the western hemisphere, or possibly with broader participation.

100. One delegatIon felt that the functions of the Consultative Group for
Oesertification Control should be redefined and clarified, while another said that
the Desertification Branch of UNBP should be strengthened and reinvigorated to
enable it to give priority to assessing the implementation of the Action Plan well
in advance of the 1985 target date.

10L One delegation requested the Governing Council to add Bangladesh to the list
of countries eligible to receive assistance under the Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification. Another delegation said that it would firmly oppose any proposal
to include Bangladesh in the list.

102. Support was expressed for UNEP's activities in relation to tropical forests.
One delegation expressed regret that the scheduled second expert meeting had not
yet taken place, stressing that a global action plan was urgently needed. Another
delegation, however, felt that such a plan was not called for, and would involve an
unacceptable infringement of national sovereignty. One delegation stressed the
need for the collection and dissemination of information, the devising of
strategies, the development of management techniques and the expansion. of training
in relation to tropical forests.

103. Support was expressed for UNEp1s efforts with regard to the development of
a world soils policy, and further work on soil productivity was suggested. One
delegation felt that the guidelines being prepared by UNEP on soil erosion and
siltation would be most useful. Another expressed support for the global
monitoring of soil degradation, while a third drew attention to the report of
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the second expert meeting on world soils policy, and stressed the need for further
action on its recommendations at the national, regional and international levels.
One delegation urged UNEP to ensure that priority was given to solving the problems
related to land degradation as singled out for special attention in the new
international development strategy.

104. Many delegations drew attention to the critical world energy situation and its
effect on many developing countries, particularly in connexion with the growing
attack on forest resources as a way of meeting national energy needs. Some drew
attention to efforts to meet the requirements for domestic fuel from such sources
as biogas, and by upgrading wood-burning systems to make them more efficient. It
was felt that UNEP could make a significant contribution to such efforts by
assisting States in strengthening their research and development capabilities in
the field of alternative sources of energy, more particularly in such areas as
wind, biogas, etc.

105. Many delegations referred to the importance, in particular for developing
countries, of the forthcoming United Nations Conference on New and Renewable
Sources of Energy, stressing that the development and utilization of new sources of
energy and the conservation and protection of the environment were interrelated
issues. A number of delegations stressed the need for UNEP to make a substantive
contribution to the Conference and to participate as appropriate in the
implementation of its recommendations. One drew particular attention to the
gravity of the fuelwood crisis and. supported by others. suggested that the Council
should address an appeal to the preparatory committee for the Conference on the
subject. Another representative offered two studies carried out in his country on
energy issues as contributions to the energy conference.

106. Several delegations expressed support for UNEP's planned input to the
forthcoming Conference on Least Developed Countries. It was pointed out that the
Conference should bear in mind the importance of energy as a major factor
determining the prospects of those countries.

107. Several delegations welcomed the Executive Director's report on international
co-operation in the use of shared natural resources. One delegation urged the
Council to adopt the principles on shared natural resources and to call upon
Governments to respect them. Another, however, emphasized that UNEP must not go
beyond what had been decided by the General Assembly, and in particular should not
proceed as if the principles had gained broad acceptance.

108. Environmental law was considered to be a subject of growing importance, and
support was expressed for UNEP activities in that field. One delegation
particularly welcomed the fact that UNEP planned to start work on a global
convention on environmental impact assessment.

109. A number of delegations welcomed the work done in preparing for the ad hoc
meeting of senior Government officials expert in environmental law, to be held at
Montevideo in November 1981, which should establish a framework and set out a
programme for the long-term development of environmental law, with particular
regard to the interests of developing countries. One suggested that the programme
should be so formulated as to include the components of assessment, management, and
supporting measures. Others, while welcoming the holding of an informal
preparatory meeting in Ottawa in 1980, thought that the priorities the participants
had enumerated should be broadened to include problems specific to the developing
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countries in the management, protection and ~ational exploitation of their natural
resources. Another delegation stressed that the Council should give clear guidance
to the preparatory committee in'developing the agenda for the ad hoc meeting, and
expressed the hope that the preparatory process would result in the identification
of issues and discussion topics which wou~d justify its Government's participation.

110. Noting that environmental education was critically important in training
people who we~e later to be engaged in environmental management, one delegation
said that the need for the establishment of a programme activity centre for
environmental education could hardly be overemphasized~ UNEP should strengthen its
efforts to promote the establishment of networks of institutions for environmental
education and training, and should give priority in the programme to the necessary
technical and financial assistance to Governments. Similar views were expressed by
another delegation, which commended UNEP for its support to the International
Centre for Training and Education in Environmental Sciences (CIFCA) and welcomed
the work on the establishment of a network of environmental education institutions
in Latin America and the Caribbean.

111. A number of delegations expressed appreciation of the role of non-governmental
organizations in UNEP's activities, particularly in enhancing environmental
awareness, and it was pointed out that such organizations could make a special
contribution to celebrating the tenth annive~sary of the Stockholm Conference. One
delegation requested that a reference to IUCH should be added to the Executive
Director's report on relations with non-governmental organizations.

112. Some delegations considered that the Executive Director's target of around
$120 million for expenditure _under the medium-term plan for 1982-1983 was
reasonable, while, others found it somewhat on the low side: if 25 per cent real
growth in activities during the biennium was expected, then "contributions to the
Fund should rise to some $150 million. others, however, felt that the$l20,.il1ion
figure was unrealistically high, and that the Council should not approve a
programme for which sufficient funds were not expected to be available, but should
set the 1982-1983 budget at the level of likely contributions. In addition, one
delegation said, a desirable ta,rget towards which efforts cOuld be directed might
also be established. Another delegation suggested that alternative programmes
should be presented based on different levels of contributions, and several pointed
out that If the level of contributions was uncertain, UNEP must review its
priorities. One dalegation suggested that an effort should be made to link
planning in UNEP with the availabiltty of financial resources, while another said
that the Governing Council should enjoy maximum flexibility to modify or terminate
projects each year as appropriate.

113. One delegation remarked that UNEP's administrative expenses were still
considerable, and included expensive and not always effecti~e missions. Moreover,
the tendency persisted to transfer the cost of services which used to be paid for
from the Fund to the regular budget of the United Nations. Remedying that
situation would not only improve_ the programme's efficiency, but would also promote
the mobilization of available resources.

114. Appreciation was expressed for the efforts to broaden the base of the Fund. A
number of delegations appealed to Governments to increase their contributions to
the Fund, or at least maintain them in real terms. Nume~ous delegations announced
their Governments' contributions for the period 1982-1983, many of them ~eporting

increases over the previous period.
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115. Regret was expressed at the shortfall in contributions, and concern was shown
at the tendency to delay payments to the Fund. One representative rejected
suggestions in the documentation that any particular Government was to blame for
delays in programe implementation. UNEP had substantial investments of which use
could have been made; moreover, the delays might have been due, for instance, to
the large number of vacancies and the rapid staff turnover.

116. Many delegations expressed support for the proposed "special window" to
provide additional finance for dealing with environmental problems in developing
countries, as requested by the General Assembly. One said that the "special
window" should attract resources additional to those in the Fund, and would be a
suitable mechanism for financing a series of specific programmes. others felt that
the proposal merited special and careful consideration, while one pointed out that
if it was introduced, it would be necessary for recipients to attach high priority
to environmental problems. A third group of delegations, however, opposed the
suggestion, arguing that UNEP was not a development aid agency and that the
"special window" would compete for scarce resources while increasing overheads.
Several expressed reservations concerning amendment of the financial rules to
earmark finance for specific purposes, which would have implications for the nature
and role of the Fund.

117. One representative pointed out that, as discussion had shown, the various
mechanisms proposed for securing additional resources by means of international
fees, charges or taxes were not appropriate or feasible, and said that UNEP should
abandon that approach.

118. Concern was expressed at the level of non-convertible currency balances in the
Fund. Strong support was expressed for the Executive Director's efforts to
encourage contributors in non-convertible cur~encies to fix a minimum of 25 pe~ cent
for the convertible portion of thei~ contributions in 1982 and an increasing
proportion every year thereafter. Some delegations pointed out that contributing
in non-eonvertible currencies amounted to earmarking contributions for use only in
the contributing country. Other delegations attached the utmost importance to
maintaining the voluntary character of the Fund without any restrictions, and it
was pointed out that increasing activities in countries which contributed in
non-convertible currencies were leading to a reduction in the accumulated balances,
and that the Executive Director's report showed that the alleged difficulties were
non-existent.

119. The adoption of Arabic
welcomed as a step forward.
necessary measures had been

as a working language of the Governing
One representative expressed the hope

taken to ensure its introduction.

Council was
that all

120. Several delegations welcomed UNEP's efforts to implement Council decision 8/4
of 28 April 1980 on assistance to the Palestinian people, while another requested
information on action taken to implement the various resolutions on the subject.

121. The representative of the PLO denounced inhuman Israeli practices aimed at
uprooting the Palestinian people from their homeland. Recent developments included
fu~ther annexation of land, closure of holy places and repressive measures against
universities. Attacks on Palestinian refugees in Lebanon had been combined with
interference in Lebanese internal affairs. Moreover, the new United States
Government had, through its policies, dragged the world to the brink of war.
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Re appealed to the Governing Council to condemn Israel, the United States of
America and their allies which were bent on destroying not only the environment but
the very existence of the Palestinian people.

122. The representative of Israel, speaking in exercise of the right of reply,
deplored the PLO representative's attempt to misuse the forum of the Governing
Council. Many impcovements had occurred in the living conditions of the
Palestinian Arabs in the past 13 years, and the area was enjoying unprecedented
prosperity and absolute religious freedom. The core of the Arab/Israeli conflict
remained the adamant refusal of many Arab.States to recognize Israel's right to
exist, added to the terrorist activities of the unrepresentative PLO, whose aim was
to destroy the state of Israel. Israel was co-operating with UNDP in implementing
a number of projects to benefit the Palestinian peopleJ concentration and
co-ordination of international assistance was the best method of serving the
interests of the population.

123. The delegation of the United States of America, also speaking in exercise of
the right of reply, deplored the continued practice of the PLO of using a
scientific and technical forum for polemical and propagandistic attacks, indicating
that the PLO intervention did not deserve the dignity of a SUbstantive response.

124. One representative denounced the war of aggression against his country carried
out by the Hanoi authorities, backed by the Soviet Union. Appeals by the General
Assembly for an end to the aggression and the withdrawal of Vietnamese forces
had been ignored, and Kampuchea had become a devastated and arid land.
A scorched-earth policy designed to cause famine had been combined with the
use of chemical weapons, in violation of international agreements. A United
Nations commission should be sent to Kampuchea to confirm the truth of the
reports which had been received. Another representative expressed regret at
recent aggression which had hampered development and adversely affected the
environment in Kampuchea and Afghanistan.

125. Several delegations welcomed the fact that the Executive Director had
implemented Council decision 8/3 of 28 April 1980 on relations with South Africa,
and one urged him to ensure that countries were made aware that the situation in
South Africa presented a potentially highly damaging environmental problem. one
delegation stated that apartheid represented a gross violation of the basic
principles of the United Nations Declaration on the Human Environment, and called
on the Governing Council to condemn the system and render all possible assistance
to the victims of apartheid.

126. The representative of the secretariat of the Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance (CMEA) briefly outlined her organization's achievements in the field of
environmental co-operation. Activities planned for 1981-1985 fell into such
priority areas as low-waste and non-waste technologies, the rational use of natural
resources and a global monitoring system, and would help to achieve the aims laid
down at the BCE high-level meeting on environmental protection held in 1979.
She alsO mentioned activities being carried out under the co-operation agreement
between CMEA and UNRP.

127. The Acting Director of the South Asia Co-operative Environment Programme
(SACEP) said that the programme, which reflected the deep concern of the
participating countries about environmental matters,- was des~gned as a self-reliant
effort to ensure that the resources of the subregion were managed in such a way
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as to furnish a sustained basis for development. He paid tribute to UNEP and its
Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific for theie untiring efforts to make the
programme a reality, and appealed to donor agencies to furnish appropriate
assistance.

128. The representative of the European Economic Community expressed satisfaction
with the co-operation between EEC and UNEP, which had led to a marked convergence
of views. Environmental concerns occupied an important place in numerous Community
policies, including those on development aid and regulatory activities within the
Community. EEC was especially interested in UNEP activities concerning
environmental law and regional seas, and was a keen participant in them.

129. The representative of the Envieonment Liaison Centee (ELCl, speaking on behalf
of a number of non-governmental organizations represented at the session, expressed
concern at the slackening financial commitment to UNEP. She welcomed the Executive
Director's proposals for participation by non-goveenmental organizations in
the 1982 sessions, which would eevive interest in environmental issues, and
described various activities planned in conjunction with the tenth anniveesary
celebeations. Non-governmental ocganizations welcomed the fact that responsibility
for relations with non-governmental organizations had been allocated at a high
level in UNEP, but continued to believe that the responsibility should be a
full-time one.

130. The Director General of the International Union for the Conservation of Nature
and Natural Resources (IUCN) expressed appreciation to UNEP for its co-operation
and to Governments for their support, mentioned the various activities of his
organization in the field of conservation for development and highlighted the World
Conservation Strategy - which had perhaps done more to put conservation on the
world's agenda than any other single action since the Stockholm Conference - as the
best reflection of IUCN's broad conservation mandate. IUCN had taken various steps
to further the direct implementation of the Strategy, and also welcomed the signing
of a new round of projects in co-operation with UNEP, which he hoped would shortly
be expanded.

131. The Chairman of the Commission on Environment of the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC), speaking also on behalf of the International Centre for Industry
and Environment, reported the the "Environmental Guidelines for World Industry"
adopted in 1974 were to be updated and revised. He outlined the current activities
of ICC and its subsidiary bodies, and described plans to mark the tenth anniversary
of the Stockholm Conference with an industrial conference. Industry was willing to
accommodate and even anticipate environmental concerns, but rejected unnecessary
constraints, and the oversimplification implicit in such slogans and catch-phrases
as "the polluter pays" and "zero pollution". He appealed for a spirit of
co-operation and understanding between Governments, industry and conservationists,
each acknowledging the sincerity of the others in pursuit of the common goal of a
better environment.

132. After expressing his appreciation for the positive remarks made during the
general debate on the achievements of the programme, the Executive Director drew
attention to a number of areas in which agreement had emerged. They included his
intention to continue to give operational content to the environmental
considerations now included in the International Development Strategy for the Third
United Nations Development Decade, the importance of environment in the global
round of negotiations, the approach toward the study of interrelationships between
people, resources, development and environment, the value of the system-wide
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medium-term environment programme as a co-ordinating tool, and the contents and
process of preparation of the first section of the perspective document. Noting
that a number of representatives had raised questions concerning UNEP's ability to
influence the United Nations system, he emphasized the fact that members of the
United Nations system were extending a very high degree of positive response to
UNEP's views and underscored a number of the difficulties that must be faced
particularly in dealing with the agencies, not the least of which was the fact that
the agencies did not yet have a unified programme budgeting system.

133. Noting that significant disagreements seemed to exist concerning the Fund
target for the 1982-1983 biennium, with some Governments urging greater economies
and concentration of activities, he drew attention to the number of new activities
as well as requests for funds which had emerged during the current session. He
would of course always be guided by the wishes of Governments, but he needed clear
and specific directives if he was to discharge the responsibilities of the
programme effectively. He could not, however, see how standing machinery to
oversee the management of the Fund and the administration of projects could be
considered at all when he was entrusted, as Executive Director, by the General
Assembly resolution which established UNEP, with the administration of the Fund.

134. Regarding the duration of the session of a special character and the tenth
regular session, it was important for Governments to realize that sufficient time
must be allowed to enable representatives to participate effectively in the
session. During the current session some 68 speakers had participated in the
general debate, which had occupied six meetings; at the session of a special
character, ~here would be considerably more speakers. At its tenth regUlar
session, the Council would be called upon to adopt decisions relating to the report
on the state of the environment, the periodicity and duration of sessions of the
Governing Council, the report of the Administrative Committee on eo-ordination (ACC),
the report on UNEP/Habitat joint bureau meetings, the regional presence of UNEP,
the system-wide medium-term environment programme and the programme performance
report, the management of the Fund and the implementation of the Fund programme,
among other subjects. Those requirements had led him to the conclusion that the
regular session would require a minimum of nine days, while the seSsion of a
special character could not be finished in less than seven days.

135. He welcomed the suggestion made regarding a policy statement from the Council
addressed to the energy conference. He also explained in some detail the nature of
the r~port on the state of the environment 10 years after Stockholm. It was not a
document to be negotiated by Governments, since it was a report.by the Executive
Director. There would be three versions: a scientific version, a popular version
and an executive summary by the Executive Director addressed to policy-makers.,

136. Responding to the comments made by one delegation regarding the Fund balance
and its bank investments, he explained that although the records had reflected
investments of $11.2 million at the end of 1980, there were liabilities to be set
against that figure. The important figure was the Fund balance at the end of the
year, which was $10.8 million in convertible currency, including $6.8 million in
pledges which were unpaid at the time. Consequently, he would not have had the
ability to make additional commitments against such funds while waiting for
information not only on the date of payment of the contribution of the State in
question, but essentially on whether more contributions would be forthcoming.
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Action by the Governing Council

137. At the 8th meeting of the session, on 25 May, the Governing Council considered
a draft decision submitted by the delegations of Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic RepUblic, Hungary, poland,
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on th~

environment and the arms race (UNEP/GC.9/L.6/Rev.2).

138. The representative of China reminded the Council of his country's stand
concerning the adoption of General Assembly resolution 35/8 on the historical
responsibility of States for the preservation of nature for present and future
generations. China had always been in favour of genuine disarmament, but felt that
the Governing Council should leave the issue to united Nations conferences
specifically convened to discuss it. Accordingly, his delegation would not
participate in the vote on the draft decision.

139. The representative of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the member States
of the European Community which were members of the Governing Council, said that
those countries had outlined their attitude to General Assembly resolution 35/8
when they had abstained in the vote in the Assembly. Appropriate forums for the
discussion of disarmament issues existed elsewhere in the united Nations system,
a~j duplication should be avoided. The countries on behalf of which he was
speaking did not feel that UNEP should be called upon to allocate scarce and
precious resources to specific consideration of matters which were more properly
dealt with elsewhere. For that ceason, they would abstain in the vote on the draft
decision.

140. The President then put the draft decision to the vote. ~t the request of the
delegation of the United States of America, the vote was taken by roll-call. The
draft decision was adopted by 11 votes to none, with 33 abstentions (see annex I,
decision 9/4). The voting was as follows:

In favour: Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Byelorussian Soviet Socialist RepUblic,
Ethiopia, German Democratic Republic, Ghana, Guinea, Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya, Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Yugoslavia.

Against: None.

Abstaining: Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, France,
Gabon, Germany, Federal Republic of, Iceland, India, Indonesia,
Italy, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Malaysia, Mexico,
Netherlands, New Zealand, Panama, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Sweden,
Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, Uganda, United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America, Uruguay,
Venezuela.

141. The representative of Sweden said that Sweden had not found it possible to
support General Assembly resolution 35/8 as it was insufficiently specific and did
not appear capable of achieving any tangible results beyond what had already been
achieved by means of certain international agreements. The decisi9n which had just
been adopted was basically a follow-up to resolution 35/8 and ;therefore the Swedish
delegation had not found it' appropriate to support it. Its abstention should in no
way be interpreted, however, as indicating a lack of support for UNEP's legitimate
role in studying the environmental aspects of war and armed conflict.
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142. The representative of Brazil said that his country's delegation had abstained
in the vote on General Assembly resolution 35/8, and also in the vote on the
decision just adopted by the Council, which was of a similar nature. The decision
failed to highlight the prime responsibility of the nuclear States and to bring out
the fact that the responsibility falling on the non-nuclear States was not
necessarily at the same level.

143. At the same meeting, the Council considered a draft decision on material
remnants of war, submitted by the African group (UNEP/GC.9/L.8).

144. The representative of the Federal Republic of Germany, speaking also on behalf
of the deleqations of Australia, Belgium, France, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand,
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the United States of
America, requested a vote on the draft decision. The nine delegations did not
regard the Council as an appropr iate forum for discussion of the question of
material remnants of war and did not believe that UNEP's workload should be
needlessly increased Py imposing the question on it. Such issues were most
usefully pursued through bilateral discussions. Furthermore, the draft decision
made fundamental assumptions about certain matters of general international law
which were of doubtful validity.

145. The representative of Switzerland said that, if a separate vote was taken on
paragraph 1 of the draft decision, be would abstain, as he felt that the issue was
one which called for bilateral negotiations. Nevertheless, the claims of the
affected countries were legitimate and it was necessary to find a solution to the
problem of the material remnants of war; for that reason he would vote in favour of
the draft decision.

146. The draft decision was adopted py 16 votes to 8, with 6 abstentions (see
annex I, decision 9/5) •

147. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics said that he had
voted in favour of the draft decision for the reasons already set out by his
country's delegation in the vote on General Assembly resolution 35/71.. The
representative of the German Democratic Republic associated himself with those
remarks.

148. At the same meeting, the Council adopted by consensus a draft decision
submitted by the delegations of Indonesia, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nigeria, Norway, Sri Lanka and the Sudan, entitled "List of dangerous chemical
substances" (UNEP/GC.9/L.ll) (see annex I, decision 9/6).

149. The Council then adopted by consensus a draft decision on the United Nations
Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy, submitted by the delegations of
Bangladesh, Benin, Canada, China, Denmark, France and the Netherlands
(UNEP/GC.9/L.13) (see annex I, -decision 9/7) •

150. At the 9th meeting of the session, on 26 May, the Council adopted by consensus
a draft decision on programme policy and implementation suggested by the President
(UNEP/OC.9/L.14 and Corr.l) (see annex I, decision 9/1).

151. The representative of Kuwait, speaking on behalf of the Arab group of
countries, Placed on record their understanding that section Ill, paragraph 1, of
the decision just adopted would mean, inter alia, that the Executive Director
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would continue his discussions with the Administrator of the United Nations
Development Programme with respect. to the finalization of the proposed project for
assistance to the Palestinian people described in his introductory report
(UNEP/GC.9/2, para. 20). It was also their understanding that those discussions
would be concluded expeditiously and the project implemented without delay, and
that the Executive Director would develop further activities in ensuring the
implementation of General Assembly resolution 34/133 within the sphere of
responsibility of the programme.

152. The Governing Council then adopted by consensus a draft decision suggested by
the Bureau on the session of a special character of the Governing Council in 1982
(UNEP/GC.9/L.9) (see annex I, decision 9/2).

153. At the same meeting, the Council considered a draft decision submitted by
the African Group on global armaments spending (UNEP/GC.9/L.lO/Rev.l), as well as
a set of proposed amendments to it Submitted by the East European Group
(UNEP/GC.9/L.10/Rev.l/Add.l) •

154. The representative of China said that the incorporation of the proposed
amendments would detract from the value of the draft decision and that they in fact
constituted a smoke-screen for military expansion, preparations for war and a
policy of aggression on the part of a certain country. Accordingly, he would not
participate in the vote. The representative of Bangladesh associated himself with
those remar ks.

155. The representatives of Egypt and Liberia deplored the fact that no
consultations had taken place with the sponsors of the draft decision regarding the
proposed amendments, which the sponsOrs firmly rejected.

156. In accordance with rule 53 of its rules of procedure, the Council then voted
on the proposed amendments to the draft decision. They were rejected by 5 votes
to 11, with 25 abstentions.

157. The Council then turned to the draft decision itself. The representative of
the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the States members of the European Community
which were members of the Council, pointed out that appropriate forums for the
discussion of disarmament issues existed elsewhere in the United Nations system and
that any duplication of work should be avoided. Moreover, an essential
pre-condition for the allocation of a proportion of military expenditure to
environmental protection or development would be the establishment of effective and
reliable instruments for the measurement and comparison of such expenditure in
free-market and centrally planned economies. Without such procedures any attempt
to establish a link between military spending and other programmes would be subject
to distortions.

158. The representative of Sweden noted that her Government was very active in
promoting disarmament initiatives in appropriate United Nations forums, and also
did its utmost to further international co-operation in the field of the
environment. However, the link proposed in the draft decision between arms costs
and resources for improvement of the environment ran counter to Sweden's policy.

159. The representative of Saudi Arabia said that UNEP was not an appropriate forum
for the discussion of disarmament matters. Furthermore, in the absence of
international agreements providing otherwise, any funding for UNEP must come from
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voluntary contributions., Finally, the draft decision as it stood infringed upon
the sovereignty of States.

160. The representative of 'Switzerland said that, although his country had
consistently opposed the arms race and understood concern at the possible
consequences of the use of arms for the environment, it felt that it was not
appropr iate for UNEP to deal with such matters, which should be left to other
international bodies. Accordingly, he would abstain in the vote on the draft
decision.

161. The President then put the draft decision to the vote.
adopted by 17 votes to 2, with 23 abstentions (see annex I,

The draft decision was
decision 9/8).

162. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics said that he had
abstained in the vote on the draft decision in accordance with his country's view
that additional resources for development and environmental protection should be
obtained from part of the-resources freed as a result of cuts in military spending,
as provided for in General Assembly resolution 3093 A (XXVIII) of 7 'December 1973.
The representatives of Bulgaria and the German Democratic RepUblic associated
themselves with that statement.

163. The representative of the United States of America expressed regret at the
linking of disarm~ent and environmental protection in the deCis~on. The
identification of specific percentage targets would only restrict efforts being
made to protect the environment and, in the case of her country, would indeed
result in a vast decrease in the funds allocated to those efforts.

164. The Council then turned to consideration of a draft decision on solidarity
with the victims of aeartheid in southern Africa, submitted by the African Group
(UNEP/GC.9/L.17) •

165. The representative of the United.States of America drew attention to the fact
that the draft decision had not been submitted in accordance with the time limits
laid down in rule 43 of the rules of procedure. She proposed that the Council
should decline to consider the draft, in order not to set a regrettable precedent,
and called for a vote on that proposal.

166. The Council
representative.

then voted on the prOposal made by the United States
The proposal was rejected by 13 votes to 25, with 6 abstentions.

167. The representative of Argentina said that he had abstained in the vote on the
procedural proposal because, whUe he r-egretted that he had been given no
opportunity to discuss the draft decision, he did not wish to endorse a departure
from the rules of procedure of the Council.

168. After the Council resumed its consideration of the draft decision, a number of
representatives expressed reservations concerning certain of its provisions, which
they felt went beyond the competence of the Council. The sponsors then requested
time for further negotiations on the draft. The representative of the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, supported by the representative of
the United States of America, called for the draft to be put to the vote
immediately. The proposal was oPPOSed by the representative of Malaysia and
Argentina. The Council then voted on the proposal that the draft decision should
be put to the vote llllllediate1Ya The proposal was rejected by 12 votes to 32,
with three abstentions.
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169. The draft was then briefly withdrawn to permit consultations. Subsequently,
the representative of Ethiopia introduced a revised version of the draft, sPonsored
also by the delegation of India, which, he said, took account of the criticisms
that had been made.

170. The representative of the Netherlands, speaking on behalf of the member States
of the European Community which were members of the Council, said that the
Executive Director should not be asked to become directly involved in matters such
as combating apartheid, which properly belonged elsewhere. Accordingly, the
delegations of those countries, which had repeatedly expressed their abhorrence of
apartheid, would vote against the draft decision. The representatives of
Australia, New Zealand and the United States of America associated themselves with
that statement.

171. The representative of Sweden said that the proposal to invite the Executive
Director to seek ways and means of providing support for the promotion of pUblic
awareness of the environmental impacts of apartheid was highly questionable. While
apartheid might have environmental consequences, Sweden felt that the struggle
should be against apartheid itself, and should be conducted in other forums, where
the entire world community was represented.

172. The representative of switzerland said that his Government had always stressed
the importance of not politicizing the debates of specialized United Nations
bodies. Switzerland condemned apartheid, but in the interest of universality in
United Nations bodies he would vote against the draft decision.

173. The representative ofAxgentina expressed appreciation for the consultations
which had been held, which had made it possible to arrive at an acceptable text.
The draft decision was now in keeping with the nature of UNEP and with
environmental concerns, and was founded on principles which had already been
universally recognized.

174. The Council then voted on the draft decision. At the request of the
representative of Ethiopia, the vote was taken by ro11-call. The draft decision
was adopted by 37 votes to 12, with 3 abstentions (see annex I, decision 9/9).
The voting was as follows:

In favour: Argentina, Bangladesh, Botswana, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burundi,
Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, China, Egypt, Ethiopia,
German Democratic Republic, Ghana, Guinea, India, Indonesia,
Iraq, Kenya, Kuwait, Liberia, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Malaysia,
Mexico, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Thailand,
Turkey, Uganda, Ukrainian Soviet SOCialist Republic, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay,
Venezuela, Yugoslavia, Zaire.

Against: Australia, Belgium, France, Germany, Federal Republic of,
Iceland, Italy, Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United
States of America.

Abstaining: Chile, Japan, Malawi.
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CBAPTBR IV

CO-ORDINATION QUESTIONS

175. In conSidering agenda it_ 5 at tbe 7th plenary ...Ung of the session,
delegations had before thea doe~nt. UHRP/GC.9/4 and Adds.1-3, Add.3/Corr.l and
Supplellent, Adda.4 and 5 and Add.5/Corr.1. A large nu.ber of dele<Jationa had
chosen to address the itM of co-ordination during their presentatlons in the
general debater their vieva are, however, reflected in the present chapter.

176. Many delegations coemended the preparations made by the secretariat for the
development of the ·system-wide ..dlu.-term environment ~ogra... 1984-1989.
A number of the delegations welcOllled the efforts _ade to ·enlist the co-operation of
other United Nations organizations, a8 well as the positive response of those
organization. to the relevant decisione and resolution. of the Governing Council,
the Bconoaic and SOCial Council and the General Asse.bly, a. te.tified -to by the
report of the Adlllnhuative C~itt" on Co-ordination to the Governing council.
Other delegations, however, ~re not fully convinced that the co-ordination and
co-operation with other parts of the United Kations syst_ was a. fruitful and
effective as it sbould be. 'l'bey etr.-Md the need for active co-operation between
UNBP and the oth-r parts of the United Hat,ions &yste., and urged GoverOllents to
instruct their delegations to the relevant governing boeU•• acccxdingly. several
delegations, streeaing that the ayatea-wide progr-. vould lead to a serious
eXaJlination of how OHBP fulfilled ita eo-ocdinating and. catalytic role within the
United Hations ayetell, requested the Ibtecutive Director to analyse _the .way" in
which other United Hations ocganizat1ona ~re planning to t.pl...nt the proviaions
of the syat~ide progr...e relevant to their own .andates# aa well as the extent
to which decisions of the UNBP Governing Council had had a bearing on the
progra-es of those organizations# and to report on the result. of those analyses
to the Council at ita tenth &ession.

177. Some delegations, while joining others in c~nding the· structure and content
of the proposed gystem-wlde pragranille, felt that, in view of the limited financial
resources that would be available to carry it out, a clear as.e.a.ent vas needed of
the priorities f~ action, together with a clear distribution of responsibilities
between ONBP and the other relevant bodi•• of the United Nations &ysteM. The fact
that .any United Nation. organization. were_already iAe1-ud-ing -envirolWlental
considerations as an integral part of their progr~a sl!ould be capitalized upon.

118. One delegation noted that the BYstea-wide ~iua-teca environMnt pragr~
vould not be effectively t.ple.ented unl.a••ufficient funds ..re ..de available t.o
the United Kations -rate- as a whole.

119. Many delegations referred to the perspective CIocu.ent a. a do(ml..nt of pci..
inportarw:e. '!bey aupported the atructure 8UCJge.tect by ACC and the Executive
Director and agreed that OHBP ahould enaeavour to identify, foe the ccuncll ...alon
of a special cbaracter, only the abared perceptIona of the world c~nity
rl!4)arding envlro,..ntal issues of the future, the ¥bole docUlMtnt should be ready
in 1984. One delegation referred to the perspective doc~nt as a natural
political foundation foe the syst......,ide Mdlua-ter-•. enviro.-ent pcogr.-, and ill;

..jar platfor. for introducing enviro,..ntal considerations in the review of the
new international develop_nt .trat~y. in preparing the docUllMlnt full u•• should be
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made of the results of the work of the United Nations system on interrelationships
between people, resources, environment and development. Another delegation felt
that the preparation of the perspective document could help to determine the
environmental trends to be addressed in the future, while another emphasized that
it could play an important role in strengthening the co-ordination of environmental
programmes of the United Nations system.

180. Several delegations suggested ways in which the preparatory process for the
development of the full perspective document could be carried out in order to
ensure full involvement of Governments, regional organizations, the scientific
community and the United Nations system, specific proposals were the convening by
the General Assembly of an intergovernmental Preparatory Committee and the
establishment of an independent commission of high-level experts. One delegation,
however, stated that it was not in favour of a new intergovernmental mechanism
outside the framework of the Governing Council~

181. Several delegations strongly appealed to the Executive Director to take into
consideration the good. work accomplished by the regional economic commissions under
the present arrangements, by which UNEP was supporting environmental co-ordination
units in the secretariats of four of the commissions, and urged the Executive
Director to consider not withdrawing the support of UNEP until the commissions
could stand on their own in that respect. One delegation stressed that the
regional commissions were in a unique position to assist developing countries in
taCkling problems of environmental protection which, for those countries, touched
at the very roots of human welfare. Some delegations referred with satisfaction to
the present co-operation between UNEP and ECE, particularly in the follow-up of the
conclusions of the 1979 High-level Meeting on Protection of the Environment.

182. A number of delegations expressed their appreciation of the presentation made
by the Executive Director of Habitat on the co-operation between his organization
and UHEP, and stressed the need for continuation and expansion of that
co-operation. One delegation emphasized that such co-operation should take place
first and foremost at the working level, questioned the viability, in cost/benefit
terms, of the joint bureau meetings, and urged the Executive Director to
collaborate with the Executive Direc~or of Habitat in studying the matter. Another
delegation suggested that UNEP and Habitat should be encouraged to promote further
research into and development of the ecosystems approach to human settlements.

183. The representative of FAO referred to the existence, within his organization,
of the interdepartmental Working Group on Natural Resources and Environment,
and highlighted some of the most important areas of co-operation between FAO and
other United Nations organizations, including UNEP, in the field of environment.
FAO would continue to contr ibute to the task of harmonizing environmental
programmes of the United Nations system, and intended to play fUlly its role in
that respect.

184. The representative of UNESCO, speaking also on behalf of lLD, stressed the
importance of the role of UNEP in the over-all co-ordination and stimulation of
environmental activities within the United Nations system. He called for greater
concentration of UNEP resources on co-operative projects with the United Nations
organizations, and said UNEP should avoid a dissipation of efforts or competition
with others. UNESCO and lLO were willing to contribute to the further development
of a system-wide programme in which their environmental activities would find
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an appropriate place. From UNESCO's point of view, the evaluation of the catalytic
role of UNEP would undoubtedly prove positive.

185. Summarizing the views of the Council, the Executive Director noted that
delegations had appreciated the report of ACC and that most of them entertained
very positive expectations that the further development of the system-wide
programme would lead to greater unification of programmes throughout the United
Nations system. Addressing the caaments made by some delegations that the
influence of UNEP on the rest of the United Nations system was not pervasive
enough, he recalled that UNEP enjoyed the support and collaboration of other United
Nations organizations, expressed at the highest level through ACC, and said that
the present level of co-operation would never have been reached without mutual
unerstanding. FrORl 1984, most organizations of the system would embark on cOllmOn
cycles of medium-term planning and programme budgeting, thus greatly facilitating
the task of harmonizing programme~h")le expected that those agencies which
co-operated with UNEP in the implementation of the environment ~ogramme would thus
be able to announce their commitments for the first biennial budget period of the
medium-term programme period. UNEP should continue to play its triple role within
the United Nations system: to co-operate with other United Nations organizations,
exercising influence through its intellectual inputs and catalytic money from the
Environment Fundi to co-ordinate, which was the mandate given to UNEP by the
General AssemblYI and to execute in answer to specific demands of the Governing
Council such projects as GEMS, INFOTERRA, and IRPTC.

186. The perspective document had received wide support from the Council.
Delegations had largely agreed to his proposals on the structure of the document,
and with his view that only the first part of it, namely the presentation of the
shared perceptions of the world community and the possible meanS of dealing with
them, would be presented to the Governing Council in 1982, as a part of the
docwnent on the future trends of international environmental efforts. "Essentially,
three proposals had been made for the process of preparation of the other two parts
of the document: an intergovernmental process supported by an independent
commission, a purely independent process, and no further development of the
document. He explained in scme detail the nature and mode of financing of an
expert independent commission, stressing in particular that it was essentially
financed by individual Governments or private institutions. Be expected that the
Council wowld came up with definite recommendations before the end of the session,
having weighed carefully the financial and administrative implications of the
different proposals under consideration.

.
187. He noted the great interest expressed by several delegations in continued
co-operation between UHEP and the regional commissionS and assured the Council that
his decision on continued support to the environmental co-ordination units within
those commissions, where such arrangements existed, would be based on a thorough
evaluation of the available financial resources and of the capacity of the
commissions to take over the resonsibilities involved.

Action by the Governing Council

188. At the 9th meeting of the session, on 26 May, the Governing Council adopted by
consensus. a draft decision on co-ordination questions submitted by the Bureau
(UNEP/OC.9/L.l6) (see annex I, decision 9/3).
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CHAPTER V

PROGRAMME MATTERS

189. Agenda items 6 and 7 were assigned to Sessional Committee I for consideration.
In considering the items, the Committee had before it documents UNEP/GC.9/5 and
Corr.l and Adds. 1-5; UNEP/GC.9/6 and Oorr.l and Oorr.2 and Add.l; UNEP/GC.9/7;
UNEP/GC.9/8 and Add.l; UNEP/GC.9/INF.l; UNEP/GC.9/INF.l/Rev.2/Supplement 2;
UNBP/GC.9/INF.5/Supplement 4; and UNEP/GC.9/4/Adds. 1 and 4. For an account of the
organization of the Committee's work see paragraph 30.

A. Draft objectives, structure and level of detail of the
system~ide medium-term and environment programme

190. In his statement introducing the draft objectives, structure and elaborated
sample of the system-wide programme, (UNEP/GC.9/1), the Assistant Executive
Director emphasized the close involvement of concerned United Nations organizations
and bodies in the preparation of the system-wide medium-term environment programme
and its consequent" collaborative character. The draft programme presented in
UNEP/GC.9/1 and its annexes represented the objectives of the environment programme
for the united Nations system as a whole, although care was taken not to reproduce
entire programmes of other organizations. The programming cycles of various United
Nations organs were expected to be harmonized from 1984 onwards; nevertheless,
since it would still be difficult to plan unequivocally up to the year 1989, the
text had to concern itself with broad issues, thus retaining flexibility. After
the Governing Council gave its views on the draft structure, objectives and level
of detail of the system-wide programme, the secretariat would intensify
consultations with other members of the system so as to develop the programme in
detail, within the approved framework, for submission to the Council at its tenth
session.

191. Delegations commended the efforts put into preparing the structure and
objectives of the system-wide programme. It was observed that, in view of the
close link between the formulation of that programme and issues of environmental
co-ordination within the United Nations system, the Council needed to consider the
programme in terms of such co-ordination. The preparation of the programme was an
innovative and challenging undertaking, especially in the light of its system-wide
character. When finally approve~, it should serve as an instrument of interagency
co-ordination so as to ensure that international efforts to analyse and alleviate
environmental problems had maximum impact. In particular, it must influence, and
be concretely reflected in, the individual work programmes and budgets of
organizations in the United Nations system. Co-ordination in the system in that
respect needed to be intensified, to remedy a situation whereby, for example,
adequate budgetary informaton on various subprogrammes identified in the UNEP
medium-term Plan for 1982-1983 had not been forthcoming from some organizations.
Moreover, the participation of organizations in joint programming consultations in
respect of individual programmes needed to be intensified.
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192. Some delegations asked how binding the system-wide programme was on the
organizations of the system. The Committee consequently noted with approval the
observations of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination that -the system-wide
medium-term environment programme being jointly conceived and prepared would be of
use to the united Nations system as a whole, and that each organization would take
account of its provisions in accordance with its constitutional mandate and,
programming proc~ures ••• as a means for exercising mutual influence on their
planning and prograimning processes· (UNEP/~.9/4/Add.l:, para. -5).

193. Delegations agreed that interaqency co-ordination would be greatly facilitated
if representatives of individual Governments participating in the governing bodies
of members of the United Nations system spoke with one voice on environmental
issues. The need for systematic and intensified effotts to ensure
interdepartmental co-ordination within Governments In that respect was universally
recognized, as was the importance. of high-level UNEP representation at the sessions
of these governing bodies when they discussed their own future programmes. The
Committee noted that, once the system-wide programme was finally approved ~ the
Governing Council, it would be submitted to the Governing Council, it would be
submitted to the govetning bodies· of concetned unitec, Nations organizations for
consideration.

194. Thete was general agreement that the programme should not cover areas where
only Governments could and should act. It could, however, guide Governments in the
orientation and implementation of their environment-related prOgrammes.

195. The structure of the system-wide programme was discussed at length. Several
delegations welcomed the interagency col1a~ative effdrt to present a fairiy
ccnprehensive set of subprogrammes aimed at providing a': clear picture of the nature
and scope of environmental activities planned ~ the United Nations system. Some,
howevet, felt it difficult to pronounce judgement on the objectives before them in
the absence of information on the programme activity under each, since the
objectives, of necessity, had to be general. It was therefore suggested that UNEP
cirCUlate, if possible, a draft of the full system-wide programme to Governments
for comment, so as to enable them to participate more substantively in the
preparatory process. It was also emphasized that:. tbe programme should reflect the
views of intergovernmental and other expert meetings and committees on the subject
areas coveted by the various programmes.

196. Some delegations said it was essential to relate the s¥SLem-wide programme to
the goals of- UNEP for 1992 and beyond and to the perspect;.ive doc~nt being
prepared for the Governing Council session of a special character in 1982, and
noted the need to review the programme, perhaps biennially, in the light of
emerqing environmentalp£oblems and findings. Such periodic reviews and refinement
would also be valuable inasmuch as sUbprogramme planning and budgetary allocations
would become p£oqressively more apec-ific with time. -The secretariat gave assurance
that, while the various docWllents for 1982 were beinl;J prepared in parallel,
SUbstantive links among them would be maintained.

197. It was agreed that the System-wide progralQle was not meant to contain only
those environmental initiatives to be supported, orotherwiae catalysed, by UNBP,
nor to imply that every activity it referred to was to be co-ordinated by the UNEP
secretariat. Its aim was to provide a global context for the environment-related
activities of the United Nations system, to improve their coherence and
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co-ordination through mutual support and influence, and thus to achieve
cost-effective and maximum impact.

198. Some delegations cautioned that a comprehensive system-wide environment
programme might not clearly' reflect UNEP's specific role in the system. Hence,
rather than attempting to be fully comprehensive, the programme should accurately
reflect priority areas for UNEP in the light of what the system had already
accomplished and thus focus on filling gaps and supporting crucial environmental
initiatives. In particular, prominence should be given to subprogramme elements of
multipurpose character with a close bearing on the development of concerns of
countries - for example, the gamut of issues relating to soil, water and forestry
management and arresting land degradation. The programme should also emphasize
assistance to developing countries in implementing environmental activities.

199. Some delegations felt that the draft objectives concentrated too much on
preparing surveys, collecting data and monitoring. Greater emphasis needed to be
given to action-oriented work, to the application of available and emerging
knowledge in environmental protection and improvement in countries, inter alia,
through pilot projects, and to strengthening regional training and research centres
and national institutional capabilities to formulate, implement and monitor
environmental tmprovement Ptogrammes. Some others, however, felt that the emphasis
on environmental assessment was legitimate, as UNEP had the potential of making a
unique and crucial contribution in that area.

200. Several delegations observed that while the proposed structure appeared to
cover the major environmental issues, the guidelines or criteria from which the
structure was derived were not explicitly stated. In view of the often
all-embracing and trans-sectoral character of environmental issues, it was perhaps
difficult to fit the programme into neat categories; nevertheless, the proposed
structure could be improved by minimizing overlap between subprogrammes, reordering
and regrouping where necessary, bringing out the substantive linkages between
subprogrammes and making the functional presentation of the objectives under
individual subprogrammes more consistent. For example, the elements of "research",
"training" and "legal instruments and studies" were mentioned under some
subprogrammes but not under some others, even where they could be considered
pertinent. It was agreed that a short annex to the programme would be prepared
enumerating the various trans-sectoral areas, and providing cross references to
their inclusion under the respective subprogramme headings within the main body of
the programme. One delegation supported the intention of the Executiveoirectorto
elaborate programmes of an interdisciplinary and global character, e.g., GEMS, as
integral parts of the system-wide programme.

201. One specific proposal was to combine programmes 9-13 under the heading of
"Natural resources development-, 4 and 5 under "Environmental issues relating to
human settlements", 13 and 14 under "Protection of endangered species", 17-19 under
"Marine environment-, 20-22 under REnvironment and development" and 24-26 under
RSupporting measures". Another proposal was to group programmes under the headings.
land, water, air, oceans, biota, human settlements, industry, energy, natural
disasters and the supporting measures of education, information, training and
research. No agreement was reached on these proposals.

202. In response to suggestions by a number of delegations for the need to maximize
the outcome from the activities of UNEP, there was reference to the desirability to
merge the effort expended on genetic resources and wildlife, and on environmentally
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sound and appropriate technology, with other relevant parts of the environmental
management programme, including for example, energy, huJilan settlements and
terrestrial ecosystems. However, a nlUDber of delegations stressed the desirability
of maintaining areas within the programme, such as regional seas and industry and
the environment, as distinot in their own right. Widely varying emphasis was'
indioated in relation to many activities which included mangrove ecosystems,
wetlands ecosystems, environment and transport, mining of nodules from the sea-bed,
remnants of wars, especially mines, food storage and prevention of fOOd losses,
contamination of extra-terrestrial spaoe, adverse effects of pharmaceutioals,
environmental statistics and strengthening of national environmental institutional
oapabilities. It was argued by sane deleg-ations and the representative of IUCR
that the scope of the world Conservation Strategy was too broad to be limited to
the progr amme on wildlife and proteoted areas, and its contents should therefore be
reflected in all relevant programmes. It was, however, appreciated that the
responsibility for making the strategy operational rested with Governments.

203. Specific observations ooncerning further elaboration of the content of
individual programmes were as follows:

Programme 1:

Programme 3:

Programme 4:

Programme 5:

Programme 7:

Programme 9:

One delegation felt that under 1 (a) (iv), effects other than those
relating to acidity should also be included. It was also suggested
that the programme be limited to the impact on man himself,

While two delegations felt that the item was of low priority,
another suggested'that ·Occupational health problems of migrant
workers· be included under ') (c),

It was felt that since UNEP should be concentrating on the
environmental aspects of drinking water supply And sariitation the
programme could be appropriately redefined and combined with
programme 9;

It was emphasized that environmental aspects of community-level
planning should be included. In partIcular, the phrase ·in
national, regional and local frameworks· i:llight be added after
·planning and'development· in 5 (a) (i). It was also proposed that
protection of the cultural heritage, including monuments, and
participation of the public in environmental improvement of
settlements be included,

It was felt that the objectives in respect of protection of the
ozone layer 7 (d) were rather vague, and the addition of an element
on the development of an effective legal system applicable to the
protection of the ozone layer was suggested,

It was proposed that the over~all structure of the objectives be
streamlined by including in programme 9 the environmental content of
programme 4, and .dding a training and research cc:aponent,

Programme 11: It was felt that the prograDIDe needed to respond lIore sensitively to
the requirements for implementation of the world soils poliCy;

PrograIlllle 13: The spec:ific inclusion of ·coastal ecosystems·, "mangrove
ecosystems· and "wetlands ecosystems· was proposed,
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ProgramIDe 17
19:

One delegation suggested that the area of marine POllution might be
developed along the lines of "Regional seas". It was proposed that
programme 18 should include "oceanographic studies" and other
pertinent work of UNESCO and other competent organizations. The
representative of UNESCO suggested that the system-wide "Regional
seas" programme should not only include the work of the UNEP
regional seas programme, but also reflect pertinent work being
carried out in the rest of the United Nations systemJ

programme 20: One delegation proposed that "suitable methodologies of cost-benefit
evaluation of environmental measures and changes" in subprogramme
20 (b) be supplemented by "and/or methods of assessing
cost-effectiveness of expenditures aimed at bringing about desired
environmental improvement";

Programme 21: One delegation said that the role of migrant workers in relation to
land degradation deServed attention;

Programme 22: The inclusion of the following subprogrammes was proposed:

Environmental impact of industrial location policies;

Industrial waste treatment, disposal and recycling (with the
objectives of: preparation of guidelines and manuals for
treatment of wastes of specific industries; establishment of
criteria for the development and linplementation of effluent
standards; and organization of training programmes on industrial
waste and treatment disposal);

International exchange of information on industrial environmental
control,

Strengthening of institutions for industrial environmental
control;

Programme 23: One delegation proposed that the title be amended to "Energy and
environment", and said that·the present subprogramme 23 (a) should
focus on new energy technologies. Another suggested that
subprogramme 23 {cl fell outside the scope of an environment
programme, which ought to concentrate on identifying and pr01llOting
environmentally sound ways of producing and using energy. Another
proposed the addition of an element on "Methodologies of saving
energy". One delegation proposed the addition of "biological energy
resources" to the list of new technologies in 23 (a) (il), while
another called for emphasis on the finite nature-of-conventLona-1
energy resourcesJ

Programme 24: It was agreed that the over-all objective should be qualified by
addition of the phrase "within existing institutional frameworks".
One delegation suggested the replacement of "enforcement" in the
title of subprogramme 24 (a) by "development and implementation".
In sUbprogramrne 24 (b), it was suggested that the term "guidelines"
be added after "agreements· in line 2, and after "codes of conduct"
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in line 6 of objective 24 (b). It was also proposed that the phrase
• a new body of- 'be deleted from the ti tIe, and the phraae - new Law
of the Sea ConventionR replaced by Rresults of the Third United
Nations Conference on the Law of the SeaR. It was further proposed
that Rand regulatory· be added after -legislative- in line 1 of
objective 24 (c) (l).

Programme 25: Delegations called for emphasis on the role of universities,
particularly in developing countries, where their institutional
capabilities needed strengthening fot t.he purpose, in respect of
(a) introducing envirollJllental dimensions in traditional disciplinesf
and (b) initiating new programnies of Emvirol1Jlental studieSf

Programme 26: One delegation suggested that promotion of awareness of
environmental management at various levels needed greater emphasis.

204. The Committee considered the sample of an elabocated system-wide medi~term

programme for genetic resources presented in annex III of document UNBP/tr.9/7 frOll
the standpoint of format and level of detail to be inclUded in the development of
the rest of the programme. The general feeling was that the format and level of
detail shown in the sample were satisfactory, although there was scope for
improvement so as to provide a morecamplete, coherent and clear system-wide
picture and thus facilitate better ''implementation. Condensation of the
introductory remarks concerning'the general ~ientation of programmes and
subprogrammes would also be feasible. reference tor:elevant decisions and
resolutions of concerned organizations in the United cHat ions system would suffice.
The representative of ILO expressed the view that there should be no distinction
between'secretariat and intergovernmental objectives, since the organizations
constituted a whole. Such a distinction could apply only to means of action.

205. It was felt important to bring out links among programmes and sUbprogrammes,
as well as among the responsibilities of the variou. bodies inVOlved. The section
on co-ordination, in particular, should define precisely the nature and scope of
involvement of individual organizations in the activities concerned, and should
give a clear indication of the planned budgetary allocations by each organization
to individual subprograllme elements. Conversely, it was _suggested that the pattern
and extent of co-ordination might be seen more c1early if the nature and extent of
involvement of individual organizations were re£lected under each sUbprogramme.
One delegation- suggested tfta-t.sucb ll1fotllat!on might be given in tabular form.
Another proposed that,- if possible, the developed prograaae should indicate the
-target gro~ps~to whom the various programmes were addressed.

206. The representatives of BeA, lLD, PAO, U~, WHO and WMO expressed
appreciation of the collaborative efforts put into the preparation of the system
wide pr-agr_e.. They- elllPh&Silled ·-the ··:iIlPOfl:AftCe---oE-~hr~r"'·-i-~eMJeney--_·

conSUltations on a bilateral as well as multilateral basis in the elaboration of
this programme to ensure harmonization o£ activities compatible with the aandates
and prograJUling procedures of the reSpective organl~tions. While the programme
should reflect all activities considered to be environmental or of particular
environmental significance by each agency, those which were of major concern to one
agency only might be treated briefly~ The representative of UNESCO stressed that
the structure of the system-wide programme should hi br~d and coherent and that,
in its detailed formulation, activities concerning the asSessment and the rational
management of natural resources should be-assoCiated with those concerning their
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protection. The representatives said that the system-wide approach should remain
flexible and not unduly ambitious in order to achieve concrete results. They
indicated that their organizations would continue to collaborate closely with UNEP
in the further development of the system-wide programme in the context of the
over-all co-ordinating mechanisms of the united Nations system.

B. Environment programme, 1980-1983

1. Introduction

207. In his introductory statement, the Assistant Executive Director said the
secretariat would welcome comments on both the format and the content of the two
new documents before the committee, the programme performance report (UNEP/GC.5 and
Corr.l and Add. 5) and the medium-term plan (UNEP/GC.9/6 and Corr. 1-3), and
particularly on the priorities set out in the plan. Be also drew attention to the
list of priority topics for environmental assessment over the next few years
contained in the in-depth review of Earthwatch and expanded on in document
UNEP/GC.9/INF.1.

208. There was general agreement among delegations that in format and presentation,
the programme performance report and the medium-term plan, were succinct,
informative, logical and a great improvement over previous years' documentation.
Two delegations observed that the documents were comprehensive and one felt that
more time for debate on them would have been USeful. Another delegation fOund
discrepancies between individual sections of the two documents, and suggested that
in future, the retrospective and prospective reports on the programme should be
sequentially matched. Other comments were that in the programme performance
report, greater effort should be made to relate progress to specific objectives;
that without increasing ~he volume of the document, there should be less
administrative accounts of activities and meetings, and more reference to
achievements, consequences and difficulties encountered, in order to permit
establishment of priorities for further action; that it would be helpful to have
the budget of both current and the past years reproduced together1 and that a list
of UNEP publications which had appeared during the previous year should be annexed
to the document to help raise the low information profile of the environment
programme.

209. with respect to the medium-term plan, several delegations felt that it would
be helpful to include bUdgetary breakdowns for each element of the strateg les, and
to indicate more clearly what should be the operational and financial roles of the
various main actors. Such details would be helpful if priorities had to be set in
order to temper programming enthusiasm. with financial realism. Another delegation
reiterated that subjects for assessment should be chosen on the basis of their
"t:eJ.evance·_t.o-.ql-obal pE'obleRlos-, -of the!.c-- tKCjel\Gy-a-nd--iIIpoc-knoe--and--.gf, the-
opportunities for regional co-operation and training they provided'. Consequentry,
arid lands, desertification, forests and oceans should be general areas of priority
cOncern for Earthwatch. One delegation noted that, according to paragraph 4 of the
medium-term plan, the objectives therein were in some cases those approved ~ the
Governing Council. In its view, the Governing Council had indeed approved a series
of objectives, strategies, concentration areas and goals for 1982, so as to guide
the work of the environment programme. Therefore it was not clear why new
objectives and strategies had been introduced in the document. The changes should
be put forward for the approval of the Governing Council.
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2. Environmental assessment

210. Many delegations expressed the view that Earthwatch was the cocner-stone of
the environment programme, since there could be no effective environmental
management without assessment, and that no other agency could perform assessment
tasks in the way that UNEP should. One delegation, expressing confidence that the
Council would agree to the Executive Director's suggestion (ONBP/OC.9/6, para. 10)
that the future orientation of the programme should reflect the above premise,
urged him to make sufficient resources available for Earthwatch to discharge such a
role effectively.

211. Two delegations welcomed ttle cteation of a new budget subline eovet in<J
research and assessment, since effective research programmes were essential to the
success of any assessment effort.

212. A few delegations emphasized that Barthwatch should avoid di~ersal of effort
and resources and concentrate on a few activities which would be likely to produce
concrete results. There was general agreement on the topics for environmental
assessment listed in the in-depth review of Barthwatch.and in paragraph 18 of the
programme performance report and those reflected in the medium-terlll plan and
document UNEP/GC.9/INF.l. A number of delegations couaented on the in-depth review
as a com~ehensive compendium of assessment activities which would be helPfUl in
structuring future activities.

213. Two- delegations, noting that activities within Barthwatch were qenerally
or iented to the needs of the more developed countr ies, which had the capacity to
generate, analyse and utilize environmental information, said that the various
components of Earthwatch must be made more sensitive to the needs and capacities of
developing countries which, since sophisticated and expensive expertise and
manpower were often required, might initially have to give environmental assessment
low priority.

214. One delegation welcomed the wol:king co-operation between UNBP and the
specialized agencies within the Eal:thwatch programme. The representatives of FAO,
UNESCO and WHO underscored that sentiment, making: particular reference to joint
projects within GEMS (see paras. 221 and 222).

(a) Global Environment Monitoring System (GEMS)

215. Delegations expressed general satisfaction with all of the projects within -the
main subdivisions of GEMS - renewable natural resources, pollution (including
long-range transport of pollutants) and climate. One delegation observed that
without the sort of data generated by the GEMS Bl)nitOl:ing network, enviroIU1lental
assessment could not be done effectively: the achievement indicatots IL\entioned in
the taedium-tee. plan, e.g.. , new methodologies, -evaluat-lons of monitottng syeteaa
and production ot assessment statements in particular, indicated the role of GEMS

in environmental assessntent. Two delegations stated that their countries had found
the recently published UNEP/PAO/UNBSCO soils degradation assessment methodology of
particular value.

216. One delegation expressed the view that activities within GEMS tended to be
isolated fran those of other organizations: the mem6randUII of understandinq
between UNEP and CMEA should result in better co-ordination of some GEMS activities.
Another delegation remarked that cettain ONBP/PAO/WHO activities shOUld draw on the
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experience of the chemical programme of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, and that greater harmonization between such programmes would be
beneficial. In contrast, the representatives of a number of agencies expressed
considerable satisfaction with the current degree of co-ordination, and one
delegation urged that the ·secretariat continue its support of the UNEP/ECE European
Monitoring and Evaluation Programme within GEMS.

217. Some delegations felt that the progress reported within GEMS was mainly in
local and regional activities. The forthcoming International symposium on
integrated monitoring (Tbilisi, OCtober 1981) should result in proposals to
consolidate certain GEMS activities into a truly global effort based on a number
of scientific activities.

218. One delegation, supported by another, emphaSized the need to include
monitoring of oceans within GEMS, thereby expanding ocean monitoring to encompass
more than merely regional concerns. The monitoring of oceans could, for example,
fall under the aegis of the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of
Marine Pollution (GESAMP), with a co-ordinating group as had been established for
the Global Atmospheric Research Programme (GARP).

219. The representative of Kenya said that the background BAPMON station on Mount
Kenya had been partially equipped and his Government was anxious to obtain the
necessary resources to allow the station to become fully operational.

220. The representative of FAO said that the tropical forest cover monitoring
project had been completed, and the tropical forest resources assessment was in the
press. Those two successful joint UNEP/FAO projects were not static exercises,
however, and required the follow-up indicated in the medium-term plan.

221. The representativ~ of UNESCO indicated his organization's satisfaction at the
close co-operation between the GEMS programme activity centre and relevant agencies
in the development of joint activities in the field of renewable natural
resources. He observed that the water quality monitoring component of Gm8 should
not be restricted to drinking water, and agreed with a previous speaker that ocean
monitoring activities should be considered for a place within GEMS.

222. The representative of ECA pointed out that the GEMS projects in the field of
renewable natural resources had been conducted initially in Africa. In that
respect, one delegation expressed the hope that monitoring activities in rangeland
areas would spread to other regions as well.

(b) International Referral System (INFOTERRA)

223. Widespread satisfaction was expressed with the progress achieved within
INl"OTBkRA, which same deleqations considered 'to be among the most important of
UNEP's activities. One delegation referred to the increased use rate, while
another noted that the network now had over 8,500 sources. Another delegation
observed that the INFOTERRA network could adapt easily to different levels of
services, and most speakers agreed that top priority should be given to information
services. One delegation suggested that the attributes list should be revised.
Another queried the over-all cost-effectiveness of the system, and a third
suggested a gradual expansion in numbers of sources and users.
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224. There was virtually unanimous support of the recommendations aade in the
evaluation report. Some delegations endorsed all the recommendations, whereas one
asked if they were all necessary. Most delegations supported increased development
of national focal points, and several stated that the focal points might need the
assistance of the programme activity centre in information or in providing training
for their staff. Same reservations were expressed about the additional burden
which the recommendations, if put into effect, would place on national focal
points, and one delegation felt that in view of the financial constraints, the
focal points should not take on any additional work. Different approaches to
national focal-point operations were mentioned: one delegation announced that its
focal point was about to be computerized, while another said that its focal point
had increased its activities through manual searches. Two delegations from
developed countries stated that their Governments could no longer subsidize the
increasing costs of a national directory, while another said that its national
focal point was seeking more funds from the Government.

225. Several delegations advocated increased sUppOrt for the INFOTBRRA ProgramJlle
Activity Centre to enable it to conform to the recommendations of the evaluation
report, especially, as one delegation put it, to strengthen communications, to '
provide substantive information. and to increase promotional efforts. There was
general support for the recommendation that INPOTBRRA should move beyond referral
into the provision of substantive information, although several delegations, while
agreeing with the ultimate usefulness of such a move, suggested that it might prove
too expensive. One cautioned that INFOTERRA should not become a document delivery
system. Another urged closer co-ordination between the' INFOTERRA system and
existing information systems within the United 'Nations. A third suggested that
system expansion should not be forced from' the centre, and should, be in step with
the pace of national focal-point development. In the light of the recommendations
for increased funding, one delegation wondered if INPOTERRA would still be
considered worth while if no additional funds were available. Another emphasized
that the future strategy should be realistic.

226. The representative of UNESCO stated that in line with the evaluation made
within the World Information System for Science and Technology (UNISIST), UNESCO
would be prepared, in co-operation with UNEP, to undertake a study to ascertain
whether the n~tional focal points could realistically move beyond referral.

227. The Assistant Executive Director said it was estimated that the transition
from referral to provision of infonnation wolil-a- require an additional $400,000 per
annum, and that a strengthening of national "focal points would also require more
money.

(c) International Register of Potentially TOxic Chemicals (IRPTC)

228. rRPTC was seen 8S an important component of Barthwatch which should continue
to receive sufficient resources to strengthen its information collection and
dissemination activities. Many delegations cOllDDended IRPTC on the progress made,
and expressed confidence that the Register would soon become operational.

229. Several delegations commended IRPTC for its working relationships with
national correspondents, and highlighted the need for further training arid"
assistance to correspondents in developing countries. The importance of IRPTC
assistance in establishing national registers of potentially toxic chemicals was
also stressed, and some delegations observed that IRPTC had a very important role
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to play in supplying information on hazardous chemicals being exported to
developing countries. One delegation called attention to the need for co-operation
with relevant international programmes, particularly the International Programme on
Chemioal safety.

230. The concept of network arrangements for collection and dissemination of data
on chemicals was considered important, and the need for Governments, international
organizations and industries ~o participate actively in such networks with IRPTC
was pointed out.

231. One delegation oommended IRPTC on its suocessful efforts to implement
Governing Council decision 8/8 of 29 April 1980 on transboundary transport and
"disposal of hazardous wastes.

(d) Outer limits

232. Numberous delegations said that the current and proposed activities relating
to climatic changes and carbon dioxide (C02) merited high priority, and expressed
the hope that"rapid progress would be achieved in co-operation with the other
organizations involved. Several delegations and agencies noted the considerable
complexity and interrelationship of the components of the World Climate Programme
(WCP) and pointed to the need for close co-ordination in planning and
implementation to ensure that no component lagged behind the others. One
delegation and the representative fram WMO suggested that the UNEP secretariat for
the World Climate Impact Studies Programme (WCIP) should be located at Geneva
together with the WCP secretariat. Several delegations expressed satisfaction with
the establishment of the WCIP Scientific Advisory Committee and with the specific
activities envisaged in the medium-term plan.

233. A number of delegations said that the CO2 issue should be given priority
within WCIP. One delegation cautioned that CO2 research was not yet complete and
that predictions of climate change from projected levels of C02 could not yet be
made with confidence. C02 was seen as a potentially divisive issue, and another
delegation proposed that UNEP, WHO and the International Council of Scientific
Unions (ICSU) establish a standing body to provide guidance and co-ordination. The
representative of Austria said his country was willing to host the proposed
conference on C02 scheduled for the second half of 1982, or any other forthcoming
UNEP!WMO/ICSU activity in the field.

234. Some delegation. highlighted the relationship between climate and
agriculture. The representative of UNESCO noted the close association of WCP with
FAO and UNESCO activities, and observed that climate affected natural ecosystems as
well as agriculture.

235. Although several delegations as well as the· representative of i'MOsupported
UNEP's supportive involvement in weather modification, they did not assign it high
priority. One delegation, however, noted the potential importance.of weather
modification in alleviating drought, and urged continued support of the
precipitation enhancement project.

236. There was general support for the activities concerning assessment and
protection of the ozone layer. Delegations welcomed the co-operation between
members of the Co-ordinating Committee on the Ozone Layer and the resultant
co-ordination of international efforts. One delegation called for increased
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activity on. the part of the Committee, while another'stated that its reports were a
fine example of environmental assessment and commended the Executive Director on
their production.

231. The representative of the European Economic Community, recalling the measures
taken to limit production of chlorofluorocarbons, noted the need for follow-up to
Governing Council decision 8/7 B of 29 April 1980. In that connexion, one
delegation expreased concern that developed countries, while enactinq regulatory
measures at home, were simultaneously exporting chemicals that could affect the
ozone layer.

238. One delegation said that social outer limits, as a relatively new field,
should be given priority only if funds permitted. The representative of UNESCO
said that it was an ill-defined but potentially important SUbject: the activities
of a mDllber of agencies, inclUding UNESCO, should be considered when defining a
clear programe in the area.

(e) Environmental data

239. Several delegations emphasized the essential role of environmental
information, including environmental statistics, in theproaotion of optimal
sustainable development through the inclusion of both environmehtal asse'ssllleht and'
environmental management. A number of delegations referred to the importance of· ,'.
UNEP's support for work on the development of a framework for envlrol\llental
statistics, and to the desirability of that support being, continued. The programme
in question should concentrate especially on practical aspects of cOlla1:1ng and
interpreting data, and a computeriZed data, base should be developed at a relatively
slower pace.

240. One delegation reported on the progress of a pilot country study'on
environmental statistics being conducted as a joint venture with UNEP, with the
ultimate intention of including training of statisticians.

3. Environmental management

(a) Environmental aspects of human settlements planning and health of
people and of the environment

(i) Environmental aspects of human settlements planning

241. While stressing the importance of human settlements in the environment
programme, SOBle delegations suggested that UNEP should reassess its cOlllllitments in
the area in view of the fact that UNCIIS (Habitat) was now fully operational and
should take a leading role in that'respect.

242. One delegation, however, suggested that further reduction in the allocation to
the area, in which little h.d been achieved in the past year, might jeopardize the
ability of the programme to play a vital role in a field where concerted action was
still urgently needed in view of the fact that millions of people, especially in
developing countries, still lived in environmentally.degraded conditions•.
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243. Other delegations stressed that the programme should place equal stress on
management as well as planning aspects of human settlements, and that a more
cost-effective mechanism should be developed for co-ordinated activities between
UNEP and UNCHS (Habitat) •.

244. The representative of UNESCO said that most of the subjects covered under
environmental management were of direct concern to UNESCO. He underlined the value
of the ecosystem approach to the study of the planning and management of urban
systems developed under the -Man and the Biosphere (MAB) programme.

245. The representative of the Executive Director suggested that it would be
inconsistent to reduce the budgetary allocation to human settlements while at the
same time seeking to strengthen the close working relationships between UNEP and
UNCHS (Habitat).

(ii) Human and environmental health

246. Most delegations supported the programme of activities for the biennium
1982-1983, stressing that UNEP should continue to play its co-ordinating role, and
should maintain and strengthen its close working relationship with WHO. Two
delegations advocated emphasis on the provision of hygienic water supply, while
some agreed that, since the role of UNEP in the area should be strictly catalytic,
its name should not appear in the ~main actors ft column of the medium-term plan.

247. The objectives of the pest management programmes were supported, and the need
to avoid overlaps was noted. It was generally agreed that the budget for the area
should not be reduced, and one delegation suggested that the scope of the programme
should be expanded to deal with more crops that the three currently covered.

248. Some delegations underlined the fundamental importance of the WHO/ILO/UNEP
International Programme on Chemical Safety, which together with IRPTC and GEMS
formed part of the global long-term programme environmental assessment.

249. The representative of WHO said that during the last year, encouraging progress
had been made in the development of the International Programme on Chemical Safety,
which was concentrating on the production of health criteria relating to a priority
group of industrial consumer chemicals, methodological aspects of testing and
evaluation, and the training of manpower in all aspects of toxicology and
associated disciplines. Other areas of mutual concern to UNEP and WHO on which
collaboration was desirable were the International Drinking Water Supply and
Sanitation Decade, including the revision of international drinking water quality
guidelines, with a separate volume covering the needs of the least-developed
countries, emergency planning and response to chemical accidents, management of
toxic wastes; chemical safety and the protection of workers~ food additives and
pesticides; the relationship between environmental management and human health and
well-being; health related monitoring; and the effect of indoor climate on human
health. WHO welcomed the memorandum of understanding between UNEP, FAO and WHO on
the prevention of water-borne and associated diseases in agricultural development.

250. The representative of lLO described the activities of the International
Programme for the Improvement of Working Conditions and The working Environment,
in which UNEP should continue to play a co-ordinating role. lLD, while retaining
the central role along with WHO, would continue to collaborate with UNEP in the
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implementation of the activities envisaged in _the medium-term plan.
delegations said ~at the role of UNBP in activities relating to the
environment should remain purely catalytic.

(b) Terrestrial ecosystems

(i) Arid and semi-arid ecosystems and desertification

Two
working

251. The Director of the Dnited Nations Sudano-Saheli~nOffice (DNSO) gave a
detailed account of UNSO's work methods, outlined the Office's areas of
concentration in the biannium 1982-1983, and appealed for intensification of
inter agency co-operation. General support was expressed for the work of UNSO,
which one delegation suggested be extended to cover Benin in addition to the
present 18 countries.

252. The Conunittee expressed appreciation of the progress made in the follow-up to
the recommendations of the United Nations Conference on Desertification, and a
number of delegations outlined their countries' bilateral and multilateral
contributions to the implementation of the Plan and reiterated their Governments'
intention to continue providing such support. Several delegations particularly
commended the way desertiflcation was being COIDbat:ed in the Sudano-Sahelian region,
through UNSO. Many delegations emphasized the need for regional c()-operatlon In
research and training In desertification control, and urged O'NHP to continue
support for such activities in conjunction with UMBO, other Dnited Nations
organizations and Governments.

253. One delegation expressed concern over the pace of desertification control
efforts and stressed the need for adequate steps to facilitate progress so that
desertiflcation could be brought under control before it got out of hand. Another
said that, pendIng the filling of the staff vacancies in the Deserttfication
Branch - which should be done as a matter of urgency - priorities for action should
be modified in the light of staff availability. Two delegations stressed that
efforts to combat desertification should be made primarily at the national -level,
with bilateral or multilateral support, and many emphasized the need for
mobilization of !mre resources in developing countries.

254. One delegation reiterated its opposition to the Special Account to canbat
oesertification, on the grounds that all available resources should be channelled
through existin.g fundingmechani.smsl some other 4eleg-a-tionsexpressed support for
the Special Account.

255. One delegation observed that the objectives of the medium-ter. plan placed too
much emphasis on monitoring, upping and consultancies, and urged that more
practical approaches should be adopted. Another advised that new national or
regional desert1flcation IIlOftitoring sYBtellS"'SbOU14 be" "C!:"stab1"isbe<t only lI:ft~t

regional meetings to identify what needed to be done and what indicators ought to
be monitored. In the field of IIlOnitor!ng, as well as the protection of flora and
fauna, ONBP should support the establishment of biosphere reserveS in arid and
semi-ar id zones. As part of the effort to establish an internationally accepted
methodology for assessment and mapping of desertification, the joint PAO/UHBP
IllaWing methodology project should be reviewed, in the light of the very high
cost of the preliminary activity and the questionable·utility of a map scaled at
1.5 million. In addition, an inventory on desertificatlon control activities of
Governments should be cOllpiled, published and kept up to date. It would also be
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necessary to support the collection and dissemination of data at the regional level,
in that connexion, mention was made of the project to establish an information
network for Mediterranean-climate countries. The Executive Director should not
wait until 1985 before assessing progress in the implementation of the Plan of
Action; that task should·be given high priority since it WOUid enable Governments
and international organizations to plan projects and allocate staff more
realistically.

256. In reply, the representative of the Executive Director said that 1t was
planned to produce desertification maps on a larger scale, and that 1985 was the
earliest possible time for the stock-taking exercise, since by then all elements of
the desertification control programme ~ould be moving forward together.

257. The representative of UNESCO indicated that the NAB progra-.me, an
interdisciplinary problem-oriented research and training programme, was being
implemented successfully and would be reviewed and further developed by a
conference-exhiblt to be held In September 1981. Where arid lands and
desertification were concerned, the network of integrated pilot and demopstration
projects developed under MAB - including the Integrated Project on Arid Lands
in Kenya and Tunisia - constituted a useful response to General Assenbly
resolution 35/73, which called for research and training in desertification
control, and they should therefore receive further support.

258. The representative of ECA said that the Commission had been active in
desertificatlon control ever since the United Nations Conference on Desertification.
Its work programme included studies on the mapping of ground-water resources in
arid areas, as well as co-operation with UNESCO and FAO in the organization of
training programmes on desertification control.

259. The representative of the European Economic Community announced that he would
make available a list ·of the desertification control projects the Community was
financing.

(il) Tropical woodlands and forest ecosystems

260. Delegations noted the growing recognition that tropical deforestation was at
the centre of a complex of immediate, large-scale human problems of a global
nature. The flooding, loss of cropland, and growing scarcity of fuelvood caused 'by
loss of forests had high social and economic oosts, and a concerted inte~national

attack on the proble~ of deforestation, involving considerable financial resources,
was therefore essential.

261. Several delegations expressed support for the recommendations of the Expert
Meeting on Tropical Forests held at Nairobi in 1980, and several others welcomed
the proposed .second such. meeting ..._.SOnle. . .deleqa.tians_8.tre.ss.ed _that ..the,
recOJlUIl.endations of the first expert meeting, which provided a thorough and sound
basis for developing an integrated international plan of action, also emphasized
the urgency of countries with tropical forests adopting sound forest manageaent .
practices. It was prOpOsed that, to enable it to determine whether additional
funds were required, the second meeting should draw on the results of the ongoing
UNCTAD/FAO study on international financing Mechanis.s, and several delegations
suggested that the meeting should, inter alia, give careful study to the problem
of illegal felling of trees, and the need to evolve a land-use pattern which
integrated agriculture with forestry and thus reduced undue pressure on tropical
forest lands.
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262. Two delegations stressed the need, owing to the great dependence of rural
populations on firewood as a source of fuel, to involve people in afforestation
measures at grassroots level, avoiding undue emphasis on the role of Governments
and large organizations. They also stressed the importance of conservation and
wise management of forests, and the advantages in afforestation of dual-purpose
tree species such as fruit trees or acacia. One of them stressed in addition the
importance of a marketing system for forest by-products which would assure
producing countries of equitable financial returns on their products, and
emphasized that training in tropical forest management should to the extent
possible be conducted in the problem areas. One delegation requested that
appropr iate attention be given to tropical woodlands, as well as to the forests of
the humid tropics.

263. One delegation welcomed the progress in the establishment of the Regional
centre for Information and scientific Documentation on Tropical Ecology at Yaounde,
and requested UNBP to consider the .establishment of a similar centre for the East
African region.

264. Two delegations said that they could not accept the general objectives on
tropical forests, since they had not been approved: by the Governing Council, which
must first decide on the objectives before formulating a plan of action.
Furthermore, the elements of the strategy could only be developed in consultation
and close co-ordination with the countries concerned. As formulated, the programme
on tropical forests would have implications for sovereignty, national priorities
and regional arrangements, and thus went beyond technical and scientific
co-operation. Other delegations called the Council's attention to the fact that
the programme should take into account and be carried out in line with the
agreements or conventions in force on the matter, and should fully reflect. the
specific needs of the countries in which tropical forests were located.

265. The representative of FAO said his organization's activities, both under the
regular programme and in field projects, fully respected the wishes of the States
concerned. That principle would be respected in FAO's co-operation with UNEP in
the follow-up to the first Expert Group Meeting·on Tropical Forests.

266. The representative of UNESCO said that ~O would co-operate in the proposed
second expert meeting, and stressed that the MAD network of UNEP-supported
integrated pilot projects on tropical forest ecosystems was developing
satisfactorily, and should be continued and extended to other countries.

267. The representative of the Executive Directcc assured the eoromittee that any
specific suggestions by Governments would be given the fullest attention, and that
future, like past, activities would be conducted in line with·the wishes of the
countries concerned.

(iii) Mountain, island, coastal and other ecosystems

268. The Committee expressed its general appreciation of the objectives and
strategies. Many delegations requested UNBP to co-operate closely with the NAB
programme in their work on the.. Another, noting the interrelatedness of el:ements
under the sUbprogramme with other parts of the progr~, said that the potential
for avoiding duplicatLon existed, and UNBP should make a careful reassessment with
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a view to effecting financial savings. Some delegations, whUe supporting the
level of funding for the period 1982-1983, noted that in some cases, activities
under the regional seas and other programmes were relevant to problems dealt with
under budget subline Il05~ and suggested that it might be appropriate to review the
relevant allocations in two to three years' time. Another specifically recommended
that UNEP and rUCN should initiate mutual discussions in order to avoid duplication
of effort and to establish a plan for an international wet lands strategy. It was
essential that structure and function of wetlands be emphasized during the
establishment of that plan.

269. One delegation wondered, in the absence of a clear indication, what the role
of Governments would be in the promotion of intergovernmental agreements to
establish and protect areaS representing unique ecosystems of international
significancel and how these areas would be determined.

270. The representative of UNESCO said that mountain, island and coastal ecosystems
should not be neglected; in particular, a state of knowledge report on coastal
ecosystems should be prepared.

(Iv) Soils

271. Many delegations strongly supported UNEP's efforts to elaborate an
internationally acceptable world soils policy and soil classification, in response
to Governing Council decision 8/10, and said they should continue. One delegation
emphasized that technology transfer to developing countries was contingent upon an
internationally recognized system of soil classification, and called attention to
the need to expand and acCelerate efforts to characterize soils in inter tropical
areas as the basis of a classification system for such scilsJ national activities
were important sources of data and ideas on soils and soil management, and
scientists from developing countries should therefore be involved in all activities
pertaining to soils cl~ssification.

272. Another delegation cornmended the secretariat's intention to promote integrated
soil management and protection and called for studies of key issues in that
connexion. Many delegations stressed the need for an integrated approach to soil
and water management.

273. Ther.eprasentative of FAO stressed the long-standing involvement of FAO in
assisting developing countries in the field of land and water development,
including the conservation, sccio-economic and legal aspects, and underlined his
organization's co-operation with UNEP, UNESCO and other United Nations
organizations in relation to soils, with particular emphasis on its part in the
development of war Id soils policy.

(v) Water

274. Many delegations stressed the importance of quality, as well as quantity, iR
water supply, and welcomed the co-operation among United Nations organizations in
that respect. One delegation underlined the efforts of the European Economic
Community in relation to water quality and. called for more concerted co-operation
efforts, on a bilateral and multilateral basis, in water-related activities.
Another said that implementation of demonstration projects in selected river basins
on.integrated approaches and methods for the conservation and utilization of water
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resources should be given priority, while others emphasized that water-related
activities should provide concrete assistance to developing countries through
practical and well chosen progranmte elements, one suggested example of which was
assistance in defining economic methods of ground-water defluoridation. The role
of training in the field 'of water management was stressed.

275. One delegation wondered if the programme on water took full account of the
findings of the 1981 state of the environment report, which described ground water
as "a highly misunderstood resource", and accordingly expressed some reservations
regarding the activities proposed for 1982-1983.

276. One delegation, while appreciating the role UN2P and other organ~zations were
playing in the International Drinki!l9 Water Supply and Sanitation Decade, warned
that developing countries needed IOOre assistance if they were to lleet the target of
providing clean drinking water for all by the year 1990. '

277. The representative of UNESCO described the evolution of the International
Hydrological Programme towards problem-oriented research and trainiJ'ij"activities,
and mentioned the international conference on hydrology and rational management of
water resources which was to take place in 1981.

278. The representative of the Environment Liaison Centre expressed support for the
water programme. He noted that information on the environmental impact of large
dams had never been SUfficiently disseminated, and drew attention to the existence
of guidelines on the impact of man-made lakes and on large dams and the environment.

(vi) Genetic resources

279. Many delegations welcomed the programme on genetic resources, although one,
while supporting the objectives, strategies and activities, noted the.absence of
genetic IOOnitoring of humans in polluted environments, and offered the support of
scientists and data from its country in such work. Another, noting the need for
preservation of the rich diversity of genetic resources, expressed concern that
future plans for their protection might not be adequate in the light of the
significant increases in human populations and their impact on the environment.
The delegation reiterated its support for conservation measures for forest genetic
resources and increased research into a methodology for conserving animal genetic
resources, and drew attention to the need to preserve crop breeding material and
promote, through an international agreement, accesslbIIlty to stored crop plant
genetic ma'terial. Collaboration between UNEP, WHO, ILO, UNESCO and PAO must be
directed to safety aspects of genetic manipulation and in particular those Of DNA
recombination. An objective evaluation of the risks involved, as well as an
internationally guaranteed framework for the safe development -of such techniques,
were essential.

(vii) Wildlife and protected areas

280. The work on the implementation of the World Conservation Strategy was widely
praised, and several delegations reported national activities to that end. One
delegation noted that with the launching of the Strategy, the new concept o~

development without adverse environmental impact was becoming widely accepted,
called for rapid implementation of the Strategy at both national and international
levels, and urged UNEP to support the efforts of the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and the world Wildlife Fund in that respect. Another
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delegation felt that the implementation of the Strategy would afford a dynamic tool
for promoting balanced development and its integration with environmental
concerns. The representative of UNESCO referred to the successful development of
activities in applied microbiology with the support of UNEP.

281. Several delegations expressed concern that UNEP had made no provision for
financial support to the interim secretariat for the Convention on Preservation of
Wetlands of International Importance, Especially as Waterfowl Habitat, and
indicated their Governments' willingness to contribute towards the secretariat,
while noting the need for UNEP support during the interim period. Some delegations
proposed that higher priority should be given to wet land conservation than to
support for international conferences on national parks and other protected areas
and related pUblications. UNEP was requested to continue, on a temporary basis,
providing support for the Special Fund of the Washington Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of wild Fauna and Flora.

282. The representative of EEC stressed the importance of the decisions taken at
the third meeting of Washington Convention in Delhi, 1981, particularly that
relating to whales, concerning which EEC itself had adopted legislation whereby,
from I January 1982, a ban would be imposed on all imports, for commercial
purposes, of main whale products. He requested UNEP to play its catalytic role in
ensuring that the decision was taken into account in the future deliberations of
the International Whaling Commission. In becoming a party to the Bonn Convention
on Conservation of Migratory Species of wild Animals, EEC would contribute towards
the conclusion of regional agreements, as envisaged in that Convention. In order
to ensure implementation of those and other conventions, however, adequate
technical training and management facilities were essential, and EEC was ready to
consider supporting related projects submitted to it for assistance.

283. The representative of UNESCO welcomed the improvement in the effectiveness of
the Ecosystems Conservation Group, and underlined the importance of further
development of the network of biosphere reserves.

(C) Environment and development

(i) Integrated approach and environmentally sound and
appropriate technology

284. Most delegations endorsed the medium-term plan for the environment and
development sector, and welcomed UNEP's efforts to promote the integration of
development and environmental management. A number, noting the endorsement by
several international development agencies of the guidelines for the proper
integration of environmental management concerns into development planning, called
on UNEP to develop its initiative further, and to monitor adherence to the
guidelines. Some delegations expressed a degree of unease about the inclusion
under· environment and development (to which a budget line had been allocated), of
pr~jects which were relevant to, or even an integral part of, projects in other
parts of the programme, under budget lines for such subject areas as energy,
oceans, terrestrial ecosystems and human settlements (environmental aspects).
There might consequently be same danger of UNEP not maximizing its efforts in the
major areas of the environment within which development plans were being promoted,
especially in developing countries.
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285. One delegation said that the medium-term plan should be more responsive to
the needs of developing countries, while several suggested that the objectives and
strateqies could be reorganized to avoid overlapping, and one suggested that the
assessment of basic needs ih relation to outer limits should focmpart of the
integrated approach. It was also suggested that the training of economists and
planners u~der "Environmental education and training" Should be related to the
training ccmponent under environment and development. One delegation pointed out
that the sections on environment and development and environmental management had
been fused and a new objective formulated which was more limited than those
previously approved by the Governing Council, and noted the elimination of the
concept of ecodevelopment - which had been introduced by UNEP - as well as the
projects on environment and development in Kenya and Venezuela. In its opinion the
medium-term plan for 1982-1983 should include a follow-up to those activities,
which were of high priority for developing countries.

286. Some delegations said that achievement of sustained economic growth required
not only evaluation of the environmental impact of developrrent projects prior to
their implementation, but also its ex post assessment, and advocated; that UNBP give
high priority to the conduct of case studies in such ex post environmental audits.

287. Two delegations expressed the opinion that, particularly in view of its cost,
the cost-benefit analysis exercise did not warrant retention ~n the programme.

288. One delegation expressed concern at the inadequate conceptual formulat~n of
the document on interrelationships between people, resources, ,environment and
development (UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4) : the difficulty stemmed perhapsfrOJl lack of a
broadly based reflection of the experience of countries with various economic
systems, with the result the document raised controversial questions without
dealing with them in depth.

289. One delegation expressed support for the activities on environmentally sound
and appropriate technology, and suggested that UNEP's work on low and non-waste
technology should be included together with them, rather than under industry and
environment.

(ii) Industry and environment

290. There was general agreement that the industry and environment pcogramme was an
important one, and satisfaction was expressed with the work of UNEP, which one
delegation noted had been effective and of value to developJ.ng countries. It was
suggested that other United Nations bodies, particularly UNIDO, should undertake
much of the work in the area, and the view was expressed that industry should play
a greater part in the implementation of the programme. One delegation said that
efforts to solve industrial pollution problems merited support, and offered its
country's expert assistance in the impleaentatlon of relevant UNEP projects.
Another stressed the need to regard industry asa dynamizing factor in development
and the desirability of developing guidelines for industrial location which took
into account the needs of population distribution.

291. Two delegations said that it was essential to establish environmental
guidelines when industr ial progrUllltes were formulated. Another cCIlUllended the joint
activities of UNEP and the Inter-Governmental Maritime Consultative Organization,
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in consultation with the International Petroleum Industry Environmental Conservation
Association, leading to a joint publication on the application of oil-spill
chemicals as a model of UNEP/agency co-operation.

292. Strong support was expressed for the development and implementation of
resource conservation policies in relation to specific sectors of industry.
However, attention was drawn to the probability that developing countries would be
unable to pay the costs of advanced pollution control equipment; UNEP should
therefore promote, in co-operation with other members of the United Nations system,
the development of pollution control with emphasis on low-waste and non-waste
technologies and waste recycling.

293. One delegation suggested that programmes developed on a regional or
subregional basis were likely to be more effective that those concentrating on a
global strategy. Another called for increased research, information and
publications on industry and environment, and drew attention to its country's
active role in that respect.

(d) OCeans

294. One delegation said that the regional seas programmes were sources of
information and data which should be used to underpin, and not to duplicate,
activities under oceans and marine living resources. Another delegation said that
marine pollution and living marine resources would more appropriately be dealt with
by other agencies, and urged that UNEP should play only a catalytic role and should
not extend its activities in those areas.

(i) Marine pollution

295. Delegations expressed appreciation of the work of UNEP and other agencies on
the assessment of the marine environment, and the need for collaboration between
UNEP and the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO was emphasized.
Attention was drawn to the need for baseline studies, as well as for measures to
combat pollution. One delegation emphasized the major pollution threat of oil
deliberately discharged from tankers~ while another referred to silt discharges
from rivers, DOT and other agrochemicals, and chemical and biological effluents,
and another said that the prevention of oil spills and of the dumping of wastes and
other hazardous substances in the ocean should be conducted in line with principles
laid down at the Third United Nations Conference on the Law of· the Sea.

296. One delegation said that open-ocean monitoring was progressing more slowly
than other components of the environment programme. A plan foc the systematic
study of pollutants in the ocean environment was urgently needed, as an obligatory
first step for assessing their impact on ocean and coastal ecosystems. The
open-ocean monitoring programme recommended at a meeting in Monterey, United States
of America, in September 1980 should be expeditiously carried out, as should
process-oriented studies in regions of high pollution impact and a study of the
entire question of waste disposal at sea. In addition, continued assessment of the
sources, amounts and effects of marine pollutants should be actively supported as a
component of Earthwatch, with monitoring systems forming part of the various
regional seas programmes, which had already accumulated an impressive data base
that could usefully be incorporated in the Global Environmental Monitoring System.
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297. Another delegation stated that intercalibration was indispensable if measuring
,and marine environment monitoring prograJlllPes were to yieldoomparable results.

_298. Attention was drawn to "the newly established Kenya Institute of Marine
,and Fisheries Research, and UNBP was requested to help develop its research
capabilities.

:299. One delegation said that prevention of pollution of inland lakes and rivers
,should be included as a separate item in the programme.

(ii) Living marine reSOurces

300. The proposed action of UNBP in relation to con~rvat-ion of marine mallllD81s was
generally supported, and the hope was expressed that the ambitious but essential
programme of activities outlined could be completed within the medium-term plan
per iod. Delegations urged that the first phase of the UNEP!PNJ plan of action on
marine ~ls be implemented during 1982-1983, and stressed that all agencies
involved should take concerted action, taking fUllY into account the idea of
different non-consumptive uses of marine mamaals in addition to the traditional and
conservative maximum sustainable yield approach.

301. A revision of the plan of action was called for in view of the fact that the
definition of "optimum level" it contained - "to maintain the pr~uctivity and
health of marine ecosystems and keeping the populations of ani-.ls and plants,
etc., or restoring them to optimum levels" - was not universally accepted by
scientists. In that connexion~ the representative of FAO drew attention to the
establishment of a Scientific Advisory Committee to agree upon the scientific
aspects of the draft plan.

302. Support was expressed for the activities of the international Whaling
Commission, and for the proposal to establish an Indian Ocean Sanctuary, as well as
that to extend its southern boundaries. One delegation expressed the view that the
only effective way to conserve whales was through a total ban on whaling. Other
delegations urged CHEP to formulate a plan of action for the conservation of other
marine species in' danger of extinction, such as marine turtles, and to take
appropriate action for the harmonization of legislation at the regional level to
protect threatened marine species, including dugongs. The need for increased
public awareness of the im~tance of conserving marine species was noted, and the
Executive Director was urged to use UNEP's extensive netwoc-k· of non-<joverlUllental
organizations for the wide dissemination of relevant information.

303. UNEP's cO-ordinating and catalytic role was expected to be a major force in
the encouragement of Governments to enter into regional and/or bilateral agreements
to protect specific populations of living JIlarine resources, and it was further
suggested that the -regional seas programme could ~ovide an effective mechanism foe
achieving the progrurne's goals.

304. One delegation considered that the conservation and rational use of living
marine resources vas of the highest !Dportance, because of their value as a
renewable source of fOod.
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(iii) Regional seas programme

305. Delegations expressed unanimous support for the programme, which one described
as a mechanism for addressing unique environmental proble.s at the land/shore
interface, and as a link to more effective treatment of the environmental issues of
the open ocean. The inclusion of East Africa, the SOuth-west Atlantic and
South-east Asian seas in the prograaune was welcomed, as givinq it better qlobal
balance, and UNEP was urged to continue its efforts for the implementation of the
action plans already adopted by Governments in order to maintain the momentum
qenerated in the regions concerned.

306. Reference was made to the planned ECA/UNESCO workshop on the development of
marine science and technology in Africa, which would provide inputs to the UNEP
directory of marine research and development centres, and to the UNEP/Department of
International Economic and Social Affairs workshop on coastal area development and
management, scheduled for later in 1981.

307. Several delegations expressed concern that the proposed level of funding for
the rec]ional seas programme was to be reduced, since to do so would mean that it
would be unable to fulfil the expectations placed in it.

308. Several delegations considered that the programme for the Mediterranean should
be given further support, as it was a model for programmes in other regions,
although another delegation said that ONEP should ensure that it did not fund
action plans far longer than necessary.

309. Attention was drawn to the contingency plan for spills of oil and hazardous
materials in the Caribbean Islands, developed as part of the Caribbean Action
Plan in 1980. One delegation outlined the bilateral and multilateral programme
being implefllented throuqh the Reg'ional Association for the Caribbean of the
Intergovernmental OCeanographic Commission (IOC) and stressed the importance of the
planning and implementation of marine environmental research, monitoring and
assessment components of the Caribbean Action Plan. The Co-ordinator of the
Caribbean Environment Project expressed appreciation for the co-operation of the
United Nations system in the development of the action plan.

310. Same delegations, while stressing the regional value of the programme, urged
that more attention be paid to global problems concerning oceans, and requested
ONEP to increase its activities in co-operation with IMCO to address that concern.

311. The representative of UNESCO called for reinforcement of the global study and
monitoring of the oceans in co-operation with IOC and its programmes such as
IGOSS (the Integrated Global peean Station System) and MARPOLMON (IOC!MMO Marine
Pollution Monitoring Progrcumne). He welcomed the dynaMic development of the
regional seas pt'ogr.-e, whUe indicating. that its wide scope and the- absence of
specific mandates fran the Governing bodies of the co-operating agencies limited
the extent of their participation.

(e) Energy

312. Several delegations drew attention to the forthcoming United Nations
Conference on Hew and Renewable Sources of Energy, and one suggested that a
follow-up mechanism to monitor the results of the Conference should be established,
and that UNEP should be involved in the implementaban of the Conference's
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decisions. Another, however, cautioned that no new strategies should be developed
until the results of the Conference had been thoroughly studied. One delegation
requested clarificAtion of UNEP's role in the development of alternative sources of
energy subsequent to the Energy Conference, and the ProgrUl1\\e 1 s relationship with
the CcI'lImi ttee on Natural Resources in that respect was also quer ied.

313. Delegations recognized UNEP's duty to stress the importance of environmental
considerations in discussions of the relationship between alternative energy
sources. Support was expressed for efforts to prollOte the effective development of
alternative environmentally sound energy sources, an issue which one delegation
considered to be as iaportant as the misuse of present energy sources. Another
delegation stressed the importance of research and development of energy-saving
technologies in order to permit more efficient use of scarce resources.

314. Some delegations expressed concern over a possible duplication of effort,
noting that understanding of the environmental lapacts of energy production and use
was already being pranoted both nationally and internationall.y.

315. One delegation noted that little information was available relating to new
energy soorceS, and thought it doubtful that the l'ltrategies envisaged to promote
the understanding of the envirotlDlental impacts of energy production and use would
add significantly to present knowledge, since in view of the manifold regional
differences, it was often not possible to draw universally valid ponclusions from
individual studies.

316. Sane concern was expressed over the level of funding allocated to the energy
prograane, which was considered inadequate for satisfactory involvement by UNBP.
One delegation, however, argued that, considering the scarcity of funds and the
fact that the problem was being tackled by others, it would be better to use: the
funds in question for other priority activities.

317. One delegation asked that the international panel of experts convened at
Munich from 17 to 27 November 1980, which had discussed the report on comparative
assessment of the environmental impacts of different sources of energy prepared by
UNEP be mentioned in paragraph 7 of the Executive Director's report on UNEP and the
united Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy.

(f) Natural disasters

318. One delegation cammended the memorandum of understandigg on natural disasters
signed by the Executive Director and the heads of eight other organizations of the
United Nations system. Another delegation noted with approval the wider scope of
the prograinme outlined in the medium-term plan, and requested that pr ior ity be
given to activities aimed at saving human life. Another argued that efforts should
concentrate on the prevention of natural catastrophes, and said its Government was
prepared to organize seminars on earthquake prediction in developing countries.
Other delegations suggested that, in the present financial circumstances, UNEP
should limit its involvement in the activities listed in the plan.

319. The representative ofWMO said that his organization's progress in its work on
natural disasters was due in no small measure to the co-operation, assistance and
support received frt;:Hll UNEP, particularly in South-East Asia and the Indian
SUbcontinent, but also in the Caribbean and other areas. He requested continued
support from UNEP in the implementation of the Typhoon Operational Experiment and
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other related WMO activities mentioned in the medium-term plan, as well as in the
areas of information dissemination, education and training.

(g) Environmental law

320. Several delegations welcomed the conclusions of the Working Group of Experts
on Environmental Law on legal aspects concerning the environment related to
offshore mining and drilling within the limits of national jurisdiction, which it
was felt would contribute significantly to preventing pollution resulting from the
offshore exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbons and other minerals. One
delegation suggested that the conclusions could be recommended to Member States as
minimum criteria to be taken into account in the conduct of operations within the
limits of their national jurisdiction, another argued that they needed careful
study before being incorporated in national legislation, and another said that they
should not be adopted until after they had been circulated to Governments for
comment. Another expressed reservations with regard to the conclusions of the
meeting on the grounds that they did not take account of the responsibilities of
States in respect of ecological damage.

321. One delegation expressed reservations as to the value to UNEP of the proposed
biannual meetings of environmental law experts for the consideration of new
research programme requirements, and further felt that the proposed seminar for
universities teaching environmental law could be deferred without undue loss,
although another delegation called for improved training facilities in
environmental law.

322. One delegation noted the adoption by ECA of a resolution on WStrengthening of
national capabilities for environmental legislation, assessment and management as a
development strategyW which called On those States to review their legislation in
the major development sectors in the region.

323. Another delegation recalled that at the Council's eighth session it had
objected to the programme of work proposed by the Executive Director on the grounds
that it went beyond the mandate given by the General Assembly; consequently, the
delegation found the Executive Director's report on co-operation in the field of
the environment concerning natural resources shared by two or more States, as well
as the programme of work now before the Committee, unacceptable. A few delegations
expressed concern over the development by UNEP of legal principles for the guidance
of St~s. One st~essed that UNEP should confine itself to developing guidelines
rather than principles1 the responsibility for identifying shared natural resources
rested with States, and UNEP should limit its inVOlvement to consultations with
Governments and reporting to the General Assembly. other delegations, however,
welcomed the draft principles of conduct for the guidance of States in the
conservation and harmonious exploitation of natural resources shared by two or more
States, and urged that they be adopted as soon as possible.

324. Attention was drawn to UNEP's obligation to report on the SUbject to the
General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session and it was suggested that a short
report would SUffice, on the understanding that the Executive Director's
recommendations for further action would be omitted, and discussed in the
appropriate context.
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325. One delegation said that the reference in the progr.... perforaance report to
the infor_l consultative _eting convened at Ottawa in Noveaber 1980 was
inaccurate, in that participants had not consi~ered and coe.ented on the draft
in-depth revi." of env1ro~ntal law= there had in fact been no for..1, and
no significant infor.al, discussion of the draft. It wa. also pointed out that
the meeting had not been in a position to Ragree· that marine pollution, ozone
depletion and hazardous wastes meC'ited priority treabliM!nt at the forthcCBing
ad hoc meeting of senior Goven'lIent officials experts in enviC'ortlMntal law.

326. One delegation noted with approval the topics sCheduled for discussion by the
ad hoc Wleeting, and requested the inclusion of an additional it., RDevelopllent of
environmental law for the protection of national resources·. Another delegation
said that full recognition of developing countries' efforts to reconcile
enviro~enta1 considerations with theirsoa~o-eco~icdevelopaent priorities
should be the pri.. consideration in'the develop_nt of envitorlllental law at all
levels, global, regional or national, and' theacl hoc .eeting shoUld select priority
areas for includon in the environ.ental law chapter of the .y.t~ide _diuII-tera
environment progr.-.e on that basiS, while ensuring' that the chap~er reflected
priorities acceptable to both developed and developing countries.

327. One delegation emphasized in that conneJr;ion the iJlPOrtance of theforaulation
of guidelines and the provision of assist.ance for the development of national
environaental legislation and regulations, a8 well as of procedures for
environmental assesa.ent, whioh, if elevated into a universally accepted legal
instrlBent, with varying approaches appropriate to different levels of coneern, and
particularly to the practical needs of developing countries, would be a aajor step
forward in the progressive developaent of environaental law.

328. One delegation suppocted the view that UNEP was the most suitable ~gantzation

to co-ordinate the global control of ..rine pollution from land-based sources.

329. The i~rt.nce of UNBP ensuring that the specific objectives and strategies of
the _edium-ter. plan were consistent with the in~nt of the over-all objective ,of
the progra.. was stressed. One delegation expreased re..rvaUons in connexion
with several strategy el...nts of the plan, for example, the references to the
application of conventions which were not yet in existence and, with respect to the
law of the sea, the prc.otion of enviro...ritally sound application of a treaty
which had not yet been adopted. Envir6~ntallaw should be properly only one
aspect of enviro,..ntal policy, and not be considerea a SUbject in itself. Another
delegation said that -legal guf'de1.ines should not 'be establiShed until a national
scientific baeis for thell had first been .stabiished. ~

4. SuppOrting ••8I,1reS

(a) Enviroraental education and training

330. Many delt!cJations supported the objectives, plans and activities in
environllentaledueation and training, "hich they felt to be partiCUlarly cOl'lsistent
with the catalytic role of UNBP. s~, however,· expressed ooncern that regional
needs were not taken sufficiiently into account in the formulation of environaental
education and training progra , while others felt that further integration of
training and education progr s into other parts of the progr...e vas needed.
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331. One delegation said that objectives 2, 3, 5 and 7 for environmental education,
and objectives 1, 2, 3 and 4 for environaental training, should be given high
p~iority. Another questioned the justification for the international conference on
environmental training proposed in the medium-term plan.

332. Many delegations supported the joint UNEP!UNESCO ecolor;rical training
programmes, and one said that c~operation between the two organizations had
achieved good results in various eountries, particularly in that nations had
started to recognize the importance of enviro~ntal matters. However, least
developed countries, in particular, suffered from a continuous shortage of the
trained personnel required to imple-ent their environMentally sound medium-term and
long-term development. Two delegations announced that their GoverMlents were
organizing post-graduate training courses in many important environment topics for
students fram developing eountries.

333. One delegation, supported by other French-speaking African delegations,
indieated its concern at the absence of co-operation, information disseMination and
training relating' to the environJllent on the part of the Regional Office for Africa,
and urged the Office to step up c~operation and activities in that field.

334. One delegation stressed the necessity of environmental education for children,
particularly in relation to the presence of hazardous chemicals in the human
environment and their properties. Another expressed concern at the scarcity of
training lIlater iala in SpaniSh.

335. One delegation felt that the funds allocated to environmental training were
inadequate: its Government had established an environmental training centre, and
would welcOllle financial support from UNEP.

336. The representative of UNESCO said that, while the achievements in the field of
environmental education and training had so far been satisfactory, much still
remained to be done, especially at the action level. The new phase of the
programme would be particularly oriented towards practical field activities and the
production of teaching materials in different languages and suited to local
conditions and needs. The MAB programme would make a useful contribution in that
respect. He also supported the further development of environmental education for
engineers and economists in co-operation with UNEP. Much was being done regarding
training, but further support to the training of specialists in integrated
management of environmental resources was essential, and indeed more important that
the proposed Conferer~~ on environmental training.

337. The representative of ECA referred to the training component of the Lagos Plan
of Action, the object of which was to strengthen the environmental training
expertise of relevant national institutions responsible for environmental
assessment, environmental data collection and environ..ntal management.

(b) Technical assistance

338. Various delegations indicated support for the planned technical assistance
programmes. One, however, stressed that assistance should not be limited only to
leqislative and ad.inistrative support: funds for study trips, scholarships, etc.
should also be provided for experts from developing countries. Another delegation
reterred to the need of developing countries for outside expertise in the
developMent and forMulation of their national environmental legislation, and said
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that related activities should be integrated with the activities concerning
envirOnmental law.

339. The representative of ECA drew attention to a resOlution adopted by the
Commission at its seventh Conference of Ministers, which defined the terms of
reference on environmental matters of the recently established Regional
Intergovernmental Committee on Human Settlements and Environment which would
review, inter alia, technical assistance and regional co-operation on the
environment programme in Africa.

(c) Information

340. Strengthening of environmental awareness, especially in densely populated
developing countries, was felt to be an urgent task. One delegation reiterated its
view that UNEP must improve its capacity to prepare and disseminate updated lists
of the environmental literature it published, as a means, inter alia, of informing
Governments what activities were and had been going on within UNEP. Another
delegation said that such lists should include information on publications relevant
to the environment by other united Nations bodies and organizations, including
non-governmental organizations.

341. One delegation said that its Government actively supported the OHEP activities
in the field of environmental information for the general public, and was currently
disseminating both soientific and popularized environmental information In Local
languages within the country. UNEP should be more active in that fielci, cpld in
particular should produce more popularized scientific publications intended for the
general public.

5. Conclusion of the debate

342. The representatives of the Executive Director expressed appreciation for the
many useful suggestions made by delegations. They confirmed that approved
objectives and strategies would be changed only by specific decision of the
Governing Council, at the current session, changes were being sought only in the
programme on assessment of basic human needs in relation to outer limits.

c. Budgetary allocations

343. After the Chairman of Sessional Committee 11 had communicated by letter to the
Chai rman of Commi ttee I the views of ComIIi ttee II concerning the target and
anticipated level of the Environment Fund, many delegations said it was difficult
to know how to proceed regarding the establishment of programme priorities, as well
as regarding the proposed allocations for the two~igit budget lines presented in
annex I to the medium-term plan. Two delegations proposed tpat the priorities and
allocations should be established on the basis of the four-digit budget lines.

344. Some delegations stated that if the target fig~re of $120 million was not
achieved, the proposed across-the-board percentage reduotion of funding to
individual budget lines would not be acceptable frOM the point of view of
developing countries. It was proposed that in that event, the two-digit budget
lines for human settlements and human health, environment and development,
terrestrial eoosystems and arid and semi-arid lands inoluding desertification
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should remain practically constant. while the balance should be adjusted by
reducing the other budget lines.

345. Many othe[ delegations. however. felt that it would be practically i~8sible

for the Committee. at such a late stage in its work. to agree on the final
allocations and priorities) the percentage across-the-board distribution of funds
as indicated in annex I would therefore be acceptable. It was also pointed out
that the present distribution was a result of profound discussions and long
expe[ !ence.

346. The Deputy Executive Director said that UNEP would be willing. ti-e
per.itting. to enter into a more detailed discussion of the elements of strategy in
the mediu.-ter_ plan. It should. however. be borne in mind that. while the
Governing Council's role was to provide general policy guidelines to UNEP in that
respect. the Executive Director was responsible for keeping the Council fully aware
of the progress of the prograMMe. Consequently. he suggested that for the time
being. the two-digit budget line allocations as proposed in annex I to the Plan and
the recomaendations aade in the letter of the Chairaan of Committee 11 could be
approved. As in the past. the Executive Director would report on developments and
on the actual allocation of the funds to the Council at its next session. with a
view to possible revision of priorities and allocations.

D. Approval of decisions

347. pollowing its debate. the Comnittee approved for adoption by the Governing
Council draft decisions on the following subjects. The texts of the decisions as
adopted by the Council are included in annex I. The numbers of the decisions as
adopted are indicated in the following paragraphs. Poe action by the Governing
Council in respect of these decisions. see chapter XI.

Progr...e matters

348. The CoIIlmittee recallmended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision submitted by the Chairman (decision 9/10).

349. Pollowing considerable discussion. in the course of which a s-.ll infor••l
drafting group was convened and prepared a revised text. the Committee also
recommendad for adoption. as revised, a draft decision submitted by the Asian Group
entitled ·The environment programme: long-term issues· (decision 9/11).

350. The eo.mittee also considered a draft decision submitted by the African Group
on priorities for serious environmental problems in developing countries.
Following prolonged discussion, a small informal drafting group was convened. but
was unable to reach agreement on a revised text. In an effort to avoid a vote. the
representative of Australia proposed a.end_nU which the sponsors accepted, and
the Cc.JIittee a9reed to recommend the amended text for adoption by the Governift9
Council (decision 9/12).

OUter limits

351. The OoIImittee reCClllWended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision on the WOrld Clim.ate Itnpact Studies Prog[...e, sponsored by Austria.
Belgiu. and the United States of America (decision 9/13 A). The secretariat
indieated that the decision could be imple.ented within existing resources.
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352. The Committee also recOlllllended fer adoption by the Governing Council, as
amended by the delegation of the Gerllan Democratic Republic, a draft decision on
the protection of the ozone layer submitted by the delegations of Austria, Belgium,
canada, Denmark, Finland, France .. GabOn, Ger_ny, Pederal Republic of, Greece,
I~eland, Italy, Libyan Arab J8IIahiriya, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingd~ of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of
America and Uruguay (decision 9/13 B). .

353. On behalf of the sponsors, it waS explained that the words ·technical experts·
in operative paragraph 2 should be interpreted in the broadest sense, as including
experts in all relevant scientific and technical fields.

354. Two delegations said that, since more scientific knowledge of the ozone layer
and its interaction with other components of the at-osphere was needed, it was
pretnature to begin work on a convention, even a fr...work convention. They would
therefore have preferred the text of the decision to refer to ·guidelines·, and
they reserved the right to speak on the.atter in plenary.

355. The secretariat indicated that, in view of 'the generous offer of the
Government of Sweden to host the first .eeUng of the ad hoc lJroup to be
established under the terms of the decision, the only additional cost to UNEP, that
of the travel of staff servicing the meeting, could be absorbed within existing
resources. The secretariat also indicated its understanding that ·other forums- in
operative paragraph 3 (a) meant such international fortDD8 a. DEeD, CMBA and the
Commission of the European communities.

Human settlements

356. The Committee rec~nded for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision on local environmental planning and .an8lJeltentof hUllaD settlements
sponsored by Benin, Colombia and Uruguay (decision 9/14).

357. One delegation said that, while it concurred with the substanee of the
decision, it believed it to be important for UNEP to avoid taking unilateral action
in the areas of competence of other United Nations agencies.

358. The secretariat indicated that the decision could be iaplemented within
available resources.

Terrestrial ecosystems

359. The ComIIi ttee reeaamended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision recOllllHnded by theAfr ican Group on arid and seai-arid lands ecosystems
(decision 9/15 A).

360. The secretariat pointed out that the coet of the projects referred to in the
decision could not at present be quantified. BYery effort would be made, within
available resources, to respond to the decision.

361. The Caamittee also recOllllended fex adoption by the Governing council a draft
decision on world soils policy (decision 9/15 B) sponsored by Benin, Bulgaria,
Burundi, Canada, ChUe, ColOllbia, Cyprus. Ethiopia. Kenya, Nigeria, Norway, Panama,
Saudi Arabia, Sweden, Union of Soviet Sociali8t Republics, united States of ~rica
and Uruguay.
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362. The secretariat indicated that the report called f~ in operative paragraph 6
would be included in the appropriate section of the programme performance report to
be submitted to the Council at its tenth session, and that the remaining provisions
of the decision would have no additional financial implications for the Environment
Fund.

Environment and development

363. The Comaittee considered a draft decision submitted by the delegations of
Kenya and Venezuela.

364. The delegation of the Soviet union pointed out that, as in a number of other
draft decisions before the Council, delegations were ~ing asked to respond
positively to the contents of documents that they had not had the opportunity to
excuaine.

365. The secretariat pointed out that the findings of environment and development
projects could be implemented only after they had been positively appraised, and
then only w~thin available resources. It would be premature at the present stage,
a year before the submission to the Council for approval of the system-wide
medium-term environment programme, to take a firm decision regarding future
increases in the allocation to the budget line.

366. The sponsors revised the draft in the light of the comments made, and the
ComJIIittee recommended the revised text for adoption by the Council (decision 9/16).

Oceans

367. The ComIllittee recOllU'Gended for adoption by the Governing Council two draft
decisions on regional seas, submitted by the delegations of Belqium, Colombia,
Denmark, France, Germany, Federal Republic of, Greece, Italy, Ivory Coast,
Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nigeria, Switzerland, Tunisia, Turkey,
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, United States of America,
Venezuela and Yugoslavia and by the delegation of Kenya (decisions 9/17 A and B) •

368. Regarding the first draft decision, the secretariat drew attention to the
provisions of Governing Council decision 7/8, referred to in the draft, requesting
the Executive Director to consider, as part of the medium-term plan, continuing
UNEP's participation in programme expenditures of the Mediterranean Action Plan,
subject to the availability of resources. It seemed clear that the total reSOurces
called for in the medium-term. plan - including some $9 million for the regional
seas programme - would probably not be forthcaning, and the allOunt actually to be
expended under that provision would therefore also depend on the availability of
resources.

369. Two of the sponsors pointed out that the decision itself called for its
implementation ·within the framework of the budget-.

370. Another delegation cautioned that the provision whereby funds under other
bUdget lines could be used to support activities under the regional seas programme,
where such activities were consistent with the objectives and strategies of those
bUdget lines, might if sufficient care was not exercised constitute a dangerous
precedent for transferring resources away from already under-supported activities
of great interest to developing countries.
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Bnergy

371. The eo-.ittee recc:.Dended for adoption by the Governing Council, a. atended by
the representatives of Australia and Prance, a draft deciaion sul:8itted by Kenya
'decision 9/18).

Bnviro~ntal law

372. The eo-ittee recOllllllended for adoption by the GoVerning Council a draft
decision on the Ad Hoc Meeting of Senior Goveenaent Officiala Expect in
Environmental Law sponsoeed by Austria, Bangladesb, Botswana, Canada, Cola.bia,
Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherland., Ne" Zealand, Nigeria, Saudi
Arabia, Sudan, Sweden, United Arab "irates, Uruguay and Yugoslavia (decision 9/19).,

373. Two delegations recorded theie reservation with respect to the three specific
SUbject areas to be dealt with by the ad hoc ••ting.

374. The secretae iat under lined the need to have guidance on the nuabet of
participants. The meeting appeaeed likely to coat about '300,000, approxiaately
'200,000 of which would have to be lIlIet frOll the Fund peOCJr.... reSHve.

375. The eo..ittee also considered and appcoved a draft decision on co-operation in
the field of the enviroftJlent concerning nattiral reBoueces shared by two or lIOre
States sul:8itted by the delegation of the United States of A.erica.

376. Pollowing the initial appeoval of the draft decision, the Deputy Executive
Directoe deew attention to a technical error in the drafting of one paragraph which
had been propoaed orally in the ea..ittee, and suggested a revised text wbich would
avoid that erroe, with conccaitant changes in the operative paragraph to reflect
the views of the ea.mittee more clearly.

377. The representative of Brazilaaid that, while his ~elegation fully understood
the concern involved, it "a. extr_ely reluctant to .ee diecus.lonr!tQPened on a
text which had already been approved. He would, however, not challenge the
Chair.an'. rUling on the point, since what waa involved wa. a clarification of the
wording along the lines his delegaUon had argued for in the earlier dlllCu.atona.
Re wished neveetheless to ..ke it cleae that the action of the eo..ittee .hould not
constitute a precedent for reopening closed 18sues. Purthee.are, he proposed the
deletion of the words -at its thirty-seventh session- frC8 1::he suggested new
operative paragraph.

378. The Chair.an reiteeated that it would be i.proper to reopen debate on'
substantive issues already resolved. The CoauIittee's action on a technicaUty of
drafting would theeefore in no way constitute a peecedent.

379. The repeesentative of venezuela ageeed that the action of the ca..ittee should
in no way constitute a precedent, and suggested that the ccxeection .ight .:Jre
appropr iately have been introduced in plenary sea.ion. '!'he representative of the
United States of AMeeica said he fully ahared the vfews of the repre.entative. of
Brazil and Venezuela. As the sponeor of the oriCJinal text, his delegation accepted
the changes suggested by the secretaeiat, provided they were understood solely a.
technical corrections. '
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380. The Canmitt.ee agreed to recommend for adoption by the Governing Council t.he
revised text of t.he draft decision. as amended by the representative of Brazil.

!!l!!ronntental education and training

381. The Conmitt.ee recommended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision submitt.ed by Canada. Chile, Colombia. Saudi Arabia and Uruguay on the
university and t.he environment (decision 9/20 A).

382. The secretariat emphasized the need to have a firm offer of concrete support
for the regional centres. as had been the case with the International Centre for
Training and Education in Environmental Sciences (CIrcA). before any action could
be taken.

383. The eoo.itt.ee also recanmended for adoption by the Governing Council three
draft decisions subMitt.ed by the Latin Aaerican Group. the Asian Group and the
African Group (decisions 9/20 B. C and 0, respectively).

384. The secretariat pointed out that the most effective approach to environmental
education and t.raining activities. in the regions was that already followed for the
Latin American region. whereby a Government (in other regions it could perhaps be
an organizat.ion) had agreed in advance to bear a major portion of the cost of
the exercise. CIPCA had over a four-year period cost some $9.5 million, of which
$8.4 million had been provided by the Government of Spain. Funds for the
activities requested under the African and Asian draft decisions were not included
in the medium-term plan. Regarding the draft decision submitted by the African
Group. it was the secret.ariat's understanding that the action requested of the
Executive Director in operative paragraph 2 could only be undertaken in response to
specific requests by Governments. Regarding the draft decision submitted by the
Asian Group, it should be pointed out that experience showed the programme activity
centre approach to environmental education and training to be less effective than
the CIPCA type of approach; the secretariat would. within available resources, seek
to provide preliminary assistance to the Asia and Pacific Development Centre. with
a view to the establishment of a network for training in the region.

385. The representative of UNESCO stressed that programmes concerning environmental
education and training should be carried out in full co-operation with the relevant
specialized agencies.

386. The representatives of the African and Asian Groups introduced amendmer.ts to
their respective draft decisions in the light of the secretariat's comments and the
secretariat's understanding of operative paragraph 2 of the African Group's text
was conf irmed.

Regional progralMles and progralllDe support

387. The CoIIImittee recClllllended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision submitted by the Asian and Latin American Groups (decision 9/21).

388. The secretariat said. that it was premature to recommend for adoption a draft
decision on the regional presence of UNEP. as the issue was to be discussed in
depth by the Council at its tenth session. Since. given likely budgetary
constraints. it would probably not be possible to increase allocations in support
of that presence. the reference to strengthening the capacity of the regional
offices should preferably be deleted.
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389. On behalf of the sponsors, the representatives of India and Malaysia said that
the intention was not necessarily to provide more resources to the regional
offices, but to strengthen their capabilities and improve their effectiveness.

A~tion to combat desertification

390. The Committee recommended for adoption by the Governing Council a draft
decision on the co-ordination and folloW-up of the implementation of the Plan of
Action to Combat Desertification submitted by the Chairman (decision 9/22 A).

391. With respect to' operative paragraph 3, the secretariat noted that assistance
might be provided subject to availability of financial ,resources.

392. One delegation requested that the record show its preference 'for the inclusion
of the word "preventive"', together with "Com?at" whenever reference was made in the
text to combating desertification.

393. The Committee also recommended for adoption by the COur:.cil a draft decision
submitted by the African Group on the implementation of the plan of Action to
Combat Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region (decision 9/22 B).

CHAPTER VI

ENVIROlMENT FUND

394. Agenda item 8 was assigned to Sessio~al Committee It for consideration. For
an account of the Committee's work, see paragraph 31.

A. Implementation of the Fund programne,

395. In considering item 8 (a), ~e Committee had before it documents UN~/GC.9/9

and Add.1.

396. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the report of the Executive Director on the
implementation of the Fund programme (UNEP/GC.9/9 and Add.l), drew attention to the
fact that the programme had been hela back because of the Executive Director's
concern over the Fund's liquidity due to uncertainty as to the payments of
contributions during the latter half of 1980. Despite that, 89 per cent of
the 1980 allocation had been committed by the end of the year. Expenditures
in terms of percentages of commitments (83.5 per cent) or of the allocation
(74 per cent) were higher than in any previous year and because of inflation and
with a smaller Fund programme over-all, the proportion.of total expenditure for
internal projects was rising and that for projects implemented by co-operating
agencies within the United Nations system was falling. MOreover, the proportion of
regional and interregional projects was rising in relation to global projects and
there waS an amount of $8.5 million uncommitted in 1980, which the Executive
Director proposed carrying over to 1981~ In'addition, whereas in 1978 and
preceding years, income had exceeded e~nditure, in 1979 and subsequent years,
expendi ture had exceeded income. The excess of expenditure over income had been
possible due to a draw-dawn of accumulated cash balances. However, in 1981
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exPenditure was expected to exceed income by $10 million, and by the beginning
of 1982 the Fund would no longer have convertible cash balances above a minimum
level.

397. Regarding the Executive Director's decision to hold back the programme
in 1980, concern was expressed by several delegations at the Rstop-startR nature
of programming, a phenomenon not restricted to 1980. In their view, there was no
problem of liquidity~ UNEP had substantial investments which it could have realized
to provide the cash required. One delegation suggested that when a liquidity
crisis was foreseen, cuts should be made in the programme and programme support
costs budget rather than in Fund programme activities. Another suggested that the
Fund programme reserve should be increased to $2 million to provide a ready cash
"cushion R for liquidity crises. The need for project programming to' be long-term
and designed to meet .the programme's needs rather than tied to payment of
contributions was stressed. One delegation expressed concern at the degree of
slippage in the 1980 programme. Another delegation satd that the. practice of
committing such a large proportion of the Pundts resources for any year early in
that year meant that the necessary programme flexibility was not maintained.

398. Several delegations expressed thair appreciation of the axecutive Director's
response to decision 7/3 concerning the reduction and phasing out of support to
projects whiCh had been in operation for four or more years.

399. With reference to project-implementing institutions (table 6 of document
UNEP/GC.9/9), one delegation asked what the secretariat's policy was regarding the
ratio between co-operating agency and suppol::ting organization project
implementation. Another delegation asked whether the EXecutive Director's
statement at the opening meeting that the non-convertible currencies had not had an
undue impact on the programme was not inconsistent with the fact that the ratio of
supporting organization to co-operating agency implemented projects had increased,
largely as a result of the increase in non-convertible currency projects being
implemented by supporting organizations. Purthermore, it asked whether the
reduction in the share of co-operating agency projects Was due to administrative
difficulties inherent in such projects which made the co-operating agencies
unwilling to undertake them. Another delegation asked What proportion of funds was
spent on supporting organization projects compared with co-operating agency
projects and what flnancial impact the system-wide medium-term programme would have
on that proportion. Several delegations commented on the increase in the number of
internal projects, which was contrary to decisions taken by the Governing COuncil
at previous sessions, and undesirable.

400. On the question of geographical distribution of Fund programme activities
(table 7), one delegation asked why the pel::centage for Latin Merica was so low.
Another delegation commended the secretariat's efforts, noting with appreciation
the increase 1n the percentage of 'activities carried out in ~ia, a trend which it
hoped would continue. A question was asked concerning the criteria used for
defining global, interregional and regional projects. Several delegations singled
out specific programme areas as meriting special attention on account of their
importance or because of successes aChieved so far; oceans, desertification,
environment and development, energy. A number of delegations stressed the
importance of co-operation with the United Nations centre for Human Settlements
(UNCUS) and questions were asked about expenditure on joint UNEP/UNCHS activities.
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401. A number of delegations said that the presentation of the document could be
improved. 'l'be way the terms defined in the glossary were used in the dOCLUDent was
criticized; RcommitmentR, RexpendituresR and RFund programme activities R were not
clearly differentiated in the tables. One delegation suggested that a single table
showing appropriations, allocations, cOlllllitments, expenditure and income for all
relevant years and all bUdget lines should be provided.

402. Replying to the questions raised by delegations, the ActIng Assistant
Executive Director dealt first with Rstop-start- programming. The Executive
Director was extremely sensitive to the need to maintain the Fund's liquidity at
all times; he had therefore considered it proper financial management on his part
to withhold approval of further convertible currency pcojects. Be agreed, however,
that other mechanisms for avoiding liquidity crises should be looked into. with
regard to the suggestion that the _Fund prOgramme reserve be increased and used as a
cushion in times of low liquidity, the Acting Assistant Executive Director pointed
out tha~ there were specific rules governing the use of the Fund programme reserve,
which was intended to provide for the implementation of Governing Council decisionS
and the undertaking of other umi.nticipatea activities; it Was not a reserve fund of
the type that could support the regular progr8llme. It would be difficult to reduce
programme and programme suppOrt costs in tIme" of liquidity crises instead of
reducing the FUnd programme activities themselves, assucb costs inclUded long-term
commitments, such as staff contracts.

403. With regard to policy on the use of co-operating agencies or supporting
organizations for implementing projects; it was riecessarY~ to maintain a'balanced,
coherent programme. There was a general 1ll8Ildate to make' use of organlzatlonS in
the united Nations system so far as possible in implementing the programme in order
to underline UNEP's catalytic role, and Governing Council decisions governed the
undertaking of internal projects. While the system-wide medium-term programme
would certainly increase the number of c~perating agency implemented projects,
the financial implications were not yet known. .

404. Three co-operating agencies had expressed interest in co-operating with UNEP
on non-convertible currency projects. UNESCO was already implementing the
eca-management training project (FP/ll02-78-01) for UNBP in oresden, German
Democratic Republic, and if its example was followed b¥'others, the ratio of
co-operating,agency to supporting organization imple..nted ~ojects would swing
back. The statement that the non-convertible currencies had had no undue influence
on the programme held good.

405. The increase in the number of internal projects had resulted from decisions
taken by the Governing Council At its eighth session requiring implementation by
UNEP; meetings on environmental law, tropical deforestation, soils policy and
cost-benefit analysis. The secretariat too was concerned about the situation,
which it was trying to remedy.

406. The Executive Director was keenly aware of the political importance attached
to geographical distribution and strove to maintain an even regional distribution
of activities over t.he long-term. Due -to the cyclical nature of activities, one
region might, however, have more projects than another at a given time. The
geographical scope of a project was determined by the area that benefited most
directly from it: a regional project was one that directly benefited a region, an
interregional project benefited several regions, such as most developing countries,
but did not have a global impact - for example, non-convertible- currency training
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projects for developing countries} and a global project entailed the carrying out
of a world-wide investigation or assessment, the results of which were globally
applicable. A national or regional project was expected to have results which
oould be extrapolated and used in a global context, but until the results beoame
global, it remained classified as national or regional. The compendium of
projects, whioh inoluded a special section on geographioal distribution and global
projects, would be issued shortly.

407. In future, a table showing appropriations, allocations, oommitments,
expenditure and income for all relevant years and all budget lines would continue
to be provided in an addendum to the main document because the accounts of UNBP
were not finalized at the time of the preparation of the main document.

408. Co-operation with UNCHS was governed by a Memorandum of Understanding.
expenditure on joint activities amounted to $247,892 in 1979 and $176,242 in
while commitments for 1981 currently amounted to $233,4~5.

Total
1980,

409. At the oono1usion of its discussion, the Committee took note of the Exeoutive
Director's report on the implementation of the Fund programme in 1980.

8. Management of the Fund

410. In considering agenda item 8 (b), the Committee had before it documents
UNBP/GC.9/10 and Corr.l and 2 and Add.1-9.

1. Contributions

411. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the report of-the Executive Director on the Management
,of the Fund and the Executive Director's note on developments in the Fund
between 1 January and 30 April 1981 (UNEP/GC.9/10 and Corr.l and 2, and
UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.5), drew particular attention to the uncertainty about
the resources available to the Pund. Due to inflation and the decline in the
real value of the contributions to the Fund since 1978, the effective value of
the Fund had been diminished and this had had a significant impact on the level of
the Fund programme activities. Fluctuations in exchange rates of national
currencies against the dollar had also had an impact on contributions to'the Fund,
and engendered uncertainty in the estimation of resources available to it. Every
effort had been made to increase the level of contributions and to increase the
convertibility of non-eonvertible currency contributicns, but with only limited
success. Indeed, two countries had reduced their contributions in 1980 and one had
made no contribution at all. Contrary to previous years, cash balances had been
rUn down in 1980, and by the end of 1981, the Fund's accumulated balances would
have reached a minimum working level and would be totally dependent on current
contributions, at least as far as the convertible currency programme was
concerned. Under those circumstances, it would be very difficult to reinforce the
oatalytic and oo-ordinating impact-of the Fund unless there was a significant
inorease in voluntary oontributions in 1982-1983.

412. In order to meet the situation, the Exeoutive Director was making two requests
to the Governing Council, namely to consider, evaluate and approve the medium-ter.
plan for 1982-1983 as set out in document UNEP/GC.9/6, the programme of activities
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under which would require a total of around $120 million to implement, and, if'the
level of activities proposed was not acCeptable, to inform him which particular
activities and programme elements were to be cut or reduced, and by how much.

413. The $120 million figure was based on a core group of activities recommended by
the Governing Council on a priority basis at different times since its first
session, requests made by United Nations bodies for co-operative projects as part
of the system-wide environment programme, and the needs of supporting
organizations. It was also based on an assessment of what might be regarded as a
minimal level of new programmes, reflecting current rates of inflation and a modest
real growth rate of 5 per cent. Approval of the $120 JilUlion target would not mean
an automatic increase of traditional donors' contributions, the $120 million was a
goal which the Exeoutive Director would try to reach.

414. Many delegations supported the Executive D~rectoris proposal. others felt
that his target figure was far too modest, a few suggested provision should be made
for a 25 per cent growth rate, which would mean a ta~get of between $145 million
and $150 million. Still others, while agreeing that $120 million was rather a low
figure in relation to global environmental needs, 'wre of the opinion that the
contributions required to reach a $145 million target would not be forthcoming, and
therefore supported the Executive Director's proposal. Several delegations
expressed the view that programme needs should govern the settling of the target
for 1982-1983 rather than contributions l~kely to be received. Fbur delegations
announced probable increases in their Government's contributions to the Fund.
Three others informed the Committee that their Governments did not plan to increase
their contributions.

415. One of the delegations referred to as having reduced its contribution in 1980
said that its contribution in 1979 had been exceptional and the apparent reduction
was due merely to a return to its habitual contributing pattern. Another
delegation pointed out that fluctuations in exchange rates had in fact meant that
Governments' contributions had cost them more in national currency to maintain the
same level.

416. Several other delegations were of the opinion that the Executive Director's
proposal was unrealistic. It was pointed out that to meet the proposed 5 per cent
growth and estimated 14 per cent inflation, a doubling of the contributions
currently received by the Fund would be requirea. The overwhelming opinion
expressed at the inforllal consliTtations in December 1980 that the growth rate
should be held at zero was recalled, and a request was made for the caomittee to be
provided with figures based both on a z.ero growth rate and on one of 2.5 per cent.
Questiona were asked about the figure of i4 per cent for inflation, it was pointed
out in that connexiori that the Consultative Committee on Administrative Questions
(CCAQ) had "recommended a rate of 12 per cent and the united Nations Centre for
Human Settlements had recently accepted a rate of 11 per cent.

417. A number of delegations considered that the programme should be reduced to
correspond to the funds available and supported a prOgram.e of between $65 million
and $67 million. It was suggested by two delegations that a better programme ftlight
result as less effective projects could be weeded out and better management methods
would be encouraged. One delegation suggested calculating the progr8lDl'le budget
total by applying the CCAQ inflation rate of 12 per cent to the 1980-1981 total,
which would give a programme of $75 million.
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418. Several delegations expressed concern over the relatively high level of
programme and programme support costs compared with the level of Fund programme
activities, and suggested that if cuts proved necessary, they should be made to the
former rather than the latter.

419. One delegation stressed the fact that appropriate, sound environmental
management was necessary for a healthy economy as well as integral to any
development programme, and pointed out the incongruity of having an environment
programme decrease in times of economic depression. While recognizing tha~ this
was the actual situation, it urged Governments to change the trend and contribute
more generously to the Fund. Another delegation supported that appeal, observing
that if Governments contributed a mere 0.001 per cent of their defence bUdgets to
the Fund, resources would increase by $5 million per year.

420. The Acting Assistant Executive Director drew attention to figures that had
been circulated at the request of several delegations ~howing alternatives for
the 1982-1983 programme with a zero growth rate, a 2.5 per cent growth rate and
a 5 per cent growth rate, and incorporating a 12 per cent and 14 per cent inflation
rate. He said that there were many options in deciding the target figure and the
Executive Director would of course follow the directives of the Governing COuncil.
However, it would be asked to decide the priorities. The Executive Director had
proposed a programme which he considered to be the best possible one in a time of
economic stringency, and it should be remembered that whatever the target figure,
in the implementation of the Fund programme activities some basic elements had to
be taken into consideration, namely the actual level of contributions received, the
structure of the contributions (namely, the amount received in convertible currency
and nOn-convertible currency contributions) the liqUidity of the Fund and its
apportionment to priority activities.

421. During detailed discussion of the target figure, the members of the Asian
group of delegations differed from the majority view of the Committee that the
letter from the Chairman to the Chairman of Sessional Committee I regarding the
target of the Fund for the biennium 1982-1983 should mention that expected
contributions were not likely to exceed $77 million, since that would reduce the
changes of reaching the $120 million target. After informal deliberations,
however, they agreed to accept such a mention, which other delegations believed was
a realistic projection, based on experience in previous years, and which one
pointed out was in line with the Executive Director's own assessment of the
situation.

422. The Committee subsequently decided to transmit to Sessional Committee I its
views regarding the target for the biennium 1982-1983 (reflected in decision 9/23,
paras. 11-13).

423. In response to a comment from the secretariat, one delegation emphasized the
need for a report providing information on implementation of the programme and on
projects and activities according to their designation as global, regional,
interregional, subregional and national, and indicating commitments and
expenditures incurred, but agreed that such information could be provided through
Report to GOvernments if the report being called for from the Executive Director
was appropriately cross-referenced.

424. At the conclusion of its discussion, the Committee recommended a draft
decision to the Governing Council for adoption. For the text of the decision
as adopted by the Governing Council, see annex I, decision 9/23.
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425. After the approval of the draft decision, the representative of the United
KingdOll, speaking on behalf of the delegations of Belgium, France, Germany, Pederal
Republic of, Italy, Netherlands, Switzerland and the United States of America,
expressed concern at the way in which 'the Governing Council had been Obliged to
conduct its business at its present session. They regarded as unacceptable the
procedure by which the Committee had been confronted with a request for a budget
figure greatly in excess of the amount that seeaed likely to be obtained through
contributions. While fully understanding the desirability of a generous
appropriation figure to provide an incentive for increased contributions, they
considered that if the figure was greatly in excess of current estimates of total
income, sound financial management requir'ed that the Governing Council be given the
opportunity to consider areaUstic programme. They considered that it was the
responsibility of the Executive Director to present to the Governing Council an
analysis whioh would enable it to take a sensible view regarding the allocation of
appropriations, assuming different levels of over-all contributions, and they
called upon him to present the Council with such an analysis if a similar situation
arose in future. The representatives of Australia and Japan Associated their
delegations with the foregoing vieWS.

2. Non-convertible currencies

426. The Acting Assistant Executive Direct9r, Offioe of the Environment Pund and
Administration, introducing the report of the Exeoutive'Director on the impact of
non-convertible ourrency balances on Pundproject selection and implementation
(UNBP/GC.9/10/Add.l), which had been prepared in respOnse to Governing Council
decision 8/18, paragraph 8, reminded the Co1IDlittee of how the problem of
non-convertible currencies had become acute in 1979 when they had comprised
62 per cent of the Pund resources. The Board of External Auditors and the
Governing Council had both called for acUon to reotify the situation. In 1980, ,as
a result of the joint efforts of ~e Executive Dir~ctor and the Governments of the
countries contributing in non-convertible currencies, expenditure in those
currencies had exceeded income, reaching the equivalent of $5.8 million.
Non-convertible currency projects were now part of the over-all programme, although
primarily in the training field. The Executive Director's conclusions were
contained in paragraph 20 of the report, one was that the level of the existing
balances of non-convertible currencies in the environment pund did not unduly
influence.the selection of projects. The action he suggested might be taken to
i_prove the situation included requesting Governments of countries contributing in
non-convertible currencies to pay a greater proportion of their contributions in
convertible currencies and setting a ceiling for non-convertible currency projects
of 20 per cent of the total progralllllle. Such action was necessary to maintain a
balanced programme.

427. The Executive Director's report was generally welcOJlied, although attention was
drawn to some disturbing conclusions: the higher oost of implementing
non-convertible currency projects, the additional time and administrative support
required the distortion of the programme, even if only in terms of geographical
location of implementation. One delegation observed that prQject selection
standards appeared to be less rigorous for non-oonvertible currency projects and
another said that the same standards should apply to all pr'ojects. Other
delegations, pointing out that non-convertible currencies, by their very nature,
were restricted in use, urged non-oonvertible currency contributing countries to
make greater efforts to pay their contributions in convertible currency because
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of the need for the greatest possible flexibility in using scarce Fund resources.
The need for resources to be usable anywhere, by any party and for the benefit of
all, and particularly for the developing countries, was stressed and it was pointed
out that many countries whose national currencies were non-convertible still
managed to pay their contributions in convertible currency. It was also pointed
out that some part of the cost of non-eonvertible currency projects had to be met
in convertible currency, consequently, UNEP should not spend non-convertible
currencies for the sake of spending them, since the total convertible currency
resources available for the Fund programme were diminished at the same time.

428. One delegation asked what "convertible" roubles and the ·prescribed
circumstances" under which they could be converted were; why balances of certain
non-convertible currencies were increasing when no contributions in them seemed
to be being made, whether some non-convertible currencies were more readily
convertible than others, whether there were contributions in non-convertible
currencies other than those shown in the table in the report (UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.l,
para. 6) which were convertible within the United Nations, why non-eonvertible
currency training courses were longer and more costly than others and whether
there was a trend for the number of non-convertible currency contributors to
increase or decrease. Another delegation suggested that as most convertible
currency donor countries had some expenses in the non-convertible currency
donor countries, due, for example, to maintenance of embassies, some of UNEP's
accumulated non-convertible currencies might be exchanged with them for convertible
currencies, thus benefiting all three parties concerned.

429. Replying ~o the foregoing questions, the Chief, Fund Programme Management
Branch, said that up to 25 per cent of the USSR contribution could be converted by
reimbursing, in dollars, costs incurred by employing USSR nationals as staff or as
consultants, the cost of tickets purchased for travel by the national airline
Aeroflot, the cost of purchasing supplies and equipment used 1n projects
implemented in the USSR and for costs incurred in transporting and erecting
equipment purchased in the USSR for use in projects outside that country. The
convertible portion of the roubles had not been utilized, proportionally speaking,
as much as the non-eonvertible portion because of these limitations on their use.
The increase in certain non-convertible currencies not matched by increased
contributions was due to exchange rate fluctuations. Some non-convertible
currencies were more usable than others because of projects being implemented in
the contributing country} for example, German Democratic Republic marks were
largely used in the eco-management training course in Dresden. Furthermore, some
countries, like India, contributed in their national currency, but their
contribution could be exchanged for convertible currencies within the United
Nations system. The ratio of non-convertible currency to convertible currency
contributions had remained relatively constant.

430,. Several delegations supported the action suggested by the Executive
Director (UNEP/GC.9/l0/Add.l, annex 11) in principle, and a number considered
that rule 203.4 of the Financial Rules of the Fund should be amended to avoid
having to restrict programme implementation.

431. Several others were opposed to the action suggested, they saw no problem in
the contribution or use of non-convertible currencies, as the projects implemented
with them benefited the least developed countries. The voluntary nature of
contributions to the Fund was stressed, accordingly Governments should not be
restricted as to the type or form of their contributions. In any case, as
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expenditure in non-convertible currencies has exceeded contributions in ~ose

currencies by the equivalent of some .1.5 million 'in 1980, the problem of
non-convertible currencies accumulation appeared to have been' solved. A number of
delegations considered that the accumulation of non-convertible currencies had been
artificially created as a problem. Non-convertible currency projects vere
completely in harmony with and formed a vital element of the UNBP programme and
encouraged wide co-operation among countries. Several delegations felt that
amending rule 203.4 would nullify the voluntary character of contributions. They·
questioned, moreover, whether the Governing CounCil was legally entitled to _end
the Finanoial Rules of the Fund.

432. In reply to the question as to whether the Governing Council was competent to
amend the Financial Rules, the Chief, Fund Programme Management Branch, said that
as the Governing Council had itself drawn 'up the Financial Rules of the pund for
subsequent approval b¥ the General Assembly, there was no reason, in principle, why
it should not propose amendments to thelll, subject to similar approval.

433. One delegation pointed out that non-convertible currencies had an advantage
over convertible currencies in that they were not affected b¥ inflation nor subject
to fluctuations. Another said that it was preferable to utilize non-convertible
currencies in a project rather than forego the activity entirely. others pointed
out that the non-convertible currencies were contributed for a purpose, and it was
suggested that the donors might advise~ on how to make the most effective use
of their currencies for the benefit of the programme. Another- deleqation observed
that if the effect of such a practice would be that each country would decide the
activity for which its contribution was to be uSed, there wOuld be no point in the
Governing Council deciding how the pooled re~urces in the Pund should be allocated.

434. Replying to a question concerning the word ·ceiling· in annex II,
paragraph (c) of the document, the Actir4 Assistant Executive Director said
that the 20 per cent ceiling or limit on the portion of the progr81lllle to be
implemented in non-convertible currency had been proposed solely so as to maintain
the balance of the programme. The eom.ittee could, of COurse, recOllllDend any limit
it liked. with the resources of the Fund for 1982-1983 estimated at $30 million in
convertible currency and the equivalent of $16 lIillion in non-convertihle currency,
the Executive Director felt that it would be advisable to set some limit on
non-convertible currency project implementation under the pr~ progra.me.
There was no intention whatsoever to change the voluntary nature. of contributions
to the UNEP Fund. With regard to posaihle progranlllle distortion due to the use of
non-convertible currencies, no significant distortion had occurred, but a certain
bias was created in the geographical location of projects. Paragraphs 4 and 5 in
the draft decision suqgested to the Governing Council (UNEP/GC.9/l0, annex) renewed
the appeals made b¥ the latter at its eighth session and were in keeping with the
terms of rule 203.4 of the Financial Rules of the Pund which provided that
contributions should be accepted in currencies that were rea6ily 'usable ~ the Pund.

435. Referring to the suggested fixing of a,ceiling for non-oonvertible currency
camnitments, one delegation said it would be useful for the Executive Director to
have the support of the Governing Council in avoiding distorting the progra......
Other delegations did not consider it necessary to fix a ceiling as there was no
evidence of any significant distortion. Several delegations underlined the need
for readily usable contributions and for more conver~ible currencies which would be
~f greater benefit to the developing countries.
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436. Several delegations considered that the suggested action had legal
implications and would require an amendment of the Financial Rules of the Fund,
they were not in favour of mentioning any percentage figure in respect of the
ptopottion of convertible curtency in non-convettible currency contributions nor of
fixing a ceiling for commitments in these currencies. In this connexion, one
delegation considered that the action suggested would constitute an infringement of
the sovereignty of States. Its Government's contribution in non-convertible
currency was made in the interests of the developing countries.

437. At the conclusion of its debate on the sUbject, the ComJn!ttee recommended a
draft decision to the Governing Council for adoption. For the text of the decision
as adopted by the Governing Council, see annex I, decision 9/23.

3. Additional resources for environmental problems
in developing countries

438. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the report of the Executive Pirector on additional
resources for enVironmental prOblems in developing countries (UNEP/GC.9/l0/Add.2),
which had been prepared in response to Economic and SOcial Council resolution
1980/49, paragraph 9, said that the Governing Council's advice was being sought on
suggested new ways of obtaining additional resources for the Fund to deal with
serious environmental problems in developing countries. Of the four new means
proposed, the "special wind~" merited special attention as being the most feasible.

439. The report, and the "special window" concept in partiCUlar, was welcomed
by many delegations. One delegation, referring to the request made to the
Executive Director by the Governing Council at the eighth session to report On
inter sessional developments, asked what developments there had been on the "special
window" issue. The fact that the "special window" approach was particularly well
geared to the environmental needs of developing countries was stressed by other
delegations, which whole-heartedly supported the proposal, particularly in view of
the Fund's small resources. However, some delegations, while welcoming the spirit
behind the proposal, stressed the complexity of the issue, which required careful
COnsideration. They pointed out that earmarking the funds contributed to UNEP for
specific purposes might reduce the flexibility of the over-all programme, introduce
a technical assistance element which would be contrary to UNEP's co-ordinating and
catalytic role, have the effect of sanctioning tied contributions, a feature which
had been objected to in the case of non-convertible currencies, and might lead to
funds being contributed to the "special window" instead of to the general programme
which would jeopardize the volume of Fund resources in contravention of rule 203.4
of the Financial Rules of the Environment Programme.

440. Clarification of how the funds received under the "special window" would be
allocated was sought. One delegation asked whether a trust fund would not serve
the same purpose and another asked whether the same end would not be achieved by a
reallocation of priorities in Sessional Committee t.

441. The Swedish delegation, which had introduced the concept of the "special
window", explained that the funds would be allocated to programmes identified by
the Governing Council as being directed to the gravest environmental problems of
the developing countries, the Executive Director would then identify, within those
programmes, the projects and activities to be undertaken, and a special report on
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these would be submitted to the Governing Council at each session. The "special
window" approach was not geared to the United Nations Development Programme, as
certain development activities had environmental parameters outside the nOrlllal
rubric of international development aid or bilateral aid groupsJ for example, the
environmentally appropriate selection of species in a tree plantation. Moreover,
the UNBP progamme already had development aspects, in the areas of environment and
development, for example. The "apecial window" approach had been developed to tap
the larger sources of international and bilateral aid generally ea~arked for
development projects.

442. Conoern was expressed by some delegations that a national emphasis might be
introduced into the programme at the expense of the global or regional eraphasis set
forth in UNEp l s mandate. others considered that the development of the "special
window" approach would inorease the regional benefits accruing to the less
developed countries from multilateral donors.

443. The Acting Assistant Exeoutive Director said that the full list of responses
to the Exeoutive Direotor's proposals would be cirCUlated. Owing to the 13 per cent
charge for administrative costs whioh the Executive Direotor was required to make
for trust funds, the Swedish Government, in oonsultation with ON&P, had eVOlved the
idea of the "special windoW". under this approach, UNEP could receive the funds

'without any loss to administrative costs. Two categories of projects WOUld be
eligible for "special window" funds: thos~ ensuring adequate environ.antal
assessment and impact statements before a large development project began, and
those connected with activities' of a global scope which required larqe sums to
ensure proper co-ordination andptogrammingJ for example, desertification,
deforestration. He shared the conoern that Sate donors might oontribute to the
"special window" at the expense of the regularprogtammeJ however, no assuranoe
could be given on that point as it was the prerogative of each GovernJllent to donate
as it wished and contributions would be entirely Y61unta~. The Executive Director
felt that the "special window" was an encouraging developlllent in the search for
addi tional sources of financing for programmes ,on the major environmental problems
of developing countries.

444. In the ensuing discussion, additional points were raised by those supporting
the "special windOW" proposal, and the fact that its main objeotive was to increase
environment activities in the developing OOuntries beCause UNBP' S activities had
had little impact in them to date, was stressed. In that connexion, it was felt
that as UNEP had such very li.ited resources, additional funds should not be
refused because of technioal difficulties posed by the Pinancial RUlesJ some
delegations considered that if the Rules as they stood prevented the establishment
of the "special windOW''', they should be amended to naake it possible., Those in
favour of amending the Rules did not consider that the character of the Fund would
change as a result; countries could contribute to both the ·special window· and th~

Fund. One delegation announced its Government's intention 'to' contribute to the
"special window·, if created.

445. Other delegations considered that amending the Financial Rules would create a
dangerous preoedent and would, in fact, result in an alteration of the structure
and purpose of the Fund. One delegation said that its Government would have 'to
reconsider its contribution should the Rules be amended in the way suggested.
Several delegations reiterated their concern that contributions to the Pund would
decrease and that a trend would develop for donors to prefer to ea~ark theit
contributions.
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446. A number of delegations said that although they were not actively opposed to
the establishment of the "special window", their Governments had no intention of
contributing to it, there was therefore a distinct risk that it would attract very
-little in the way of resources. However, one delegation thought that even if
initial contributions were minimal, they might accelerate. It suggested that the
"special window· be established, subject to review after six or seven years.

447. The Committee subsequently recommended a draft decision to the GOverning
Council for adoption. For the text of the decision as adopted by the Governing
eouncil, see annex I, decision 9/24.

4. Financing of plans of action

448. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the Executive Director's report on financing plans of
action (UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.3), which had been prepared in response to Governing
Council decision 8/1, section VII, pointed out that the General Assembly, the
Economic and SOcial Council and the GoVerning Council itself had often approved
plans of action without ensuring financial provision for their implementation.
Five financing mechanisms which the Executive Director believed were workable were
outlined in paragraph 12 and conclusions and recommendations, upon which the
Committee's advice was sought, were contained in paragraphs 19 to 29.

449. The report was commended by several delegations as providing a useful
perspective of solutions to the problem, but some concern was expressed at the
connexion between the conclusions and recommendations and the suggestion in the
annex to the dOcument that the Governing Council should merely note the report and
approve the recommendations. One delegation said that it was important that UNBP
should not withdraw its. technical and financial support too soon from a project
with an approved action plan, and suggested that a phrase to that effect be
included in the suggested action. The suggestion was supported by several
delegations. Another delegation asked for clarification of the statement in
paragraph 23 that primary responsibility for financing regional activities should
be placed on States in the region, the least developed countries might have
difficulty in supporting activities under action plans and it wondered what would
happen then.

450. The Acting Assistant Executive Director replied that while the initial
financing for implementing regional plans of action was primarily a national
responsibility, the international community should stand ready to help where it
could. Paragraph 23 could be clarified in that sense.

451. At the conclusion of the debate, the Committee recommended a draft decision to
the Governing Council for adoption. For the text of the decision as adopted by the
Governing Council, see annex I, decision 9/25.

5. Revised general procedures governing the operations
of the Environment Fund

452. The Chief, Fund Programme Management Branch, introducing the Executive
Director's note on the revised general procedures governing the operations of the
Environment Fund (UNEP/GC.9/l0/Add.4) , informed the Committee that as the final
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fo~ of the syste.~ide medium-term programme would affect the procedures, the
Executive Director felt that it would be prematur. to adopt a definitive revision
at this stage. Proposals would be subllitted to the Governing Council at its tenth
session, and all the Committee was required to do at present was to take note of
the doe UJllent.

453. One delegation asked what the difference was between the procedures governing
the operations of the Fund and the Pinancial RU~s of the Fund, and asked for an
assurance that the proposed revised procedures would not affect the Financial Rules
in any way.

454. In reply, the Chief, Fund Programme Management Branch, said that the Financial
Rules governed the financial operations of. the Fund, whereas the general procedures
concerned the Pund's day-to-day working arrangements. The syste..wide medium-term
progranBlle, which involved the United Nations systell as a whole, was very much
concerned with the day-to-day working arrangements and it was therefore important
that the working relations with the organizations of the united Nations under the
system-wide mediu.-termproqramme were clarified fully before a final decision was
taken on how the over-all procedures should be changea. It was unlikely that the
revised. procedures would have any effect on the Financial Rules.

455. The Committee took note of the note by the ~ecutive Director on revised
qeneral procedures governing the operation~ of the Environment Fund.

6. !!Dage.en~ of trust funds

456. The Chief, Fund Progra1llme Managelllent Branch, introducing the Bxecutive
Director's note on the management of trust funds (UNEP/GC.9/l0/Add.6), apologized
for the late distribution of the docuJDent,which haCl been unavoidable because IIlOS.t
of the meetings on the trust funds had not been held until March or April 1981.
Be drew attention.to documents UNEP/GC.9/9/Background 4 ,and UNBP/GC.9/9,
paragraphs 20-27, which were also relevant to the discussion. Referring to the
Trust Fund for Regional Training Workshops on Environmental Management, he pointed
out that the establishment of a Trust Fund had been the' only meohaniSlll by which the
funds offered by the Swedish International Development Authority (SIDA) to finance
regional training workshops on environmental manage-.nt could be accepted.
The 13 per cent chaC9'e referred to in paragraph 2 of the note, was a charge the
Executive Director, in cam.on with the Executive Beads of organizations within the
united Nations-sylrtem, was requfred by the SecretarY--General to make.

457. The necessity for extending the Kuwait Trust Fund until 31 December 1981,
when the inted. secretariat was ·to be transferred to the regional organization
frOll 1 July, was queried by one delegation. Other dQleqat!ons asked about the
mechanisms involved in setting up a trust fund and how a trust fund programme was
implemented. Another delegation asked if the mechanism used in connexion with the
training workshops for the pulp and paper industry would be extended to other
training workshops.

458. Replying to the first point, the Chief, Pund programme Management Branch,
explained that the Kuwait Trust Fund had to be extended until 31 December 1981 to
clear all outstanding billsJ when that was done, the Trust Fund would be closed.
The SIDA Trust Fund resulted frOM a specific national initiative. he was not aware
of any intention to extend it to other fields.
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459. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, referring to the procedure for
setting up a trust fund, said that the process took a long time, involving aeetings
of interested parties at various levels to agree on a plan of action and on
financing. When the parties agreed to request establishment of a trust fund, the
project was submitted to the Governing Council for its approval.

460. The AGting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the Executive Director's note on the establishment of a
regional trust fund for the East Asian Region (UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.9), said that the
request dealt with had been received since the beginning of the Governing Council's
present session and had not been included in the agenda as approved.

461. The Committee took note of the Executive Director's note On the establishment
of a regional trust fund for the implementation of the Action Plan for the
Protection and Development of the Marine Environment and Coastal Areas of the East
Asian Region and approved the suggestion that the Executive Director seek the
SecretarY-General's consent to the establishment of the trust fund in question (see
decision 9/26).

462. The Acting Assistant Executive Director drew attention to the note by the
Executive Director (UNEP/GC.9/l0/Add.7) concerning a communication received from
the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources, which
was self-explanatory.

463. The Committee took note of the Executive Director's note on the provision of
permanent secretariat and interim arrangements for the Ramsar Convention.

464. Following its discussion of trust funds, the Committee recommended a draft
decision to the Governing Council for adoption. For the text of the decision as
adopted by the Governing Council, see annex I, decision 9/26.

c. Financial report and accounts for the biennium 1978-1979
ended 31 December 1979

465. In considering agenda item 8 (C), the Committee had before it document
(UNEP/GC.9/L.1) •

466. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the Executive Director's note on the financial report
and accounts for the biennium 1978-1979 (UNEP/GC.9/L.l), said that the Committee
was being asked to take note of the comments of the Board of External Auditors and
of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions (ACABQ}) and of
the Executive Director's comments thereon. The Executive Director had taken the
action requested by the Board of External Auditors and ACABQ.

467. Questions were asked about the progress made.with improving control over the
use of consultancy funds and outside expertise, about the principles qoverning the
employment of outside expertise approved by the General Assembly which were not
being followed by UNEP, and about the progress made with filling vacant posts in
the Finance Section. One deleqation asked for an updated organizational chart
Showing the distribution of posts and vacancies.
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468. The Chief, Finance Section, read out the full text" of the cOlDllents of the
Board of External Auditors and said that to improve the situation, the six units of
the Finance Section had been consolidated. into four, a Deputy Chief had been
appointed for the Pinance Section, an adaptation of the Headquarters accounting
manual was being prepared for UNBP and would be finalized when the United Nations
manual had been revised, the situation regarding vacancies in the Pinance Section
had improved and could now be considered normal, and where contracts were issued
and payments made for outside expertise without proper certification, co-ordination
between certifYing officers, requesting officers and the Finance section had b-.n
improvec}f an administrative instruction had been issued in this respect.

469. The Committee took note of the Execu~ive Director's note on the financial
report and audited accounts of the Fund of ONEP for the biennium 1978-1979 ended
31 December 1979.

D. Project evaluation programae

470. In considering agenda item 8 (d), the Committee had before it document
ONEP/OC.9/ll.

471. T~e Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Pund and
Administration, in introducing the report o~ the Executive Director on the project
evaluation programme (UNBP/GC. 9/11), said that increased attention had been given
to development of the methodology for evaluation in ONEP. It has been realized
that evaluation was not the sole answer to solving pr~r~ingdifficUltie8J the
need for improved project design as aprerequtsite for meaningful project
evaluation was recognized and that aspect was being given greater attention. The
Executive Director suggested two changes in the format of the ONBP/FUND/pROJBCTS/C.
series of docu.nts issued with Report to GoVerDJlents, na_ly that the section
entitled "Impact- should be replaced by a sectioninwbich actual project results"
were compared with expected results, and that reporting on all completed projects
should be discontinued in favour of more complete reporting on more representative
or significant projects.

472. Referring to the evaluation of UNEP co-operation with the regional
commissions, a number of delegations said they hoped that any strengthening of
UNEP support would not be at the expense of the UHEP regional offices,. whose
responsibility for liaison with Governments on UNEP matters should not be
diminished in any way.

473. Several delegations expressed concern about the programming difficulties and
the constraints on the evaluation programme mentioned in the report. Pointing out
that similar difficulties had been reported before, one delegation advocated giving
the matters in question urgent attention. Another delegation asked to what extent
evaluation results had been taken into accouqt in formUlating the medium-term plan
1982-1983 and would be taken into account in ,thesystem-wide medium-term
environment progra.De-. 'l"he need for greater dissemination of project results,
possibly through greater co-operation between the Bureau ofPrograame and the
Information Service, was also mentioned.

474. The new directions proposed for the evaluationprograuae were generally
approved. Information about the criteria followed for ,conducting in-depth
evaluations, which were to be given greater eJlphasis, was sought.. The i.portance
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of determining the impact of UNEP activities was stressed and the hope expressed
that this would continue to be done. In the opinion of one delegation, if the
secretariat did not report on all comPleted projects in Report to Governments, less
-information on UNEP projects would, in fact, be made available. Another
delega tion drew attention to the time-lag between availability of the Report to
Governments in English and in other languages. While supporting the proposed new
directions, one delegation emphasized the need to continue active contacts with
evaluation units elsewhere in the United Nations system and suggested that
maintaining such contacts should be specifically included under the new
directions. Questions were also asked about the reasons for suggesting lower
priority should be given to sectoral analyses and process evaluation.

475. In reply to the comments on UNEP's co-operation with the regional commissions,
the Acting Assistant Executive Director said that the evaluation of that
co-operation had been undertaken because of financial Problems facing UNEP
operations, and it had been necessary to look for the" best way for UNEP to operate
at the regional level. The subject had been discussed informally with Permanent
Representatives to UNEP, and proposals would be submitted to the Governing Council
at its tenth session.

476. Replying to other points raised during the discussion. the Chief, Division of
Fund Policies and Evaluation section, said that sectoral analysis was less useful
than anticipated because projects under a budget line were often very different in
nature and general conclusions could not be made. Sectoral analysis was not being
dropped from the programme) rather, greater priority was being given to more
fruitful exercises, such as the in-depth evaluation of clusters of closely related
projects suggested previously by the Governing COuncil. In-depth evaluations were
made only when less cos~ly measures, such as internal management reviews, were
considered insufficient to bring about significant improvement in the programme.
In-depth evaluations might, for example, be conducted where programmes had been
reoriented and projects required modification, where the premises of a project or
programme had to be reconfirmed, for testing pilot or experimental projects, and
for long-term projects. Process evaluations were considered too costly in terms of
POtential results and their potential for programme improvement lower than that of
the review of substantive parts of the programme. An assessment of the impact of
UNEP actiVities was important, and the attempt to document project impact,
especially on UNEP programme and those of its implementing partners. would
continue. It would be more realistic however to focus on project results when
reporting on projects soon after completion. The volume of UNEPjFUND/PROJECTjC.
series of documents issued with Report to Governments had increased; if the
Governing Council so wished, the secretariat could continue to aim at pUblishing a
report on all completed projects. It would also continue its efforts to define
project objectives better, and appraisal for evaluation potential prior to approval
of projects was particularly important in this respect. The distinction between
a~sessment and management functions was sometimes imprecise, and special attention
was given to avoiding possible overlapping between units. Under-utilization of
project results was still a problem, but the UNEP/FUNDjPROJECTS/C. series of
documents provided an additional checking mechanism to ensure their effective use.
The need for more information on project results was recognized; this would receive
greater attention and the secretariat would welcome reactions and comments from
Governments on project results as reported in Report to Governments. While
evaluation results were important for major programming exercises, such as the
medium-term plan, feedback should be continuous and evaluation results should be
incorporated into the programme at other times as well. The link between projects
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and programme was a particularly ~rtant feature of UNEP programmes, as support
was only justified if projects could contribute to the advancement of UNBP
programme goals. It was therefore essential for UNEP to verify the specific
contribution of each project to the programme to which it belonged.

477. At the conclusion of the discussion, the Committee took note of the report of
the Executive Director on the project evaluation programme, stressing the need to
strengthen co-operation between UNEP and evaluation units in other organizations of
the united Nations system.

CRAP.'l'ER VII

ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUDGETARY QU~TIONS

478. Aqenda item 9 was assigned to Sessional Committee 11 for consideration. Por
an account of the Committee's work, see paragraph 31.

479. In considering item 9, the Committee had before it documents UNBP/GC.9/12 and
Corr.1, UNEP/GC.9/13 and Corr.1-3 and Add.1 and Corr.l and Add.2, UNEP/GC.14 and
Add.l, UNEP/GC.9/L.2 and 3 and UNBP/GC.9/BACKGROUND/3, 4 and Corr.1.

A. Performance repOrt on the programme and prograJlille"support
costs· for the biennium 1980-1981 and proPosed bUdge't 'for
the biennIum 1982-1983

480. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, Introducing the performance report on the programme and programme
support costs for the biennium 1980-1981 (UNEP/GC.9/12 and Cbrr.1) and the proposed
budget for the biennIum 1982-1983 (UNBP/GC.9/13 and Corr.1-3 and Add.1 and .
Add.l/Corr.l and 2) with the related reports of the Advisory CoIIaDittee on
Administrative and BUdgetary Questions (ACABQ) (UNBP/GC. 9/L. 2 a!"ld L. 3), said that
the additional resources requested in the performance report (uHEP/GC.9/12 and
Corr.l) were estimated at $1,215,100, representing a net amount after adjustments
for inflation and fluctuations In rates of exchange. In connexion with the latter,
an amount of $655,000 had been saved as a consequence of the devaluation of the
Kenya shilling on 2 February 1981, which had resulted in a new operational exchange
rate of KSh.8 to the United States dollar, compared to the KSh. 7.43 to the dollar
used for the 1980-1981 budget estiMates.

481. A sum of $1,475,700 was being requested by the Executive Director for the
following purposes~ the establishment of one 0-1, one P-5, one P-4, three P-3 and
six supporting local level posts ($790,200) and a jointUNBP/UHDP project for
institutional support to the United Nations Sudano-Saheltan Office t'685,500),
currently financed from the Pund programme activities bUdget. Other proposals were
for the conversion of two P~4 posts in the Desertification Branch from ad interim
to permanent status, the conversion of 13 local _level posts, financed from
temporary assistance funds, to established posts, and the appropriation of an
additional sum of $25,000 for an ad hoc expert group meeting to consider a draft
report on additional financing' to implement the Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification, for whiCh nO provision had been made in the bUdget for 1980-1981.
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482. with regard to the proposed budget: for programme and programme support costs
1982-1983 (UNEP/GC.9/13 and Add.l and 2), the Executive Director was anxious to
have a positive growth rate, as the real growth in 1980-1981 had been negative.
The major additional requirements under the programme and programme support costs
budget for 1982-1983 were: establishment of two P-l/P-2 posts in the administrative
service, establishment of one local level post in the programme of executive
direction and management, three local level posts in the environmental programmes,
one local level post in the Regional Office for Europe and one local level post in
the programme of conference services} reclassification of two P-3 posts to p-4 in
the programme of administrative services and of one P-3 post to p-4 in the
programme of executive direction and management; provision for a P-4 internal
auditor's post together with one secretary and travel, all to be shared with UNCHS
in the proportion of 75 per cent and 25 per cent, under the object of expenditure
"Fellowships, grants and contributions·, as UNEpt s share was for reimbursement to
the Un i ted Na t ions.

483. Many delegations considered that the estimates in the 1980-1981 performance
report and the proposed programme and programme support ~osts bUdget for 1982-1983
were too high. They drew attention in that connexion to the ACABQ report on the
1980-1981 perfo~ance report (UNEP/GC.9/L.2l, in which the Governing Council was
recommended to request the Executive Director to endeavour to reduce expenditure
under the programme and programme support costs bUdget for 1980-1981. One
delegation considered that the revised estimates for 1980-1981 should be reduced by
$1,215,000, namely, should be kept at the level initially approved. Suggestions
were made that the two P-4 posts in the Desertification Branch should not be
converted into permanent posts, that only half of the amount of $685,500 for
institutional support to the united Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO) should be
transferred from Fund programme activities to t:he programme and programme support
costs budget, that the conversion of the 13 local level posts from temporary
assistance to established status should not be approved and that the temporary
assistance provided to the united Nations Office at Geneva and to the office of the
Economic Commission for Latin America in Mexico City should be cut. One
delegation, supporting those suggestions, proposed that the estimates for the
1980-1981 programme and programme support costs budget should be revised to a
figure of $19,800,000, that proposal was supported by several delegations.

484. Several delegations, pointing to the growing Problem of desertification, said
they were opposed to any cuts that would impede the work of the Desertification
Branch and they insisted on the conversion of the two P~4 posts in that Branch from
ad interim to permanent status.

485. Replying to questions from one delegation, the representative of the
secretariat said that the figure for under-expenditure as a result of the higher
rate of vacancies for Fund-supported Professional posts was $1,884,000 and not the
figure of $0.5 milion shown in the ACABQ report on the programme and programme
support costs budget for 1980-1981 (UNEP/GC.9/L.2, para. 7). The net saving of
only $409,000 under paragraph 20 in the performance report was due to the fact that
variances between the standard salary costs used for budget purposes and the
payments realized in 19~0 and the new standard salary costs in 1981 amounted to an
additional expenditure of approximately $1.3 million. Variations for Professional
posts were between 1.2 per cent and 9.8 per cent for the different grades, and for
General Service posts about 25.9 per cent. For General Service posts alone, the
discrepancy between budgeted standard costs and actual costs in 1980 and new
standard costs for 1981 amounted to some $900,000.
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486. Regarding the other points raised, he said that a reduction in general
temporary assistance would seriously hamper the s~th functioning of UNEP,
especially at times of peak workload. Moreover, there were two projects within the

. united Nations Sudano-sahelian Office, one of a,programme nature and one for
institutional support. The Executive Ditector considered that the institutional
project should be transferred as a whole f{om Pund programme activities to the
programme and programme support costs budget and that it would be inappropriate to
transfer half, as suggested.

487. During the ensuing discussion, some delegations expresse;d the view that the
request for an additional appropriation for an ad hoc expert group meeting should
be disallowed. The proposal to convert 13 local level General Service posts from
temporary assistance to established status was discussed at length, some
delegations considered that hiring staff against temporary assistance for a long
period and then requesting conversion of their posts to established status was
tantamount to facing the Governing Council with a faitaocompli. Other delegations
pointed to the human problem; a>staf~ ~e:~~r wAchad wor~ed for several years
against temporary assistance would haVe a'~lghtf~l expectancy of~ontinued
employment.

488. The representative of the secretariat poirited ~~f ~at ~e,Governing Council
had been informed at its seventh session that there would be furthf!:r conversions of
temporary assistance posts to established posts.

489. On concluding its discussion of the perfonnance report on the p't,ogranuqe
support costs budget for 1980-1981 the Comaittee recommended a draft.decision to
the Governing Council for adoption. For the text of the decision as adopted by the
Governing council, see annex I, decisions 9/27 A and C.

490. with regard to the proposed prograIllllle and programme, support costs budget for
1982-1983 (UNEP/GC.9/13 and Corr.l and 3 and Add.l and Corr.l and Add.2), one
delegation, supported by several others, said that none of the Executive Director's
proposals was acceptable. Another delegation referred' to the -ACABQ repOrt on the
proposed budget (UNEP/GC. 9/L. 3) and asked if the Bxecut.ive Director had- any
comments on it. On the basis of the ACABQ report, one delegation expressed a
reservation on the report of the EKecutive Director, in partioular in respect of
the conversion of posts and very high increases in certain appropriation lines.

491. The representative of the secretariat said that the ACABQ report had been- very
carefully studied. Regarding the Advisory Committee's comments in paragraph 10
concerning the reclassification of posts and the absence of job descriptions, as
there was no change in functions of the posts in question, there was only one job
description for each post; these were available to the Committee in a background
paper. As to the comments in paragraph 11 regarding ad hoo expert groups, the
Executive Director had informed ACABQ that preparatory and follow-up activities
were required because the 1982-1983 biennium was 9f a special nature on ~ccount of
the session of a special character in 1982 to stocktake 10 years after Stockholm.
Furthermore, more and more tasks were being imposed on. UNEP by the General Assembly
and the Governing Council, which frequently required the convening of such meetings.
In connexion with the ':;:OI'fln'lent by the Advisory ConQIittee. in paragraph 12 regarding
the estimates for consultants, it should be remembered that the secretariat
required the assistance of very high-level consultants, often to deal- with policy
matters, and that contrary to the situation in New 'York, considerable provision for
travel had to be made when hiring consultants for Nairot;,l.
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492. several delegations considered that the procedure followed for dealing with
the various documents on budgetary matters before the eommittee was not conducive
to the proper conduct of business. They deplored, in particular, the absence of
time to discuss the reports of ACABQ. They suggested that in future the reports of
ACABQ should be discussed first, and a decision on the Executive Director's reports
taken in the light of the Advisory committee's recommendations. For the foregoing
reasons, one delegation made a general reservation on the draft decisions relating
to the programme and programme support costs budget and said that if they had been
put to the vote, it would have voted against them.

493. Replying to a comment about the assessed 10 per cent inflation for 1982
and 1983, the representative of the secretariat said that 10 per cent inflation had
been given in the first performance report on the regular budget, but the Executive
Director had pointed out in his programme and programme support costs budget that
the figure seemed too conservative. To a question concerning the two ad hoc
meetings mentioned in paragraph 31 of document UNEP/GC.9/13, he said that the
meetings were Planned for the African region, that their composition had not yet
been decided, ~but it was intended that they should include as many African experts
as possible. The results of the meetings would be communicated to the GOvernments
of all the countries of the region.

494. One delegation pointed out that the higher the programme and programme support
costs budget was, the less would be available for Fund programme activities.
proposed programme and programme support coats would constitute 21.6 per cent of a
$120 million target for 1982-1983, but about a third of a figure such as
$71 million. It suggested that an appropriation of $26 million should be apProved
and that the new posts should also be approved on condition that the programme and
programme support costs did not exceed 25 per cent of the resources actually
available to the Fund. Several delegations supported that suggestion.

495. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, observed that ACABQ had raised the problem of the relationship
between programme and programme support costs and Fund programme activities. The
Executive Director was aware of the problem, and agreed that the actual
requirements for 1982-1983 must be fixed in terms of contributions and not of the
target figure. ACABQ had therefore agreed that the question should be reviewed by
the Governing Council at its 1982 session in the light of more up-to-date
informa tion on contribu tions and firm pledges.

496. One delegation proposed a figure of $25,500,000 for the appropriations for
1982-1983, with the proviso that programme and programme support costs should not
exceed 33 per cent of contributions actually received during each of the two
years. The Executive Director should be requested to report on that matter to the
Governing Council at its tenth session. Another delegation pointed out, however,
that an indication of percentage would make the size of the 1982-1983 proqramme and
programme support costs budget dependent on funds actualy available, and it was
premature therefore to approve a fixed amount for the 1982-1983 budget.

497. The Acting Assistant Executive Director siad that the Executive Director
disliked seeing a high and increasing percenbge going to the programme and
programme support coats budget. However, he reserved his position regarding what
constituted administrative and what constituted programme costs. He would work
within the percentage recommended. However, the Executive Director wanted to place
on record one technical difficulty, namely that he would not know until the end of
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the year what contributions would actually be received. Consequently, he would
have to work with unknown figures for administrative costs.

498. On concluding its discussion, the Committee recommended to the Governing
Council for adoption a draft decision on the programme and programme support costs
budget 1982-1983. For the text of the decision as adopted by the Governing
Council, see annex I, decision 9/27 B.

B. Financial report and interim accounts (unaudited) for the first
year of the biennium 1980-1981 ended 31 December 1980

499. The Acting Assistant Executive Director introduced the financial report and
interim accounts (unaudited) for the first year of the biennium 1980-1981 ended
31 December 1980 (UNEP/GC.9/L.4 and Corr.l).

500. One delegation raised the question of the liquidity problem which, it had been
asserted, had been due to the failure of ~the largest contributor to the ~und· to
pay its full contribution on time, which had led the Executive Director to delay
the implementation of projects as from August.l980. In its view, the reason for
the problem should be sought elsewhere, the problem of liquidity was being
mentioned for the second successive year, but schedule 3.1 in the docu1'l8nt showed
that UNEP had investments amounting to some $11.2 million at 31 December 1980,
earning some $2 million per annum in interest. There was no reason why UNEP should
not have drawn on some of its investment if faced with liquidity problems. The
need for a working capital fund was recognized, but not one thatamotinted to
approximately one third of the value of the programme. The prograrrune should, not be
slowed down to protect a working capital fundJ the working capital fund was there
to pt::otect the prograDlllle.

501. The Chief, Fund Programme Management Branch, explained that the schedule of
investments should be seen in the context of the balance sheet of the Fund as a
whole. The investment schedule refet::t::ed to was an important part of the total
assets of the Fund, but, as could be seen ft::om the full balance Sheet, there were
many liabilities which had to be covered by those assets. What was most impot::tant
was the bottom line figure balance of the Fund, $25.5 million, of which
$14.7 million was t::epresented bynon-convet::tible currencies and $10.8 million by
convertible curt::encies. Of the balance of convet::tible currencies, $6.8 million had
not been paid by 31 December 1980.

502. The Acting Assistant Executive Director said that one way to deal with the
liquidity problem would be to raise the Pinancial Reserve by a certain percentage
each year and to t::eview the over-all limit of the Financial Reserve in 1984.

503. One delegation said that in view of the shortage of time at the present
session, it would request that a discussion paper be prepared for the tenth session
and a decision taken on the subject at that time.

504. The COmmittee took note of the financial repot::t and interim accounts
(unaudited) for the first year of the bienniwa. 1980-1981 ended 31 'December 1980.
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C. united Nations accommodation at Nairobi

505. The Acting Assistant Executive Director, Office of the Environment Fund and
Administration, introducing the-reports of the Executive Director on united Nations
accommOdation at Nairobi (UNEP/GC.9/14 and Add.l) informed the committee that the
General Assembly had taken all the relevant decisions on the matter at its
thirty-fifth session.

506. The Committee took note of the reports of the Executive Director on united
Nations accommodation at Nairobi.

. CHAPTER VII I

OTHER BUSINESS

507. No questions were raised for discussion under agenda item 12.

CHAPTER IX

PROVISIONAL AGENDA, DATE AND PLACE OF THE TENTH SESSION
OF THE GOVERNING COUNCIL

508. At the 8th meeting of the session, on 25 May, the Council, on the
recommendation of the Bureau decided on the provisional agenda, date and place of
the tenth session and approved the provisional agenda for the session (see annex I,
"Other decisions").

509. The Executive Director pointed out that the report he was to submit under
item 4 would cover, among other subjects, the periodicity and duration of Council
sessions (in accordance with a decision taken by the Council at its seventh
sessionl, proposed topics for the report on the state of the environment, 1983, and
the regional presence of UNEP. Furthermore, item 6 would inclUde an evaluation of
progress made towards the achievement of the 1982 goals.

510. At the same meeting, also on the recommendation of the Bureau, the Council
decided on the date and place of the inter sessional informal consultations with
Governments to be held between the ninth and tenth sessions (see annex I, ·Other
decisions").

CHAPTER X

PROVISIONAL AGENDA, DATE AND PLACE OF THE SESSION OF A SPECIAL CHARACTER
OF THE OOVERNING COUNCIL IN COMME201.0RATION OF THE TENTH ANNIVERSARY OF

THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE ON HUMAN ENVIRONMENT

511. Agenda item 11 was considered in the context of the general debate (see
chap. 111).

512. At the 9th meeting of the session, on 26 May, the Governing Council adopted by
consensus a draft decision submitted by the Bureau entitled "Session of a special
character of the Governing Council in 1982" (see annex I, decision 9/2).
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CIIAPTBR XI

ADOPTION OF THB RBPORT

513. The Governing Council considered the draft report on the work of its ninth
session at the 8th and 9th meetings of the session, on 2S and 26 May.

514. The representative of Japan noted that several political decisions had been
adopted by the Council at its ninth session. Bis delegation had abstained in the
votes on all those decisions, reflecting its grave concern at the growing tendency
for political issues to intrude upon UNBP's work.' That tendency threatened to
disrupt the Council's activities and distract UNBP from the tasks for which it had
originally been established.

515. The representative of the united Kingdom said that at future sessIons the
Council !lust reduce and sillplify the documentation it generated, and lIust also
ensure that speakers kept to the items under discus81on. Moreover, draft decisions
must be submitted in good tiJlle, and every effort must be -.ade to reach consensus
outside the off icial meeting rooms, instead of taking up the time of the Council
for the process of negotiation. Finally he said that if the members wished to have
a really effective UNEP dealing with genuine environmental proble••, they should
eschew long speeches and irrelevant decisions and refrain from attacking oountries
which were in a position to contribute to the solution of environmental problems.

516. The representative of Ghana, supported by Ilany others, expressed serious
misgivings about the statement by the previous speaker. .The Governing Council was
an international forwn in which Ilietabers were not only entitled, but expected, to
exercise their full sovereignty. There was considerable room for divergences of
opinion ooncerning what was relevant, but he was sure that all those who had spoken
had done so with the sincere intention of oontributingto the attainment of UNEP's
objectives. It was intolerable that anyone should seek to diotate to meJlbers what
they might and might not say, or suggest that the positions adopted by delegations
should be determined by whether they oould be classified as donors or recipients.

511. The representative of Saudi Arabia observed that the divergences of opinion
which had emerged during the session were a reflection of the OODIplex nature of
environmental ooncerns. He expressed the hope that they would not be allowed to
disrupt the co-operation which had been built up so far.

518. At the 9th meeting, on 26 May, the Council took note of the report of
Sessional Committee I (see chap. V), as orally revised by the"RaPporteur of
the Committee, and adopted the draft decisions recom8ended by the ca.mtttee
(decisions 9/10 to 9/22). For the texts of the decisions as adopted, see annex t.

519. One delegation reoal1ed that during the debates both in Sessional committee t
and in plenary, it had expressed serious reservations concerning the draft
medium-term plan 1982-1983. Accordingly, it reserved its position regarding
paragraph 9 of the decision on the environment program.e, 1980-1983
(decision 9/10 A) • '

520. Regarding the decision on arid and semi-arid lands (decision 9/15 A), the
Executive Director said he assumed that the request for support to projeots was
subject to the customary proviso ·within available resources·.
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521. His understanding of paragraph 1 of the decision concerning the Ad Hoc Meeting
of Senior Government Officials Expert in Environmental Law (decision 9/19 A) was
that the Working Group of Experts on Environmental Law, in its capacity as
preparatory committee for the Meeting, would have its membership expanded, within
the financial implications stated in the report of the Sessional Committee
(see para. 374), to include representatives of some of the developing countries
that expressed an interest in the Ad Hoc Meeting. Furthermore, he took it that,
although paragraph 4 (a) presumably referred to States which had expressed such
interest in response to Governing Council decision 8/15 of ~9 April 1980, the
Council would wish to waive the deadline of 30 September 1980 specified in that
decision, and would therefore accept participation by all the countries that had
indicated such interest. He also assumed that the meeting referred to in
paragraph 4 (b) would take place for two days immediately prior to the preparatory
committee meeting. Finally, noting that one offer of support had been received,
though not yet confirmed, he appealed to donor countries to consider providing
support for the series of three meetings.

522. He noted that the decision regarding co-operation in the field of environment
concerning natural resources shared by two or more States (decision 9/19 B) did not
specify when the report of the Council on progress in the implementation of General
Assembly resolution 34/186 should be submitted to the Assembly. In preparing
material for that report. he would therefore proceed on the basis that it would be
submitted at the thirty-seventh session.

523. Noting that the decision on environmental education and training in the Asia
and the Pacific region (decision 9/20 C) referred in paragraphs 1 (d) and 2 to a
programme activity centre, he recalled that the evaluation report on the similar
centre established on an experimental basis for Africa, which had been communicated
to Governments, stated the view of the evaluators, UNEP and UNESCO that the centre
had not served its purpose, and that accordingly a more appropriate course of
action in the future wOuld be to establish regional networks of institutions for
education and training.

524. Regarding the decision on regional programmes and programme support
(decision 9/21), he pointed out that since the question of the regional presence of

UNEp was to be discussed by the Council at its tenth session, no action to
strengthen the regional offices could be taken before the Council reached a
decision at that session.

525. The representative of Argentina said that. in principle, all decisions of the
Governing Council should be implemented forthwith, without requiring confirmation
by the Council at a SUbsequent session. There was no conflict between a decision
that the capabilities of the regional offices should be strengthened and one that
the whole question of the programme's regional presence should be discussed on
another occasion, and the Executive Director should carry out the responsibilities
assigned to him by the Council in decision 9/21.

526. The representative of the United States of America said that, irrespective of
the issue involved, her delegation hoped that the Council could rely on the
Executive Director to take the action required to implement its decisions. In the
caSe in question, there was no inconsistency between the present specific decision
and a review of the subject in general terms in 1982.
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527. The EKeoutive Director explained that it would be difficult to implement the
decision immediately if it were to be interpreted as calling for an increase in the
staff of the regional offices. Increased support f6~ the~r activities through

.00nsu1tancies, travel funds and so on would present no problem.

528. The representative of Argentina said that for the developing countries, the
issue was one of promoting regional solutions based on multilateral action. Re was
confident that the Executive Director would, within the possibilities immediately
open to him, do all he could to strengthen the capabilities of the regional offices
to advise and assist countries in their regions. Should additional staff prove
necessary, a request for them oould be made at the Council's tenth session.

529. At the 9th meeting, on 26 May 1981, the Council took note of the report of
Sessional Committee 11, (see chaps. VI and VII), as orally revised by the
Rapporteur of the Committee, and adopted the draft decisions recommended by the
Committee (deoisions 9/23-9/27).

530. The representative of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, speaking also
on behalf of the delegations of Bulgaria, the Byeloru8sian Soviet Socialist
Republic, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, said that the size of their Governments'
contributions to the Environment Fund, as well as the currencies in which
they were made, were a matter falling within the sovereign jurisdiction of each
State in accordance with the spirit and the letter of General Assembly
resolution 2997 (XXVII) and rule 203.4 of the Financial Rules of the Fund.
Accordingly, any attempt to impose specifio proportions and currencies constituted
a breach of the voluntary principle which was basic to the operations of the
Environment Fund. These delegations considered that nothing in the decision on
non-convertible currency could be interpreted as affecting the principle and rules
governing the operation of the Fund.

531. One delegation said that more animated discussion on the level of expenditure
proposed by the EKecutive Director for the next biennium had perhaps been generated
at the ninth session than at any previous session, and it was gratifying therefore
that a consensuS had finally emerged, albeit with some reservation on the part of
certain delegations. A crossroads seemed to have been reached, real fears existed
as to whether the resources that could be raised through voluntary contributions,
particularly from those in a position to contribute more, might not match the level
of UNEP inVolvement formerly regarded---8.S. __desirable. The Executive Director was to
be urged to exercise the striotest econ~ consistent with effectiveness,
particularly in the light of the current world economic circumstances. Lastly, the
understanding shown by the Executive Director in setting in train action to
establish the Trust Fund for the East Asian region was greatly appreciated.

532. With regard to decision 9/23, the Executive Director said that it was his
understanding that the report oalled for in paragraph 9 would be an updating of the
report submitted to the Governing Council at its present session and not a new
report, and that the progress report called for in paragraph 13 would not repeat. ,
the detailed information contained in Report to Governments, but be appropriately
cross-referenced to it. Referring then to the last sentence of the statement in
chapter VI, paragraph 425, he said that in his view he ha.d provided the Governing
Council with the kind of details that would enable it to take a sensible view,
allowance had been made for modest growth and he had given his views on priorities.
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533. The repre~entative of Argentina said that what the Governing Council wanted
was to have the information mentioned in paragraph 13 of the decision available to
Governments in all the working and official languages six weeks before the
beginning of the session to enable an analysis to be made of the situation and
views to be properly formed. The Executive Director pointed out that, with the
exception of one document in one language which had been a week late, all
documentation relating to the Fund and administration which was not inevitably
produced after the deadline had been distributed in compliance with the six-weeks
rule, and assured the Council that the secretariat would continue to ensure an
equivalent or better performance in that respect in future years.

534. Regarding decision 9/25, the Executive Director said that his understanding
was that the provisions related to new plans of action that would be adopted and
not to plans of action already being implemented, that the obligation to maintain
technical and financial support for plans of action did not necessarily mean at the
same level, but within available resources, and that the decision to be taken by
the Governing Council would be Upon the recommendation of the Executive Dir~ctor

and would bear in mind the decision taken by the Council at its seventh session
regarding the phasing out of programme activities that tended to involve the Fund
on a long-teon basis (decision 7/3, para. 6).

535. Regarding the draft of decision 9/27 C, he pointed out that the Council could
not properly address a request direct to the Advisory Committee on Administrative
and Budgetary Questions. At the proposal of the representative of the United
Kingdom, the draft was subsequently amended to read as it appears in annex I below.

536. The GOverning Council adopted the present report at the 9th meeting of the
session, on 26 May, subject to the incorporation of the amendments approved at
the 8th and 9th meetings.

CHAPTER xn

CLOSURE OF THE SESSION

537. After the customary exchange of courtesies, the President declared the ninth
session of the Governing Council closed.
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ANNEX I

Decisions of the Governing COuncil at its ninth session

CON'l'ENTS

9/4 Environment and the arms race

9/5 Material remnants of war

9/8 Global armaments spending

9/3 Cb-ordination questions

Date of
adOption Page

26 May 1981 97 '.,,,
I
!

26 May 1981 100 I
26 May 1981 104 I

I25 May 1981 108

I25 May 1981 109 ,
I

25 May 1981 109 I

I
25 May 1981 110 !

I
26 May 1981 110 r,

26 May 1981 111

Title

Programme policy and implementation

9/9 Solidarity with the victims of apartheid in
southern Africa

9/7 United Nations Conference on Ne~,and Renewable
Sources of Energy

9/6 List of dangerous chemical substances

9/2 Session of a special character of the
Governing Council in 1982

9/1

Decision
number

9/10 Programme matters

A. The environment programme, 1980-1983

B. System-wide medium-term envIronment
programme

C. Environmental law

D. InternatIonal Referral System (INPOTERRA)

9/11 The envirOnment programme: .long-term isslJes

9/12 Priorities for seriOlJs environmental problems
in the developing oOlJntries

26 May 1981 112

26 May 1981 113

26 May 1981 114

26 May 1981 114

26 May 1981 115

26 May 1981 116

9/13 OU:ter limits

A. World Climate Impaot StlJdies programme 26 May 1981 117

8. Proteotion of the ozone layer 26 May 1981 118
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Decision
nUmber

9/14

CONTENTS (continued)

Title

Local environmental planning and management
of htDllan settlements

Date of
adoption

26 May 1981

Page

120

9/15 Terrestrial ecosystems

A.

B.

Arid and semi-arid lands ecosystems

World soils policy

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

121

121

9/16 Bnvironment and development 26 May 1981 123

9/17 OCeans I regional seas

A.

B.

Implementation of Governing Council
decisions 7/8 of 3 May 1979 and 8/13 B
of 29 April 1980

Implementation of Governing Council
decision 8/13 C of 29 April 1980

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

124

125

9/18 Energy 26 May 1981 125

9/19 Environmental law

A. Ad Hoc Meeting of Senior Government
Officials Expert in Environmental Law 26 May 1981 126

B. Co-operation in the field of the environment
concerning natural resources shared by two
or more States 26 May 1981 127

9/20 Environmental education and training

A. The university and the environment 26 May 1981 128

B. Environmental education and training in
Latin America and the caribbean 26 May 1981 129

c. Environmental education and training in
the Asia and Pacific region 26 May 1981 130

D. Environmental education and training
programmes and the strengthening of national
institutions in Africa 26 May 1981 131

9/21 Regional programmes and programme support 26 May 1981 132
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Decision
number Title

ODNrENTS (continued)

Date of
adoption Page

9/22 Action to combat desertification

A. 'Co-ordination and follow-up of the
implementation of the Plan of Action
to Combat Desertification 26 May 1981 133

9/23

9/24

9/25

9/26

9/27

B. Application of General Assembly resolution
35/72 of 5 December 198~ on the
implementation of the Plan of Action
to Combat Desertification iri" the
Sudano-Sahelian region

Management of the Environment Fund

Additional resources for environmental problems
in the developing countries

Financing of plans of action

Management of trust funds

Programme and programme support costs

A. Performance report on the programme and
programme sUppOrt costs budget for the'
biennium 1980-1981

B. Programme and prograrlfte support costs
budget for the biennium 1982-1983

C. Review of programme and programme support
costs by the AdvIsory Commi ttee on
Administrative and Budgetary Questions

Other decisions

26,May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

26 May 1981

134

135

138

139

139

141

142

143

l
I

j
!

date and place of the tenth session of theProvisional
Governing . . . . . . . . . . . 144

Intersessional informal consultations with Governments
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9/1. programme policy and implementation

The GOverning Council,

Taking into account General Assembly resolution 35/74 of 5 December 1980
on international co-operation in the field of the environment, as well as General
Assembly resolutions 35/71 of 5 December 1980 on the problem of remnants of war;
35/7 of 30 October 1980 on the Draft World Charter for NatureJ 35/8 of
30 OCtober 1980 on the historical responsibility of States for the preservation of
nature for present ond future generationsJ 35/12 of 3 November 1980 on the effects
of atomic radiation; 35/204 of 16 December 1980 on the united Nations Conference on
New and Renewable Sources of Energy; 35/205 of 16 December 1980 on the united
Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries; 35/18 of 10 November 1980 on
the Proclamation of the International Drinking Water Supply and Sanitation Decade;
35/56 of 5 December 1980 on the International Development Strategy for the Third
United Nations Development DecadeJ 35/186 of 15 December 1980 on the exchange of
information on banned hazardoUS chemicals and unsafe pharmaceutical products;
35/111 of 5 December 1980 on assistance to the Palestinian peopleJ 35/203 of
16 December 1980 on the implementation of section VIII of the annex to General
Assembly resolution 32/197 on the restructuring of the economic and social sectors
of the United Nations system, 35/219 of 17 December 1980 on Arabic language
services; 35/202 of 16 December 1980 on technical co-operation among developing
countriesJ 35/117 of 10 December 1980 on co-operation between the United Nations
and the Organization of African UnitYJ 35/9 of 3 November 1980 on the medium-term
plan for the Period 1980-1983; 35/210 of 17 December 1980 on personnel questions;
as well as other relevant resolutions and decisions of the General Assembly at its
thirty-fifth Session and of the Economic and Social COUncil at its second regular
session of 1981,

Having COnsidered:

(a) The introductory report of the Executive Director. !/

(b) The introductory statement of the Executive Director, 1/

(c) The report of the Governing Council on the resolutions and decisions of
the thirty-fifth session of the General Assembly and of the second regular session
of the Economic and Social Council of 1980 of relevance to the activities of the
United Nations Environment Programme. 11

(d) The notes by the Executive Director on work on the interrelationships
between people, resources, environment and development i/ and on the report of

y UNEP/GC.9/2.

Y UNEP/GC.9/Add.S.

l! UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.l.

!/ UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4.
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the Secretary-General on the same sUbject, Y together with that
report, !I

(e) The report of. the Executive Director on tne state of the
environment 1981, 11

Taking iobe consideration the views expressed by delegations to the eouncil
at its ninth session on questions of programme and illpleillentation,

I

rmpl~entation of the International Development Strategy, for the
Third united Nations oevelop.ent Decade and preparation for the
910bal round of negotiations on international economic co-operation

for development and international conferences,

1. Notes with appreciation the incorporation of envlronJllental considerations
in the text of the tntetnationa! Development Strategy for the Third united Nations
Development Decade, !/

t. Affirms the i.llportance of the united Nations Environ_nt Progta_
playing -i-ts role in the implelflentation of the strategy, in accordance 'with the
requirements set out by the General Aaseably,

3. Stresses the need for all Governments arid United Nations agencies
participating in conferences or ne90tiations sponsored by the United Nations on
other than environmental subjects to take environmental considerations fully into
account, and reiterates its call to the Executive Direct-or to continue to'give
operational content to the relevant provisions contained in the Strategy and to
assist in preparations for the global round, as appropriate,

It

Interreiationships between people, resources, environ.ent
and development

1. Welcanes the fact that the General Assembly, by resolution 35/14 of
5 December 1980, endorsed the recomnendations of the Governing Council on the work
of the United Nations system on the interrelationships between resources,
enVironment, people and development and requested the Secretary-General to take the
requisite steps for their implementationJ

y UNBP/GC. 9/2/Add •4!Supp1e...nt.

y E/1981/65.

Y UNBP/GC. 9/3.

!I General Assembly ~esolution 35/56, annex.
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2. Expresses the hope that the implementation of the recommendations will be
set in train expeditiously;

3. Agrees with the proposals of the high-level group of experts on the
subject, as conveyed to the Council by the Executive Director, and in particular
with the- suggestions by the Executive Director !/ in regard to the case studies
which should be given priority for action by the United Nations Environment
Programme)

4. tnvites the Economic and SOcial Council and the General Assembly to give
favourable consideration to the implementation of the proposals made by the group
of experts in regard to the programme of work;

5. Notes the report of the Secretary-General on the interrelationships
between population, resources, environment and deveopment;

6. ReCognizes the relevance of the views expressed in paragraphs 16,
20 to 26, 36 to 39, 41, 51, 56, 57, 59, 60 and 62 to 64 of the Secretary-General's
report, as constituting a focus for the further reports on the matter;

7. Considers that such further reports should focus on providing concrete
advice to GOvernments on the results of relevant studies, which would make it
possible for these results to be taken into account in activities at the national,
regional and global levels, and should become the primary vehicle for reporting to
the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly On the implementation of
the programme of work on the interrelationships required by General Assembly
reSOlution 35/74, which should be seen as setting the framework for the reports)

8. Considers also that while importance could be ascribed to the further
development of concepts, stress should be placed in the immediate future on giving
operational content to concepts already developed, through the implementation of
relevant projects and case studies, the results of which would form a valid basis
for conceptual improvement and would demonstrate the validity of the
interrelationships approach in making possible sound, sustainable and rapid
development,

9. Decides to annex to its report on the WOrk of the ninth session the
report by the Executive Director on interrelationships prepared on the basis of the
recommendations of the high-level group of experts on the subject which he Convened
in January 1981; 10/

10.
expressed

Invites the attention of the Economic and Social council to its views
in paragraphs 6-8 above,

2/ See annex 11, para. 4.

10/ UNEP/GC.9/2 Add.4, annex 11.
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Implementation of resolutions of the General Assembly at
its thirtY-fifth session and of the Economic and Social

Council at its second regular session in 1980

1. TakeS note of the intentions of the Executive Director regarding the
implementation of resolutions of the General Assembly at its thirty-fifth session
and of the Economic and Social Council at its second regular session in 1980 which
are of relevance to the United Nations Environment Programme,

2. Recalls that the General Assembly, by resolution 35/219 of
17 December 1980, decided to include ArabIc among the working languages of
its subsidiary organs, which include the Governing Council, no later than
1 January 1982;

3. Decides to amend rule 63 paragraph 1 of its rules of procedure in order
to include Arabic as one of the official and working languages of the Governing
Council.

9th meetinq
26 May 1981

9/2. Session of a Special character of the
-Governing Council in 1982

The Governing Council,

Having considered the report of the Executive Director on ~e session of a
special character of the Governing Council in 1982, !!I

1. Recommends .to the General Assembly the adoption of the following draft
resolution:

~The General Assembly,

~Recalli..ng pa.ragraphs 1--3 to 15 of its resolution 35/74 of 5 December 1980
on international co-operation in the field of the environment,

~Concerned that there is a need to revive the sense of urgency and
commitment by Governments for national and international co-operative action
to protect and enhaoce the environment that found expression at the
United Nations Conference on the Hman EnvirollJllent, held at stockholm in
June 1972, W

!y UNEP/GC.9/2 Add. 2.

!11 See Report of the united Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
Stockholm, 5-16 June 1972 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.II.A.14and
corrigendum), chap. 11.
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"Considering that the fundamental changes In the perceptions of the
environment and of environmental problems that have occurred since the time of
that Conference require the formulation of an adequate response bY the world
community which takes into account the interrelationships between people,
resourceS, environment and development,

"1. Decides that the session of a special character of the Governing
Council of the United Nations Environment Programme should be held at Nairobi
from 10 to 18 May 1982;

"2. Recommends that there should be a limit of fifteen minutes· on
statements by heads of delegations to th~ plenary;

"3. Approves the draft Provisional agenda as set forth in section I of
the annex to the present resolution,

"4. Further decides that the rules of procedure of the Governing Council
will apply to the session of a special character, with the modifications to
rules 17, 18, 19, 31 and 67 as recommended by the Governing Council and set
forth in section II of the annex to the present resolution;

"5. Reiterates its invitation to Governments to participate in the
seSsion of a special character at the highest political level, and
specifically invites ministers dealing with the environment to participate;

"6. Agrees that there should be a special public info~tion programme
along the lines indicated by the Executive Director of the United Nations
Environment Programme;

"7. Encourages the participation of non-governmental organizations in
the session of a special character, in accordance with the practices normally
followed by the Governing Council;

"8. Expresses the hope that 1982 will see the annOUncement of a new
international prize and a number of United Nations Environment Programme
medals as an incentive to better management and protection of the environment.
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-session of a special character of the Governing Co~ncil of the
united Nations Environment progra-.e in "1982

"I. Draft provisional agenda for the session

"I. Opening of the session.

"2. Organizational the session:

(a) Adoption of the rules of procedure,

(b) Election of officers,

(c) Agenda and organization of work.

·3.' Credentials of representatives.

"4. Review of the major achievements in the illlplellentation of the Action Plan
for the Human Environment.

"5. Major environmental trends to be addreSSed by UNEP over the next 10 years.

"6. Adoption of the report of the session.

"7. Closure of the session;

"rI. Amendments to the rules 9£ procedure Of! the, Governing Council
for the session

"Rule 17 (Representation and credentials). In view of ,the, broa,der
partieipation to be expected at the session of a specialchatacter, the
Council may wish, in line with rule 28 of the rules of procedure o~, the
General Assembly, to establish a Credentials Ca.mittee of nine members, with
the same composition as the Credentials Committee of the General Assembly at
its thirty-sixth session. If this proposal is found to be acceptable,
paragraph 2 of rule 17 of the rules of procedure of the GoverniAg--Counci-l
should be suspended for the duration of the session.

"Rule 18 (Elections)

(a) Paragraph 1 of rule 18 should be amended as follows:

"At the c~encement of the first meeting of the session 9f a
special character, the Governing Counoil shall elect, for the
duration of that session, a President, three Vice-Presidents and a
RaPporteur froll anong its aelDbecs. These officers shall constitute
the Bureau of the Governing Council. The Bureau shall assist the
President in the general oonduct of business of the Governing
Council. The OIaiman of such sessional cOIIlIIittees or working
parties as .ay be established under rule 60 below shal'l be invited
to participate in meetings of the Bureau",
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(b) paragraph 2 of rule 18 should re-ain unchanged,

(C) paraqraph 3 of rule 18 should be suspended for the duration of the
8&uion.

-Rule 19 (~raa of office) should be suspended 'for the duration of the
Aesaion of a special cbaractae to peratt that seaalon to elect its own
officers. If rule 19 ls not. auspended, the officers of the ninth sesewn of
the COUncil vUl rSlain in o"fHee during the sesslon of a special charactee
until the firat ~ting of the regular tenth ••ssion.

-Rule 31 (Quoeum). Again, in vlew of the broader paeticipation to be
eJIPK'te4 at the sesslon of a speclal chacactee, it would be advisable t.o _ne!
this rule to bring it. into line with rule '"' of the General Assetllbly on
quor.a. Th. a_nded eule JRi9bt. read,

-'!'he Peesident lIay declare a .eeUng open and penltt the debate to start
when at least one third of the ..-bers of the .ession of a special
charact.er of the Governing Council are pre••nt. 'rhe presence of it

Mjorlty of the _abers shall be required for any deciBlon to be taken.·

-Rul. 67 (participation of States me~.r8 of the Governing Council).
As the General A8Bellbly bas. decided that the .8.. ion of • special character
shall be open to all State"s, this rule should be suspended for the duration of
the •••• ion.·

2. Decides that it sinqle doc~nt can provide both the necessary input frOll
the .ecr.tariat for the description of major environ-ental trends to be addressed
by the Qnlted Nations Bnvlton.ent Progru-e over the next ten years that will be
e ...ined by the 8esalon of a special character and the necessary first eleaenta
of the peupe<:tlve docullent as defined in Governing Council decision 9/3 of
26 May 1981, .ection Ill, paragraph 1, including ways and ••an8 for its future
dev.lo~nt in ord.r to complete it by 1984, and that separate documents on
progr.... orientation. need not be presented;

3. OI:ci4•• fuether that the document IMtntione4 abO'ie shall be prepared in
accordance with the procedure and calendar set out in parag'raph 5 of the note by
the ".ouUv. Director on the preparation of the perspective document, W
_pttuhing 1n pcIrticular the need for detailed exa.alnation of the draft docUllent
by 90yern"nt repreaentatives at the time of the inter.e.810nal informal
consultationa with Oovernaents fr~ 16 to 20 Hoveab.r 1981,

4.
regarding
Council,

Endorses tbe reaaining recCMaendatlons of the Executive Director
doe~ntation for the session of a special character of the Governing

5. Reguests the Executive Director to ensure that the proposed coats of tbe
.... ion at • special character are brought to the attention of the General Aes t ly,
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6. Invites the General Assembly to consider favourably the financial
implications of the convening of the session of a special character,

7. Authorizes the Executive Director to use the Fund programme reserve to
finance the preparations for the, ses!lion of a special character, on the
understanding that the reserve will be reLmbursed from the regular budget of the
United Nations when the General Assembly takes a decision on the Governing
Council's recommendations.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/3. Co-ordination questions,

The Governing Council,

Having considered:

(a) The report of the Executive Director on co-ordination questions, !!I

(b)

Governing
The an.nual report
Council, 121

of the Administrative committee on Co~rdination to the

(c) The report of the Executive Director on the development of the
system-wide medium-term environment programme, ~

(d) The note by the Executive Director on the development of the perspective
docum.ent, 17/

(e) The report of the Executive Director on the third joint meeting of the
Executive Director of the United Nations Centre for human Settlements' (Habitat') arid
the Bureau of the United Nations Commission on Huun SettlelDents with the Executive
Director of the united Nations Environmimt Programme and the Bureau of Its
Governing Council, 18/

(f) The. report of the Executive Director on co-oPeration with the regional
commissions, 19/

l!I UNEP/GC.9/4.

15/ UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.1.

16/ UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.4.

17/ UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.5.

!!I UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.2.

.!V UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.3.
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(g) The introductory' statement of the Executive Director, W

Taking into consideration the views expressed by delegations to the Council at
its ninth session on questions of co-ordination,

I

Annual report of th~ Administrative Committee on Co-ordination

1. Notes with appreciation the informative report of the Administrative
committ~ on Co-ordination to the Governing Council and, in particula(, the
continuing readiness of the Committee's members, as conveyed by the report, to
co-operate with the Untted Nations Environment Programme in the formulation of the
system-wide medium-term environment programme and of the perspective document, and
the advice given in regard to the further development of these endeavours, as well
as the identification of priority areas of activity which should be undertaken in
the field of desertification control, the listing of conditions to be fulfilled to
meet the needs of the years ahead, and the urging of United Nations agencies to
give special attention to desertification problems in any development programmes
relating to arid and semi-arid areas which would further the implementation of the
Plan of Action to Combat Desertification and to promote financial support for such
activities and programmes;

2. Expresses satisfaction at the manner in which the annual reports of the
Administrative Committee are prepared for the Committeets consideration under the
responsibility of the Executive Director, through consultations involving the
designated officials for environmental matters of the organizations of the United
Nations system, and at the consideration of environmental and desertification
matters in the context of the approval of the annual reports by members of the
Administrative Committee at thei~ own level In conformity with General Assembly
resolution 33/86 of IS December 1978;

3. Requests the Executive Director to continue to participate fUlly in the
meetings of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination and to report regUlarly
on decisions of the committee of relevance to the Governing Council, in terms both
of its substantive responsibilities for the environment and of its financial and
administrative responsibilities in regard to the use of the resources of the
Environment Fund;

II

Development of the system-wide medium-term-environment programme

1. Commends the views of the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination on
the development of the system-wide medium-term environment programme;

2. Welcomes the fact that the system-wide medium-term environment programme
will provide the Governing Council, as well as all other interested
intergovernmental bodies in the United Nations system, with a complete picture of
activities having to do with the environment conducted within the system, including
programmes undertaken by agencies at the request of their respective governing
bodies in which the United Nations Environment Programme is not directly involved;

~ UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.5.
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3. Recognizes that the 8ystem~ide program.e has to take into account the
need. and legitiMate concerns of the agencies an4 other organt.ation. of the United
Nations system and, with this in aindl

(a) Expresses appreciation of the efforts of the agencie. and other part. of
the United Nations system in ~ devel~nt of the objective. of the sy.t..-wide
progr.... considered by the Governing Council at its pre8ent ses.ion,

(b) Urge1l continued close co-operation between the United Nations Bnviron-nt
Progralllle and the agenci.s and other organhations of the United Nations ayste. in
the fu.rther preparation of the syst_~ide pr09r_e, .

(c) Appeals to Member States to c:ont,inue to give support to the further
developllent and: Il1pleJIentatlon of' the syste.-wlde progr~ and take ~ nec••••ry
deci.ions in the relevant 'governing bodies,

01. Requests the Bxecutive Director to prepare the final draft of the
systell-Wide progr... , taking it'lto' account theprovi8ion8 ofparagrapb2 'above, .s
vell a. the views expressed and decisions taken on the objectiv.s, structure a)ld
level of detail of the progr..-, and to sub.it the draft to the Governing Counc~l

at its tenth session,

III

Perspective document

1. Bndors•• the vi.w of the Adainistrativ. o-1ttee on eo--orcJilUi.t1ort' that
the perspective docu-ent should atte-ptto define shared perceptions oflong-t.~

environaental issues and of the a~ropriate effort_needed to deal succes8fully
with the probl... of protecting and enhancing the environaent, 'help ,define a
long-ter. agenda for action during the cc.ing dedades and set aspirationa! goals
for the world community,

2. Authori.e8.the Executive Director, vith regard to the v.rious options
proposed for further consid.ration, to'eonsu1t with Govero.ents and international
argani.ations on the desirability, feasibility and financing ofl

(a) Creating an independent cCRlli.sion of.inent persons representing .11
r89ions to study and report on global environ.nt. perspectives t:otbeyear 2000 -anc!I
beyond,

(b) An appropriate intergovern-ental proce•• , involving all State., the
orqanizations and bodie. of the United: Nations 'syst.. and the world .cienUfic
con..Jriity, for the development and cOllpletion of the per8P8cti.e docuMnt:,

(c)

J.
se.sion
•••• ion

Other possible option8,

Decide. to give further consideration toth.s. i.8ues at its tenth
in the light of the Bxecutive DJ-tector l • report "804 the outec.e of the
of a special character,
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IV

co-operation with the United Nations centre for
Human Settlements (Habitat)

1. Expresses satisfaction at the continued co-operation between the United
Nations Environment Programme and the united Nations Centre for Human Settlements
(Habitat) as reflected in the report by the Executive Director on the third joint
bureau meeting of the Executive Director of the united Nations Centre for Human
Settlements and the Bureau of the United Nations Commission on Human Settlements
with the Executive Director of the United Nations Environment Programme and the
Bureau of its Governing Counpil, ~

2. Requests the Governing Council to co-operate with the Executive Director
of the Centre for Human Settlements in implementing the request of the Commission
on Human Settlements, at its fourth session, to:

la)
~ki~it

Study ways and means
more effective;

of strengthening their co-ope~ation with a view to

(b)' Review the demands placed on their staff and budgeta~y ~eBou~ces in
connexion with the p~eparation and se~vicing of the joint bureau meetings, taking
into aocount the ~ecommendations on inte~p~etation of the third joint bureau
meeting;

3. Further requests the Executive Director to report on the implementation
of paragraph 2 above to the Governing Council at its tenth session;

V

Co-operation with the regional commissions

1. Recalls the endorsement given by the Economic and Social Council
in resolution 1979/56 of 2 August 1979 to the provisions of Governing Council
decision 7/1 of 3 May 1979 concerning the establishment by the regional commiSsions
that had not already done so of regional intergovernmental environmental committees;

2. Expresses satisfaction at the fruitful co-operation between the united
Nations Environment Programme and some of the ~egional commissions in the field of
the environment and recommends that this co-operation be improved and strengthened
with the Economic Commission for Africa;

3. Decides to take up at its tenth session the SUbject of the regional
presence of the United Nations Environment Programme;

9th meeting
26 May 19B1

~ UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.2.
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9/4. Environment and the arms race

The Governing Council,

Referring to General Assembly resolutions 35/8 of 30 OCtober 1980 on the
historical responsibility of States for the preservation of nature for present and
future generations and 35/47 of 3 December 1980 on the preparations for the second
special session of the General Assembly devoted to disarmament,

Recalling principle 26 of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on
the Human Environment, 22/ which proclaims that man and his environment must be
spared the effects of nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction, and
that States must strive to reach prompt agreement on the complete destruction of
such weapons,

Recalling further the final docufllent of the tenth special sessIon of the
General Assembly, W as well as resolution 4 of the United Nations Conference on
Deserti fication, of 9 September 1977, .w on the haraful impact of weapons of mass
destruction, on ecosystems,

Noting that the continuing arms race in the world, ineluding that for nuclear
armaments, diverts efforts and material resources which mankind needs to solve
socio-economic and environmental problems,

Conscious that these circumstances markedly increase the dange[' of global
nuclear conflict, with inevitable and catastrophic consequences for the natural
environment of mankind and for life itself on earth.

1. Requests the Executive Director to include in his presentation of the
system-wide medium-term environment programme the regular analysis of the impact of
the arms race on natu['eJ

2.
General
of that

Invites the Preparatory Committee for the Second Special Session of the
Assembly Devoted to Disarmament to consider including in the draft agenda
session an item entitled -Impact of the arms race on nature-J

3. Invites the Secretary-General to submit to the second special session of
the General Assembly on disa~ment the special "report, prepared with the
co-operation of the United Nations Envir~ent Pr09ram.e in accordance with the
te['J!lS O-f--General Assembly- -r-e-selu-tion 35/8 of 30 october 1980, on the pernicious
effects of the arms race on nature;

~ Report of the Qnited Nation, Conference on the HUman Environment,
Stockholm, 5-16 JQn! 1'72 (United Nations publication, Sales Noo Eo73.II.A.14 and
corrigendum), chap to

311 General Assembly ~~~9Iutiqn S-10/2 of 30 June 1978.

24/ See A/ODNPo74/36, Obapo 11.
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4. Further requests the Executive Director to report to the Governing
Council at its eleventh session on the basic conclusions and main proposals of the
second special session of the General Assembly on the above-mentioned sUbject.

8th meeting
25 May 1981

9/5. Material remnants of war

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decisions 80 (IV) of 9 April 1976 and 101 (V) of 25 May 1977,

Aware of the related General Assembly resolutions 3435 (XXX) of
9 December 1975, 31/111 of 16 December 1976 and 35/71 of 5 December 1980, which
support the legitimate demand of countries affected by remnants of war, for example
minefields, for adequate compensation by the countries responsibile for the
planting of these mines,

1. Reiterates the responsibility of the countries that planted the mines for
the extensive damage suffered by the affected countries as a result of the mines ..
planted in their lands;

2. Appeals to the responsible countries to take the necessary steps to
supply the affected countries with maps and all other information leading to the
location of the minefields and, at the same time, to arrange for proper
compensation~

3. Requests the Executive Director to continue co-operating with the
Secretary-General in his consultations with the countries concerned on the
possibility of convening an international conference under the auspices of the
united Nations to adopt measures for an immediate and final solution to this issue.

8th meeting
25 May 1981

9/6. List of dangerous chemical substances

The Governing Council,

Having considered the preliminary report of the Executive Director on the
listing of dangerous chemical substances, W

ReCognizing that the presentation ~d periodic review of such a list could be
of policy importance for Governments and contribute to the pranotion of public
awareness on the possible environmental hazards of certain chemical substances,

~ UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.6.
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Requests the Executive Director to continue his work on the preparation of a
short list of environmentally dangerous chemicalsubstanees, hannful at the global
level, to which environmental policies should pay special attention, making use,
when appropriate and within existing resources, of outside expertise, with a view
to submitting the list to the Governing Council at its tenth session.

8th meeting
25 May 1981

9/7. united Nations Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy

The Governing COuncil,

Deeply concerned at the disastrous ecological consequences which might result
in the near future frOll the excessive use of wood a.!i t;i),ljIole source of energy for
the vast majority of people in a large n,uJlIber of.,d!!:velQpirig <::ountries,

L Urgently appeals to the Preparatory commit'tee of the Unit,ad'littions
Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy to ensure that, in drawing up the
provisional agenda. for the conference andpr,paring the draft plan of action to be
submitted for adoption, it gives sufficient ,e~4sis and attaches high pr~ority to
the uses of new and renewable energy sources which vouldllake it possible to tackle
the major problem of fuelwoodJ

2.. Requests the Executive Director to ensure that this appeal is brought, to
the attention of the Preparatory Committee at its fourth session ..

8th meeting
25 May 1981

9/8.. Global armaments spending

The Governing Council,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 34/188 of 18 December 1979, which
stresses the need for the United Nations Environment Programme to increase the
resources available !or its projects in the dev~loping countries,

Noting with concern the current inadequacy of global allocations of funds for
enviJ:onmental prograaunes,

Noting further with dismay that global arma-.nts spending, has reached alDDst
SUS 500 billion per annum,

Recognizing the destructive effect of wars and the use of weapons of war on
development and on the environment,

Aware of the fact that 0.001 per cent of$US 500 billion wlll create an
additional $OS 5 million which could be put to effective use in the management of
the environment,
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Calls upon Govermoents to stop the aras race and, until disarmament is
achieved, to allocate at least 0.001 per cent of armaments spending for development
projects and the protection of the environment.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/9. Solidarity with the victims of apartheid in southern Africa

The Governing Council,

Referring to principle I of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment 26/ regarding man's fundamental right to freedom, equality·
and adequate conditions orUfe,

Taking into account the systematic and gross violation of the rights of the
South African and Namibian peoples by the racist regime of South Africa,

Appreciating the Implementation by the United Nations Environment Programme of
Governing Council decision 8/3 of 28 April 1980, which called on the Executive
Director to cease all forms of co-operation with the Government of South Africa,

Noting with great COncern and apprehension the opposition of the South African
racist regime to the illPlementation of the relevant decisions of the united Nations
General Assembly regarding the abolition of apartheid and. all other forms of
oppression and abuse of the peoples of South Africa and Namibia,

Aware of the fact that apartheid represents a grave threat to world peace and
international understanding between peoples and countries of the world,

Conscious of the fact that the world community has a moral obligation to bring
about a quick end to this historical injustice,

1.
between

Reaffirms its firm support for the cessation of all fo~s of co-operation
the United Nations Environment Programme and the Government of South Africa,

2. Requests the Executive Director to use his good offices to sensItize the
world COIIlIIIUnity about the dangers of apartheid, particularly the Bantustan policy,
to the environment,

3. Invites the Executive Director t~ seek ways and means of providing
support for the promotion of public awareness on the environmental impacts of
apartheid,

~ Report of the United Nations COnference on the Human Environment,
Stockholm, 5-16 June 1972 (united Nations publication, Sales No. E.73.II.A.14 and
corrigendum), Chap. I.
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4. Further requests the Executive Director t08ubmit a report on the impacts
of apartheid on the environment, to the Governing Council at its tenth session,

5. Calls upon Goverlllllents to take resolute measures to oppose the policy of
apartheid because it has serious environmental consequences for the victims of
apartheid.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/10. Programme matters

A

The environment programme, 1980-1983

The Governing Council,

Having considered the programme documentation before it at its ninth 'session,

1.
Executive

Takes note with appreCiation of the p~ogr~e performance
Director and the medium...;term plan, 1982-l983~ W

report of the

2.
aspects

Urges the Executive Director to continue
of future programme perf0tllance reports,

to improve the evaluation

3. Requests the Executive Director to pursue the assessment activities
-identified in the programme perforllance report, W

4. Approves the revised objectives and strategies for assessment of basic
human needs in relation to outer limits,

5. Takes note of the report on international conventions and protocols in
the field of the environment ~ and aUthorizes th~ Executive Director to transmit
it, toqether with the fourth supplement to the Hstof such Conventions and
protocols, 30/ to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session, in accordance
with resolution 3436 (XXX) of 9 December 1975,

6. Authorizes the Executive Director to submit the report on marine
pollution, 1!1 on its behalf, to the General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session,
through the Bconadc and Social Council, as called for by the General Assembly in
resolution 34/183 of 18 December 1979,

W UNEP/OC.9/5 and Adds.1-5 and UNEP/GC.9/6 and Add.l.

28/ UNEP/GC.9/5. para. 18.

~ UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.l.

30/ UNEP/GC/IHPOlUtATIOH/5/Supplement 4.

1!1 UNEP/GC.5/Add.3.
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7. Further authorizes the Executive Director to sUbmit the report on the
united Nations Environment Programme and the United Nations Conference on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy, ~/ on its behalf, to the Economic and Social Council
at its second regular session in 1981, as called for by the Council in resolution
1980/49 of 23 July 1980;

8. Takes note of the work of the united Nations Environment Programme and
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations on the preparation of a
plan of action on marine mammals and requests the Executive Director to continue
the preparation of the plan with a view to its submission to the Governing Council
at its eleventh session;

9. Approves the activities proposed in the medium-term plan, 1982-1983;

10. Invites the Executive Director to submit more precise budgetary
indications for each strategy element in the medium-term plan.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

B

System-wide medium-term environment programme

The Governing Council,

Having considered the note of the Executive Director on the system-wide
medium-term environment programme, 111

1. Approves, on a provisional basis, the structure and objectives of the
system-wide medium-term environment programme ~nd urges the Executive Director,
taking into account the views expressed by delegations to the Council at its ninth
session and in co-operation with the United Nations system, to proceed with the
development of the system-wide programme for sUbmisst~ to the Council at its tenth
session;

2.
genetic

Takes note of
resources, of a

the sample detailed presen\ation, using the example of
specific programme area of 'the system_wide programme.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

~ UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.4.

111 UNEP/GC.9/7.
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c

Environmental law

The Governing Council,

Noting with satisfaction the outcome of the Working Group of Bxperts on
Environmental Law as contained in its report on the work 'of its eighth session,

Wishing to assist Governments in pr~ting legal protection of ~e environqent
against marine pollution caused by offshore mining and drilling within the li.its
of national jurisdiction,

Bearing in mind its responsibilities to promote international co-operation in
the 'field of the environment and to recommend, as appropriate, policies to this end,

1. Takes note of the conclusions of the study, containing'guidelines, on
offshore mining and drilling within the limits o~ national jurisdiction, annexed, to
the ,repoct of the Working Group of Bxperts on Bnvironmental Law on the work of its
eighth session,1!I

2. Requests the Bxecutive Director to circulate the text of the conclusions
to all Governments for comments;

3. Recommends t)lat States consider the guidelines when formUlating national
legislation or undertaking the negotiations for the conclusion of internatio"al
agteements for the prevention of pollution of the marine environment caused by
offshore mining and drilling within the limits of national jurisdiction,

4.
Governing

Requests the Bxecutive Director
Council at its tenth session.

to report on these matters to the

9th meeting
26 I!!Y 1981

D

InternatiOnal Referral System (INPOTBRRA)

The Governing Council,

1. Notes with satiSfaction the conclusion of the report of the evaluation of
'the International Referral System (INP'OTERRA) co-sponsored by the United Nations
Environment Programme and the, United Nations Educational, Scientific and CUltural
Organization that INPOTBRRA has fulfilled the lIandate given to it by the Governing
Councll,

1!1 UNEP/GC.9/5/Add.5, annex Ill.
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2. Endorses the recommendations of the evaluation report, particularly those
which call on national focal points to provide services beyond referral, where
appropriate, to speed up the query-response process, and to continue to promote the
use of the system~

3.
points to
report}

Requests Governments to make resources
enable them to extend their activities

available to their national focal
as recommended by the evaluation

4. Requests the Executive Director, subject to the availability of
resources, to implement those recommendations of the evaluation report which will
facilitate the phased expansion of INFOTERRA as envisaged in the evaluation report.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/11. The environment programme: long-term issues

The Governing Council,

Recalling the clear consensus at its eighth session:

(a) On the satisfactory progress made so far by countries in providing for
sound environmental management at national and regional levels,

(b) On the understanding that has been gained of long-term environmental
problems and the inescapable connexion between sustainable economic development and
the sound management of the environment,

(c) That the deteriorating financial and economic s-ituations of many
countries, both developed and developing, by leading to increasing attention and
resources being devoted to questions of balance of payments,-unemployment,
inflation and recession, might result in the environmental issues being relegated
to second rank,

(d) On the resulting need to redouble efforts to promote the fullest possible
understanding of the complementarity of the twin objectives of environmental
protection and economic development and to devise the necessary methodologies for
the practical integration of environmental po~icies into development strategies,

Recalling that the activities that received attention and support from
delegations at the Council's eighth session included environment and development,
particularly guidelines for the incorporation of environmental considerations in
development planning and cost/benefit analysis,

1. Emphasizes strongly the importance of redoubled ~nq concrete efforts by
the United Nations system in the areas of:

(a) Environmental and economic development planning, including inte9rated
environmental and economic cost/benefit assessmentJ

(b) Environmental management for long-term solutions to the energy problem;
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(c)
technical

Sound integ~ation of environmental
assistance at the country level I

dimensions in the programming of

(d) Popular education and dissemination of inf~rmation on
environment-development relationships by the media And by non-governmental
organl zationsI

2. Requests the Executive Director to reflect the long-term issues recalled in
the preaJlbula.r part of the present decision in the dOOUlllentation to be prepared for
the session of a special character of the Governing Council to be held in 1982J

3. Calls on the world cCIlIIlunity to meet the llajor potential crises looming in
the 19809 in dealing with environmental pcoblems in developing countries.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/12. Pr ior 1ties for seE' iousenvttbiUllental problems
in the developing countries

The Governing Council,

Recalling General A8se.bly resolution 34/188 of 18 December 1979, which
stresses the need £0[' the United Nations Environment Programme to increase the
resources available for its projects in the developing ~ountries, in accoedance
with their requirements and priorities,

Noting with satisfaction the work undertaken by the United Nations Environment
Programme to deal with the most serious environmental probleas in the developill9
countries,

Recognizing the need to set pciorities for dealing with the most serious
environaenta1 pcob1_s in the developing countr ies,

1. Decides to identify the following priorities of the developing countries:

<a) Bnvironaent and development, particularly the development of
methodologies for sound environmental management,

(b) Terrestr ial ecosystems, for example tropical rain forests eCosysteDIs and
soil _nagement,

(c) Supporting measures, particularly in environmental education and train-lng
and technical assistance,

(d)
dOIlIes tic
of toxic

H~n settlements and human health, particularlY the provision of safe
water supplies to rural areas and waste management, inclUding the control
substances,

(e) Arid and semi-arid lands, partiCUlarly desertification and rangeland
managelllent~

(f) Natural dlsasters~
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(g) Energy, particularly national energy policies;

(h) OCeans, particularly the conservation of marine living resources and
their ecosystems, through support for regional seas programmes;

2. Decides further to have the priorities identified above reflected in the
syste~wide medium-term environment programmeJ

3. Calls upon the Executive Director to report to the Governing Council at
its tenth session on the implementation of paragraphs I and 2 above.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/13. Outer limits

A

World Climate Impact Studies Programme

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decision 7/4 0 of 3 May 1979, in which it requested the
Executive Director to bring to the attention of the World Meteorological
Organization the willingness of the United Nations Environment Programme to
collaborate with the World Meteorological Organization and other organizations
concerned with the implementation of the climate impact studies component of the
World Climate Programme,

Noting that the offer by the United Nations Environment Programme was accepted
with appreciation by the World Meteorological Organization,

Taking note of the successful first meeting of the Scientific Advisory
Committee for the World Climate Impact Studies Programme and, in particular, of the
Committee's recommendations:

(a) That the United Nations Environment Programme, in co-operation with the
World Meteorological Organization and the International Council of Scientific
Unions, should organize an international study conference on the socio-economic
impact of man-induced climatic changes,

(b) On the need for close co-ordination of the planning and implementation of
the World Climate Impact Studies Programme with other components of the World
Climate Programme,

(c) On the need for effective full-time secretariat support for the planning,
implementation and monitoring of the World Climate Impact Studies Programme,

(d) On the need for close-eo-ordination of certain important study areas such
as carbon dioxide, food) energy and water, which involve all components of the
World Climate Programme,
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1. Agrees that the close interrelationship between all components of the
World Climate Programme, as they address specific subject areas, demands the
closest possible working relationships between the sta~f supporting these
programmes;

2. Notes that a World Climate Programme Office, e~tabl1shed in the World
Meteorological Organization, is effectively co-ordinating the work of participating
agencies and organizations in the research, applications and data components of the
Wor Id Clima te Pr age aflllJleJ

3. Notes with appreciation the offer of the World Meteorological
Organization to provide logisticsl support for the location of the staff of the
United Nations Environment Programme working in the World Climate Impact studies
Programme also within its facilitiesf

4. Recommends to the Executive Director that, in the sense of the
recommendations of the Scientific Advi80ryCommittee. he should effect the closest
possibie relationship and liaison with the World Climate Programme Office serving
other World Climate Progranuae cOllpOnent programmes,

5. Requests the Executive Director to consult with the Secretary-General of
the World Meteorological Organization with a view to agreeing on the detailed
requirements and modalities of such co-ordination;

6. Calls upon the Executive Director to move ahead as quickly as possible in
the implementation of the World:Climate Impact Studies Programme. in collaboration
with participating internationarorgani'zations and bearing in mind the need for
close co-operation with other compOnents of the World Climate Programme.

9th meeting
26 Ma:,: 1981

B

Pr otection of the ozone layer

The Governing council.

Recalling its decision 84 C (V) of 25 May 1977 on the establishment of the
Co-ordinating Comaittee on the Ozone Layer and on the World Plan of Action on the
Ozone Layer.

Recalling further its decision 8/7 B of 29 April 1980 on measures relating to
the protection of the ozone layer,

Noting that the latter decision recommends that the use of
chlorofluorocarbons 11 an(! 12 beslgnificantly reduced and that the production
capaci ty should not be increased,

Noting further the importance of obtaining detailed information on the
implementation of the decision,
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Recognizing to this effect the desirabiity of initiating work aimed at the
elaboration of a global framework convention which would cover monitoring~

scientifie researeh and the development of best available and economically feasible
teehnologies to limit and gradually reduce emissions of ozone-depleting substances~

as well as the development of appropriate strategies and pollcies~

Recognizing further the role and mandate of the United Nations Environment
Progra..e in protecting and enhancing the global environment~

Noting with appreciation the work of the Co-ordinating Committee on the Ozone
Layer~

1. Decides to initiate work aimed at the elaboration of a global framework
convention for the protection of the ozone layer,

2. Purtherdecides to this end to establish an ad hoc working group of legal
and technical experts nominated by interested Governments and intergovernmental
organizations, which shall report~ through the Executive Director, to the Governing
Council on the progress of its work,

3. Regyest8 the Executive Director:

(a) TO ensure that in the work so initiated, all relevant information and
related work currently under way in other forums~ as well as the results of any
discussions on this subject at the Ad Hoc Meeting of Senior Government Officials
Expert in Environmental Law, are taken into account,

(b) TO invite the Co-ordinating Committee on the Ozone Layer, as part of its
activities under its mandate:

(1) TO contribute to the work of the ad hoc working group,

(ii) Tb compile all relevant information~ including statistical and
technical data~ on the implementation of the recommendations
contained in decision 8/7 8 of 29 April 1980~ in particular that
relating to the reduction in the use fo chlorofluorocarbons 11
and 12~ as well as to production capacity on the basis of an agreed
definition;

(c) To assist and support the ad hoc working group in its preparatory work;

(d)
conments~

To subMit to the Governing Council at its tenth session,
the first progress report of the ad hoc working group;

with his

4. Welcomes the offer of the Swedish Government to host the first meeting of
the ad hoc working group.

9th meeting
26 May 1981
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9/14. Local en9ironmental p1anni!"9 and
management of human settlements

The Governing Council,

Recalling principles 13, 14, 15 and 17 of the Declaration of the United
Nations Conference on the HUllan Environment, 35/ and recommendations 1, 2, 4 and 7
of the Action Plan for the Human Environment, l!I

Bearing in m.ind the illpOrtance of incorporating environmental and human
settlements concerns in national development plans and of the participation of
urban and rural communities in the for.ulation and implementation of such plans,

Recognizing the resulting need to promote, inter alia, through co-ordinated
action by the United Nations BnvironMent Programme, the united Nations Centre for
Human Settleamts (Habitat) and other United Nations organizations and bodies
concerned, the adoption of policies for iocal environmental planning,

Recognizing further that the management of large urban areas, which often
expand very rapidly through migration, presents a serious challenge from an
environmental and social viewpoint,

1. Invites States to consider the desirability of adopting policies for
local environmental planning and environ-ental management of human settlements}

2. Requests the Executive Director to collaborate with the U'nited N',atlons
Centre for Human Settlem.ents (HabitAt) and other Dnited Nations organizations and
bodies concerned, in the incorporation of environmental aspect into policies for
local planning and management, through:

(a) The deVising of models and methodologies for integrated planning at the
local community level covering both environmental issues and other human
settlements issues}

(b) The encouragement of studies and the dissemination of information on the
SUbject}

(c) The encouragement of the United Nations system to respond to requests for
assistance in the formulation of local environmental planning policies;

(d) Support, at the request of Governments, for training programmes for local
officials in the subjects of aettlements planning and management, with the
co-operation of universities and institutes, of public administration.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

1§1 Report of the Dnited Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
Stockholm,. 5-16 June 1972 (United Nations publication, Sales No. E. 73.11 .A.14 and
corrigendum), chap. I.

36/ ~., chap. 11.
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9/15. Terrestrial ecosystems

A

Arid and semi-arid lands ecosystems

The Governing Council,

Noting with appreciation the response of the Executive Director to its
decision 86 A (V) of 25 May 1977, in which it requested him to examine the
possibility of extending the integrated project on arid lands to the Sahelian and
North Afr lean reqions,

Considering'that the spread of desertification continues to pose a serious
threat to the fertility and capacity for sustainable development of those reqions,

Considering that an interdisciplinary and problem-oriented approach is needed
to define management principles which would mitigate desertification processes and
allow for sound developoment of threatened areas,

Appreciating the efforts being made by the United Nations Environment
Programme and collaborating agencies in promoting integrated projects on arid lands
in the Sahelian and North African reqions,

Requests the Executive Director, in consultation with all relevant United
Nations_agencies, notably the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, to consider the further development and support in 1982 and 1983 of
integrated pilot projects on arid lands in the Sahelian and North African- regions,
including the continuation of current projects.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

B

Wor Id soils policy

The Governing Council,

Recalling:

(a) General Assembly resolutions 2997 (XXVII) of 15 December 1972, 3326 and
3337 (XXIX) of 16 and 17 December 1974, respectively, 31/108 of 16 December 1976
and 32/172 of 19 December 1977,

the
the

(bl
Hwnan
Human

Principles 2 and 3 of the Declaration of the United Nations Conference on
Environment and recommendations 52, 53, 54 and 55 of the Action Plan for
Environment, ]]/

(C) The conclusions and recommendations of the United Nations Conference on
Deser tif ica tion,

lZ/ Ibid •• chap. 1, p. 4 and chap. 11, pp. 17-18.
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7/6 B of
Governing Council decisions 1 (1) of

3 May 1979 and 8/10 of 29 April 1980,
22 June 1973, 6/5 C of 24 May 1978,

Bearing in mind the recaaaendations of the High-level Meeting of Experts on a
World Soils policy· held at Rc:ae frOll 23 to 27 Pebruary 1981,

1. Takes note of the progress report of the Bxecutive Director W and. of
the recommendations it contains to the United Nations Bnvironment Programme, ~he

Food and Agriculture OCgsnizationof the United NatioDs and the United Nations
Bducational, scientific and Cultural Organi.ation concerning tbeworld so118 policy
in furtherance of Governing COuncil deaisLon 8/10 of 29 April 1980,

2. Requests the Executive Director to tra.nsmit the atx»ve rec~ndations to
the executive heads of the POOd and AgrlcultureOrgahization of the United Hations,
the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural OrganizatLons, the world
Meteorological Organization, the international re..arch centres of the Consultative
Group on International AgriCulture Research, the Internlltional Sob,tet:y of -,_oil
Sciences and other competent organisations within and oUtsid.~. tintted Nations
system, with a view to obtaining within three months an appraisal of the objectiv••
and the proposed framework of a plan of action for the implementation of a world
soil policy}

3. Notes with satisfaction the intention' of the Executive Director to,
transmit to the Governments of M_ber States his progress report on the work of the
High-level Meeting of Experts on a World Soils Policy, as well a. the guidelines he
intends to prepare, In co-operation with thePood and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations, for the formulation of national soils policies,

4. Invites the Governments of countries affected by soil erosion and
degradation to initiate the formUlation of national soils policies as a basic
component of their .development plans and to give the irapleaentation of these
policies, once formulated, due priority in their requests for multilateral and
bilateral financial aid,

5. Requests the Executive Director to co-operate with other organizations of
the United Nations system in providing MeBber States with technical assistance in
the planning and implementation of their national'soll policies and to continue and
intensify support for research and training at the nat'lonallevel, especially in
areas such as soil conservation, assessment and control of eros~on.in the tropics
and in mountainous areas, definition of criteria fee an international soils
classification and monitoring syste., studie_ of the carrying capacity of soils an4
the identif ication of legal and so11 constraints to proper soil .anagement and
conservation}

6. Requests the Executive Director to report to the Governing Council at ita
tenth session on the progress made in these respeats.

9th ..eting
26 May 1981

1Y ONEP/OC. 9/5/Md. 5.
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9/16. Environment and development

The Governing Council,

Recognizing the importance of the incorporation of environmental factors in
development planning and decision-making at all levels,

Recognizing the essential centrality of the concept of environment and
development in the over-all environment programme and the consequent need to
reflect this position at the level of programme activities and the budget,

Noting with concern the existence of a lag in the formulation, development and
implementation of projects related to environment and development and the
relatively low levels of allocation of financial resources at the two-digit budget
line,

Further noting the progress made in the studies on environment and development
undertaken in some developing countr les, particularly in Kenya and Venezuela, with
the support of the United Nations Environment Programme and the United Nations
Development Programme,

Recognizing the need to ensure that there is no lag between the ·study and
implementation phases of the project,

Recalling the comments of delegations at its eighth session on the need for
support for the implementation phase of the project on enviro~ent and
development 1!1

Fully appreciating the need to launch similar projects in other developing
countr ies,

1. Requests the Executive Director to give more attention to the environment
and development budget line in the context of both the programme and the budget in
future years;

2. Calls upon the Executive Director to initiate steps towards supporting
projects on the environment and development, similar to those already undertaken in
Kenya and Venezuela, in other developing countries;

3.
projects,
assisting

Urges the Executive Director, in the light of the results of such
to consider, within the available resources of the Environment Fund,
on a catalytic basis with the implementation of their findings,

4. Requests the Executive Director to approach other international and
intergovernmental agencies with a view to securing their support on a co-operating
agency basis for the implementation of the findings of the, projects on the
environment and development;

1!1 Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-fifth Session,
SUpplement No. 25 (A/35/25), para. 312.
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5. Requests the Bxecutive Director to report on the progress made in the
implementation of this decision to the Governing Council at its tenth session.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/17. Oceans: regional seas

A

IlIplementation of Governing Council decisions 7/8 of 3 May 1979
and 8/13 8 of 29 Apeil 1980

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decisions 7/8 of 3 May 1979 and 8/~1d~ of 29 April 1980,

Recognizing once again the extensive geographical scope and mUltidisciplinary
character of the regional seas prograJlllles conducted under the auspices of the
United Nations Bnviro~nt Programme, which provide an effective contribution to
the protection o~ the marine environment on the world 1~vel,

Underlining the very positive results aohieved in the implementation of the
various regional seas progrannes already under way,

Welcoming the implementation of the new regional seas programmes adopted since
the last session of the Governing Council,

Recognizing also the pr imordial i1Iportance of these programmes for the
protection of endangered marine and coastal ecosystems,

1. Requests the Executive Director:

(a) To apply the-provisions of Governing Council decision 7/8 of 3 May 1979,
notably that concerning the biennium 1980-1981,

(b) To give effect to Governinq Council decision 8/13 B of 29 Apt 11 1980.
particularly the pcovisions requesting the Executive Director, whenever
appropriate, to ..ke funds available from all relevant budgetary lines for those
activities undertaken in the framework of the regional seas programmes which relate
specifically to the work plan approved under such lines,

2. Decides that, in execution of the medium-term plan and within the
fra.ework of the budget, increased attention should be paid to the chapters dealing
with regional seas, with a view to attaining the objeotives defined in the various
regional seas programmes, includi'ng the implementation of those recently approved.

9th meeting
26 May 1981
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B

Implementation of Governing Council decision 8/13 C
of 29 April 1980

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decision 8/13 C of 29 April 1980 on the extension of the
req 10na1 seas progra1llJlle,

Noting the report of the Executive Director on the progress made in the
implementation of the aoove decision,

1. Expresses satisfaction at the progress made so far in the implementation
of its decision 8/13 C of 29 April 1980J

2. Requests the Executive Director to complete the draft action plans being
prepared in tha.t connexion for consideration by Governments at the earliest
practicable date,

3. Urges the Governments of the respective regions to extend maximum
co-operation to the Executive Director in the Implementation of this decision.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/18. Energy

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decision 7/9 of 3 May 1979, as well 8S its previous decisions on
the subject of energy,

Re-emphasizing its views on the importance of energy to the world economy and
the close interrelatedness of energy and environmental and human settlements
problems,

Concerned at the lack of adequate institutional arrangements to deal with the
development and proper use of energy on a global basis and conscious of the need to
redress the situation,

Deeply concerned at the low priority given by the United Nations Environment
Programme to this very important field, as reflected by the allocation of resources
to this area in past biennial budgets,

1. Urges the Executive Director to seek the collaboration of the United
Nations Centre for Ruman Settlements (Habitat) with a view to making joint efforts
in the preparations for the Conference on New and Renewable Sources of Energy,

2. Decides, pending the results of the Conference, to continue to allocate
substantial financial resources against the energy budget line to allow for the
acc:elerated development of this aspect of the programme.

9th meeU~

26 MaY' 1981
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9/19. Environmental law

A

Ad Roe Meeting of Senior Government Officials Expert
in Environmental Law

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decision 8/15 of 29 April 1980, on the convening, prior to the
tenth session of the Governing Council, of an ad hoc meeting of senior Government
officials expert in environmental law,

Recognizing that the results of the ad hoc meeting will constitute a major
contribution to the development and implementation of the environmental law":
component of the system-wide medium-term envirem.ent programme,

Recognizing further that the development of environment:al law should be viewed';
In the broad context of the pr~tion of international co-operation,

1. Decides that, further to General Assembly resolution 35/74
of 5 December 1980, the Ad Roe Meeting of Senior Government Officials Expert in
Environmental Law shall take place at Montevideo in November 1981 and that the
working Group of Experts on Environmental Law, acting as the preparatory committee
for the Ad Hoc Meeting, shall meet at Geneva for two weeks early in september 19811

2. Further decides that the mandate of the Ad HOC Meeting shall be:

Co)
review of

~ establish a framework and methods
environmental law, by focusing upon:

for the development and periodic

(i) The identification of major subject areas - such as marine pollution from
land-based sources, protection of the ozone layer and disposal of
hazardous wastes - suitable for increased global and regional
co-ordination and co~peration in elaborating environment law, with
particular regard to the interests of developing countries 1

(ii) The promotion of guidelines or, where appropriate, of principles, or the
conclusion of bilateral, regional or multll~ral agreements, in relation
to such SUbject areas,

(iii) The identification of other subject areas which could be susceptible to
the development of such guidelines, principles or agree.ents,

(iv) The identification of subject areas suitable for the elaboration of
preventive measures as well as other mechanisms for the implementation of
environmental law, inci~ding the improve...nt of remedies available to the
victims of pollution,

(v) The means for the promotion and provision of tecllnica! assistance to
developing 'countries in the field of environmental law,

(vi) The identification of 'means by which environmental law could increasingly
be included in curricula,
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(b) TO set out a programme, including global, regional and national efforts,
in furtherance of the above elements,

(3) Decides also to consider the report of the Ad Hoe Meeting at its tenth
••s8ion~

(4) Requests the Executive Director:

(a) To invite to the Ad Hoc Meeting all States Members of the united Nations
or members of specialized agencies or the International Atomic Energy Agency which
have expressed an interest in participating, and interested united -Nations agencies
and bodies, as well as other intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations,

Cb)
ident! fy
light of

To convene, in conjunction with the preparatory committee, a meeting to
the partieular interests and concerns of the developing countries in the
the mandate set out above,

(c) To prepare all relevant documentation and transmit it, SUfficiently in
advance of the lIeetings of the preparatory committee, to the states, united Nations
agencies and bodies and other intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations
concerned.

9th _ti~
26 May 1981

B

Co-operation in the field of the environment concerning
natural resources shared by two or more States

The Governing Council,

Recalling that by resolution 34/186 of 18 December 1979, the General AsnseRbly
took note of the report of the Intergovernmental Working Group of Experts on
Natural Resources Shared by Two or More States, established under Governing Council
decision 44 (ttI) of 2S April 1975 in conformity with General Assembly
resolution 3129 (XXVIII) of 13 December 1973, and of the draft principles prepared
by the Work ing Group,

Recalling further that the General Assembly requested sll States to use the
principles as guidelines and recommendations in the formulation of conventions
reqardlng such natural resources, and also requested the Governing Council to
report to it at its thirty-sixth session on the progress made in the implementation
of the resolution,
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Baving determined that the report' submitted by' the Executive Director on
co-operation in the field of the environment concerning natural resOurces shared by
two or more States !Q/ does not suffice as a basis for a report by the Council to
th~ General Assembly at its thirty-sixth session,

Requests the Executive Director, in consultation with Governments, to prepare
for consideration by the Governing Council ~t its tenth session a report for
submission, through the Economic and Social Council, to the General Assembly,
dealing exclusively with the progress made in the application of General Assembly
resolution 34/186, without rec~ridations regarding the identification or
definition of shared natural resources.

9th meeting
26 MaY 1981

9/20. Environmental education and training

A

The university and the environment

The Governing Council,

Recalling principles 18 to 20 and 24 of the Declaration of the United Nations
Conference on the Human Environment .!!I and reooaunendations 7, 8 arid 94 of the
Action Plan for the Human Environment, 42'; as well as the recommendations of the
Intergovernmental Conference on Environmental education,

Bearing in mind that the medIum-term plan of the United Nations Environment
Prograrmne for 1982-1983 endeavours to catalyse the integration of envir 'nmental
education into all levels of the educational system,

Considering that since the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
the desirability and necessity of the modern university adapting' its structure and
functions to the demands placed on it by the need to protect and restore the
environment have become'more:pressing,

Requests,~EKeeutiveDirector to ensure that, in the implementation of the
medium-term plan, 1982-1983, the United Nations Environment Programme, in
co-operation with the Uriited Nations';Bducationa1, Sc ietati fie' and Cultural
Organization, the United Nations University and other relevant fnternational and
regional organizations, and with the' support ·of state or private universities,
seeks to encourage arid promote', with special emphasis on the needs of developing
countries:

401 UNEp/GC.9/2/Add.5.

!!! Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
Stockholm, 5-16 June 1972 (United Nations pUblication, Sales No. E.73.II.A.14 and
corrigendum), chap. t.

42/ ~., chap. II.
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(a) The incorporation of environmental aspects in traditional university
courses, particularly in schools or faculties of law, economics, medicine, all
branches of engineering, architecture and town planning, education, agronomy and
biological sciences, as well as in studies in the human and natural sciences1

(b) Training in the professional disciplines required for the protection,
restoration and management of the environment, with immediate and special emphasis
on the implementation at the national, regional and international levels of
programmes included in the medium-term plan, 1982-19831

(c) Pilot research programmes, national and regional seminars on the topic of
the modern university and the environment, and the preparation of methodologies and
teaching materials, in co-operation with selected universities;

(d) Training programmes for university teaching staff in the field of the
environmentJ

le)
education
education

Utilization of existing national universities and regional environmental
centres for the training and re-training of personnel in environmental
and management.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

B

Environmental education and training in Latin America
and the Caribbean

The Governing Council,

Considering the high priority which attaches to environmental training in
Latin America and the Caribbean for the solution of environmental problems,

Bearing in mind the existence of various institutions in Latin America and the
Caribbean dealing with some ,aspects of environmental training,

Recalling Governing Council decisions 7/10 A and B of 3 May 1979 and 8/14
of 29 April 1980 on environmental education and training,

Recalling also the results of the regional joint programming meeting organized
by the Regional Office for Latin America and the establishment of a regional
inter agency working group which is co-operating in the preparation of an inventory
of environmental research and training centres in Latin America,

1. Expresses its approval of the holding and the results of the Ad Hoc
Meeting of Representatives of the Latin American and Caribbean Countries and Spain
on Environmental Education and Training, held at Montevideo from 19 to 21 November
1980, at which it was agreed that the establishment of a network of institutions
responsible for providing environmental training in Latin America and the Caribbean
should be ini tiated shortly;
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2. Welcomes the 8stablism.ent of a Co-ordination Uriit in the Regional Oftia.
for Latin ~rica to undertake the initial studies and for.ulate the guidelinea foe
the establishaent of a network of environaental training institutions in the
reqion, which should becane operational as soon as possible,

3. Requests the Executive Director to inclildethis activity in the
llediUJI-ter. plan, 1982-1983, and to support the future network of institutiona, a.
well as the operation of the Co-ordination unit, since it will initially Qonstitute
the principal ~hanism for ensuring the initiation and optiaua functioning of the I
training programMs to be carr ied out by the network, I

4. BxPresses to the Executive Director its desire that, while the II!

feasibility studies for the establishaent of the network are being ea.pleted, the
Uni ted Nations Bnviron.ent Pr ogra.eshould provide catalytic support for the I
initiation of sa.e activities to meet the urgent need for environmental training In
the region; ,

5. Urges the Governaents of the Latin American and Caribbean countries to
facilitate to the fUllest extent the studies to be conducted, providing the
inforlll!ltion requested of them in good ti.. and establishing the institutional
aachiner ies necessary to support the work of the Co-ordination Unit.

9th _eti!!!l
26 May 1981

c

Environmental education and training in the Asia
and Pacific region

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decision 90 CV) of 25 May 1977, in which it requested the
Executive Director to consider the early establishment of a progr...e activity
centre for environmental education and training in the Asia and Pacific region,

RecogniziM the existence of universities and institutions In that region, of
high acadeaie standi'ng, which are geared to developing Inteqratedenvlrol\Mntal
education and training prograues at graduate and post-graduate levels,

Noting the report of the expert .ission conducted by the Regional Off1ee for:
Asta and the Pacific in 1978, in pursuance of decision 90 (V), Which surveyed the
facilities in these universities and made specif1e recCllllllendations relating to the
e.tablishment of a network of university-level institutions for the conduct of
training programmes,

Aware of the well-established and recognized WGrk in the training field of the
Asian and Pacific Deve10paent centre (formerly the Asian. and Pacific Develop.ent
Institute),

Bearing in .ind Governing Council decisions 6/10 of 24 May 1978, 7/12 of
3 May 1979 and 8/16 B of 29 Apr 11 1980, in which it called, inter aUa, for the
adequate funding and support of regional progra...s,
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1. Requests the Executive Director, within available resources:

(a) To renew financial support to the Asian and Pacific Development Centre
for a further biennium, on the basis of an agreed plan of work;

(b) To take urgent measures to provide the resources needed to establish the
proposed network of universities and institutes in the region for the conduct of
post-graduate courses in integrated environmental education and training,

(c) To assist the network, in due course, to multiply these capabilities in
all the countries of the regionJ

(d) To establish a programme activity centre or equivalent facility for
education and training in the region, drawing on the facilities and experience of
the Regional Office for Asia and the Pacific to help ensure the availability of the
necessary resources for the purpose,

2. Calls on the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization to extend maximum support and assistance to the programme activity
centre or equivalent facility, under the joint environmental education programme or
thr ough other means.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

D

Environmental education and training programmes and
strengthening of national institutions in Africa

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decisions 6/10 of 24 May 1978. 7/12 of 3 May 1979 and 8/16
of 29 April 1980, indicating the need for adequate funding and support of regional
programmes, and decision 8 (11) A, section 11.3 (d) of 22 March 1974 to strengthen
national institutions,

Aware of the existence in other regions of institutions which provide
environmental training with the support of the Environment Fund,

Noting the dire need for environmental training in the African region,

Regretting the absence of any specific institutional facilities to serve the
reg ion,

Bearing in mind furthermore the importance of environmental management to
development in the region,

Taking note of the need to strengthen national institutions for environmental
protection and management,
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1. Requests the Executive Director to explore, jointly with the Economic
Commission for Africa, the possibilities of establishing a regional institution for
environmental training and education in the African region,

2. Requests the Executive Director to seek ways and means of providing
support for national institutions for environmental protection and management,

3.
decision

Calls on the Executive Director to report on the
to the Governing Council at its tenth session.

implementation of this

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/21. Regional programmes and programme support

The Governing Council,

Recalling-its decision 8/16 B of 29 April, in which it requested support for
the implementation of regional programmes in Asia,

Noting in this regard the subsequent adoption of the Subregional Environment
Programme of the Association of South-East Asian Nations and of the South Asia
Co-operative Environment Programme, and of the various sUbregional programmes in
Latin America,

Aware of the sustained and essential part that should continue to be played by
the regional offices of the United Nations Environment Programme in supporting such
regional programmes,

Aware also of the severe limitations of physical capacity which may impair the
ability of the regional offices to continue to fulfil such obligations,

1. Requests the Executive Director to support the initiatives and activities
under subregional' environment programmes in the biennium 1982-1983 to strengthen
the capability of the regional offices of the United Nations Environment Programme
for programme formulation and implementation,

2. calls upon donor countries and governing bodies of multilateral funding
institutions to provide support to the programmes referred to in paragraph 1 above
in effective terms and in required measure,

3. Calls upon the developing countries to carry their share of
responsibilities effectively, inter alia, through making their own contributions to
their common programmes and activities.

9th meeting
26 May 1981
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9/22. Action to ccnbat desertification

A

Co-ordination and follow-up of the implementation of
the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification

The Governing Council,

Recalling General Assembly resolutions 32/172 of 19 December 1977, 33/89
of 15 December 1978, 34/184 of 18 December 1979 and 35/73 of 5 December 1980,

Recalling also the strong appeal made by the General Assembly to international
financial institutions, multilateral financial institutions and Governments of
industrialized countries, and of the developing countr~es in a position to do so,
to give their financial support and contribute generously to the special Account,

Recalling further its decisions 6/11 of 24 May 1978, 7/13 of 3 May 1979
and 8/17 of 29 April 1980,

Having examined the report of the Executive Director on cO-ordination and
follow-up of the Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification, 431

1. Takes note of the action taken by Governments, the United Nations
Environment Progralllllle and other members of the United Nations system for the
Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertifcation ~ and of the action
taken by the Executive Director in Implementing General Assembly resolution 35/73
of 5 December 1980,

2. Urges Governments, organs, organizations and bodies of the United Nations
system, intergovernmental and non-governmental organizations and all other
international organizations to augment their efforts to combat desertification so
that progress is made in the implem~ntation of the Plan of Action by 1984;

3. Requests the Executive Director to extend assistance, upon request and
subject to the availability of financial resources, to countries currently affected
by desertifcation problems in humid zones in their effort to combat desertificationl

4. Endorses the intention of the Executive Director to submit a
comprehensive report on the implementation of the Plan of Action to the Governing
Council, to enable it to make a first general assessment of progress made in the
implementation of the Plan, and urges him to do so, if possible, earlier than the
target date of 1985;

5. Notes the preparations made for the third session of the Consultative
Group for Desertification Control and appeals to the Consultative Group to
intensify its efforts to mobilize funds for the implementation of desertification
control projects1

!y UNEP/GC.9/B.

441 A/CONP.74/36, chap. I.
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6. Endorses the efforts of the Bxec,utive Director for the preparation of the
studies on additional measures to finance the Plan of Action and also the steps
taken to institute the specific programmes of research and training called for in
General Assembly resolution 3Sn3.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

B

Application of Gener al A8smably resolution 35/72
of 5 December 1980 on the iaP1...ntation of the
Plan of Action to Combat Desertification in the

Sudano-Sabe1ian region

The Gaver ni n«j1 Counc11,

Recalling General Assembly resolution 32/170 of 19 Dec_ber 1977,
33/88 of 15 December 1978, 34.187 of 18 Dec_ber 1979 and 35/72 and
35/88 of 5 Decellber 1980,

Recalling further its dec~sions 6/11 of 24 May 1978, 7/13 of May 1979 and
8/17 of 29 Apr 11 1980,

Stressing the seriousness of desertification and its adverse effects on the
people of the countries affected by it, partioularly in the Suc!iu\~Sahelian region,
and the need to intensify desertification control measures,

Having examined the reports of the Executive Director ori. the iJIIPleJllentation. of
the Plan of Action to Combat DesertifkaUdn in the Sudano-SabeUan region and on
the resolutions and decisions of the thirty-fifth se88ion of the General Assembly
and of the second requ1ar session of the ECOI\01Iic and Social Council in 1980 of
relevance to the activities of the United Nations Bnvironment Programme, ~

L Notes with satisfactiont.he r.pOrt of the J!:xecutive Director on the
illlplelllentation of the Plan of Ac't1Ot1 to cc.bat oesertificatlon in the oountr ies of
the Sudano-Sahelian re<) Ion and the ...sures t&ken--i-n--tha-t respeotby the
Governments, the United Nations Envlro~nt Progr.... and other coapetent orqans of
the united Nations, particularly those taken ~ the United Nations Sudano-sabelian
Office on behalf of the -united Nations Bnviro~nt Progra..e,

2. Further notes that priority is being qiven to efforts to oQlbllt
desertification in the 18 countries of the Sudano-Bahelian reqion, as well as in
the least developed a.ong the developing countries outside that region,

3. Decides to inC1ude- Benin among the countries eligible to receive
assistance through the United Nations Sudano-Babelian offloe in implementing the
Plan of Action to Caabat Desert!fication,

~ UHBP/GC.918/Add.l and UHBP/GC.9/Z/Add.l, respectively.
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4. Authorizes the Executive Director to continue to contribute to the United
Nations Sudan~sahelianOffice, after consultations with the Administrator of the
United Nations Development Prograllllle, the Environment Prograll11Qe 1 s share of the
adainistrative and operational costs of the joint venture for 1982-1983, on the
ba.is of the work plan to be approved by the Executive Director;

5. Further authorizes the Executive Director to submit his report and the
pr••ent decision, on behalf of the Governing Council, to the General Assembly at
its thirty-sixth session.

9th _etiog
26 .May 1981

9/23. Management of the Envirol'Dlent Fund

The Governing Council

1. ExPresses its satisfaction to Governments that have contributed to the
Bnvironment Pund for the first time and to those that have increased their
contributions above earlier levels,

2. Appeals to all Governllents to maintain the real value of their
contribution in terms of the 1978 purchasing power of the United States dollar and,
on this basis, to make firm pledges of contributions to the Fund for the year a
1982-1983 before the end of 1981;

3. Purther appeals to Governments that are not yet contributing to the Pund
to pledge a contribution for 1982-1983 and to those still contributing aaaunts
below their means to increase their contributions for the period 1982-1983,

4. Takes note of the report of the Executive Director on the impact of
non-eonvertible currency balances on. Fund project selection and implementation, .!!I

5.
Director

E!presses its satisfaction at the sustained efforts made by the Executive
to utilize the non-convertible currency contributions effectively,

6. Requests the Executive Director to make the most effective posaible us.
of the non-eonvertible currencies, taking into account the need for balanced
project selectLon and bearing in mind the conclusions contained in his report, !!I

7. Notes once again the desirability of the full application by all
countries of the provisions of rule 203.4 of the Financial Rules of the Fund,
without, however, jeopardizing the volume of Fund resources~

8. Renews its appeal to GoverlUlents that are still unable to contribute to
the Bnvlronaent pund in fully convertible cunenoy to pay a part of their
contribution in convertible currency in 1981 and an increasing proportion thereof
in convertible currency in each year thereafterf

!!f UNBP/GC.9/10/Add.l.

W ,Ibid •• para. 20.
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9. Requests the Executive Director to report to the Governing Counc_il at its
tenth session on the impact of non-convertible currency balances on Fund project
selection and implementation including any undue influence of the level of the
balances of non-convertible currencies in the Fund;

10. Reconfirms the appropr iatioo and apportionment for Fund programme
activities for the 1980-1981 biennium as a whole;

11. Accepts the desirability of a target figure of $120 million, of which
$93 million is apportioned for Fund programme activities in 1982-1983;

12. Considers that the funds necesSary to implellent the progc8lIIIle fully might
well not be available, and that no DIOre than $77 million will be available for the
Fund, and. accordingly directs the Executive Director, in the implementation of the
prograDDDe:

(a) To ensure the integrity and appropriate liquidity of the Fund at all
times; _

(b) To allocate available resources amongst the two-digit budget lines using
as a guide the percentage breakdown established for this purpose;

(c) To allocate available resources within each two-digit budget line in
accordance with established prioritie~J

13. Further directs the Executive Director to report to the Council at its
tenth session on the progress made in the implementation of the programme on the
basis of (a), (b) and (c) above and to make appropdate recaameildations to it at
that session concerning the continuation or alterat,ion of this approach in the
light of the progress made in the iIIplementation of the programme and the expected
available resources: the report should give inforllation on the iraplementa~ion of
the programme, on projects and activities according to their global, regio!\<jl,l, _~

interregional, Bubregional and nationaJ.desig08tion and should also indicate the
commitments and expenditures incurred as well as the decisions of the Governing
Council on which projects and activities implemented are based;

14.
1982-1983

Decides to apportion the appropriation for Fund programme activities in
as follmtB:.
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Total
Fund programme .ill..£ 1983 1982-1983
activities ($ million) ($ million) ($ million) Percentage

01 Human settlements and
human heal th 4.5 5.5 10.0 11

03 Support 1.9 9.2 17.1 18

04 Environment and
development 2.1 3.3 6.0 6

05 OCeans 4.1 5.8 10.5 11

01 Energy 1.0 1.1 2.1 2

10 Environmental management
and environmental law 1.1 1.4 2.5 3

11 Ecosystems 1.5 9.3 16.8 18

12 Natural disasters 0.3 0.3 0.6 1

13 Earthwatch 1.5 9.4 16.9 18

16 Data 0.8 0.1 1.5 2

11 Arid and semi-arid
lands including
desertification 4.0 5.0 9.0 10

Total Fund programme
activities 42.0 51.0 93.0 100

15.
by 20 per
programme

Reconfirms the Executive Director's
cent in each bUdget line within the
activities in 1982-l983J

authority to adjust the apportionment
over-all appropriation for Fund

16. Stresses the need to maintain the liquidity of the Fund at all times;

17. Decides that the Fund programme reserve shall be established at
$1 million in each of the years 1982 and 1983J

18. Authorizes the Executive Director to enter into forward commitments of up
to $16 million for the years 1984-1985;

19. Approves the level of the financial reserve for 1981 at $4.4 million,
for 1982 at $4.4 million and 1983 at $5.2 million and authorizes the Executive
Director-to adjust the financial reserve each year to a level equal to
approximately 8 per cent of the approved programme;,,
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20. Takes note of the f1 naneial report ane! audited acoounts of the I
Bnvironment Pund f~ the bienniua 1978-1979 ended 31 Dec.-ber 1979, as well as of I
the unaudited interi. financial report and accounts of the Puoc! for the first year
of the biennia. 1980-1981,

I
21. Expresses its support for the contifUlation of the evaluation progr_,

stressing the need to strengthen co-operattan between the United Nations
BnvirollMnt Progc.... and evaluation units in other organizations of the United
Nattans systeJI.

9th ..etl/l!l
26 May 1981

9/24. Additional resources for envirol'llDental Fobl_s
in developing countries

'fte Governing Council,

Stressing the need for additional resources to be ..de available to the
Bnviroament Pund for the developing countries to deal with their IIOst .er ious
environ-ental pcoble.s, such as soil degradation and deforestation, which are
exuples of very severe deter iocation ,of the natural resources that call for
particular attention.

Bxpressing the hope that such additional financial resources can be created
for the Envirol1lll8nt Pund to be used for the above-mentioned purpose,

1. Decides to postpone its response to paragraph 9 of Bconoaic alld Social
Council resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980 and paragraph 12 of General A.s.bly
resolution 35/74 of 5 Dec_ber 1980, relating to additional resource. for
enviro~ntal pcobl... in developing countries, until· the Governing Council's next
regular ses.ion,

2. RegMests the Executive Director to infor. the Bconomic and Social Council
accordingly,

3. Purther r!QUests the Bxecutive Director m continue ·b-1-s,oORaultations
with GoY.r~nts and to reintroduce the issue at the tenth session of the Governing
Council, taking into account the views expcessed during the' ninth session, in
particular with regard to the ·special window·,

4.
Council

ReQUests the Executive Director to report on this-.tter to the Governi~

at its tenth .8ssion.

9th ....ting
26 May 1981



9/25. Financing of plans of action

The Governing Council,

Having taken note of the report of the Executive Director, 1!/

1. Decides that the Executive Director shall, in order to ensure the full
exercise of the catalytic role of the United Nations Environment Programme in
respect of the action plans currently being drawn up by the Programme, either alone
or in co-operation with others:

(al First consult Governments which would give an early response as to the
approach they believe the Programme should follCM in developing a financing plan
for the plan of action concerned:

(b) Draw up, in liaison with Governments, detailed financing plans in which
CCXflmitments by the different Governments and by the Programme should be
specifically laid down;

2. Decides further that, once a plan of action has been adopted in
accordance with the foregoing procedure, and so as to ensure the efficacy of its
implementation, the United Nations Environment Programme shall maintain its
technical and financial support until the Governing Council decides otherwise.

9th meeting
26 May 1981

9/26. Management of trust funds

The Governing Council,

Recalling its decisions 6/13 D of 24 May 1918 and 1/14 D and 1/14 E of
3 May 1919 approving the establishment of the Trust Funds for the Protection and
Development of the Marine Environment and the Coastal Areas of Bahrain, Iran, Iraq,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saud! Arabia and the United Arab Emirates, for the Protection
of the Mediterranean Sea against Pollution and for the Convention on International
Trade in Endangered Species of wild Fauna and Flora, respectively,

Recognizing that all trust funds established by the Secretary-General for
which responsibility for administration is delegated to the Executive Director are
administered in accordance with the Financial Rules of the Environuent Fund and, in
the case of any matter not specifically covered by the Financial RUles, mutatis
mutandis !!I and the Secretary-General's Bulletin on the Establishment and
Management of Trust Funds, 50/

~ UNBP/GC.9/10/Add.3.

~ ST/SGB/Financial Rules/l/Rev.2.

~ ST/SGB/146/Rev.1.
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Noting the request of the Governments of Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab S.irates to transfer responsibility for
a&linistering the Regional Trust pund to the Executive Secretary of the Regional
Organiztion for the Protection of the Marine Environment and the Executive
Directorls proposal related thereto,

Notinq further the recOlllDendation of the Second Meeting of the Contraoting
Parties to the Convention for the Protection of the Mediterranean Sea against
Pollution that the Mediterranean Regional Tr_ust Fund should be WOund up
on 31 December 1982 at the latest,

Takino note of the request of the T&ird Conference of Contracting Parties of
.the Convention- on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
that the Tt ust Fund to provide financial support for the aims of the Convention be
continUed until 31 December 1983,

Noting further the resolution adopted ~ the Conference of Pleni~entiarie8

on Co-operation in the Protection and DevelOpaent of the Marine and Coast-al
Environment of the West and central African Region ao,d, in particular, the proposed
institutional and financial arrangements,

Taking note also of the agreellent aIIOng Ministers with responsibility for the
enviro~nt of the States me-bers of the A'.ceiation of South-East Asian Nations to
finance the implementation of the Action Plan for the Protection and Development of
the Marine Enviro~nt and Coastal Areas of the East Asian Region through the
Illechanis. of a trust fund,

Taking note of the establishment of the Trust Pund for Regional Training
Wor kshops on Envirollll8ntal ManageDient,

Welcoming the pledges of contributions to -the financing of the existing and
proposed new trust funds made by the contracting parties to the relevant
conventions,

1. Approves under chapter 11, article V, of the general procedures governing
the operations ~f the Environment Pund and subject to the consent of the
Secretary-General,

<a) The continuation of the Trust Fund for the Protection and Deve1opJ1ent of
the Marine EnviroiWent and the Coastal Areas of Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, OIDan,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab biratea until 31 Decsber 1981,

(b) The continuation of the Trust Fund tor the Protection of the
Mediterranean Sea against POllution until 31, n.ac-~!'= 1982 at tehe latest,

(c)
Trade· in

The continuation of the Tru8t Fund for the Convention on International
Endangered Species of Wild Pauna and P10ra until 31 Decsber 1983,

(d) The establ1shllent of • tru8t fund for the protection and developaent of
the marine environment and the ,cOllst.1 areas of the West and central African region
for an initlal two-year per iad extending to 31 Dec__ 198~;
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(e) The establishment of a trust fund for the iJIPlementation of the Action
Plan for the car ibbean Environment Programme for an initial two-year per iod
.extending to 31 December 1983,

(fl The establishRlent of a trust fund for the t.plementation of the Action
Plan for the East Asian Seas for an initial two-year period extending to
31 December 1983,

2. Agrees with the intention of the Executive Director, SUbject to the
consent of the Secretary-General, to accept responsibility for a&linistering these
trust funds for as long as he is requested to do so,

3. Urges States to pay their contributions to the trust funds prOllptly at
the beginning of the calendar year to which the contribution applies.

9th .eeting
26 May 1981

9/27. Prograaae and progrune support costs

A

Performance report on the progra_e and. progrUllle
support costs budget for the biennium 1980-1981

The Governing- Council

1. Takes note of the performanoe report of the Bxecutive Director on the
programme and progranme support costs budcJet for the biennium 1980-1981 and the
related report of the Advisory Committee on Administrative and Budgetary
Questions, 51/

2. Notes the contents of paragraphs 10 to 12 of the perfonunce report,
submitted in response to the request of the Governing COUncil in its
decision 7/14 G,. paragraph 6, of 3 May 1979,

3. Appro.ves the inclusion in the progr_e and programme support costa
budget for the bienniuR 1980-1981 of additional funds of '790,200 for one 0-1, one
P-5, one P-4, three P-3 and six looal-level posts which have not been tranaferred
to section 18 of the United Nations regular budget,

4. Approves the transfer of the cost to the Bnvironment Fund in 1980-1981 of
"685,500 for institutional support ~ the. Un~ted Nat~.onB ,Sudano-Sahf!l1.~an O~.f~.

fraD the Pund prograJDe activities budget (line 1700) to the pcograaae and
p~09ramme support costs budget, effective from 1 January 1980,

5. Approves the conversion of two P-4 posts in the Deaertification Branch
from an ad interim basis to a per_nent basis.

~ UNBP/GC.9/l2 and UNBP/GC.9/L.2, respectively.
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6. APJ?roves the inclusion i~ the progr... and proqra..-e support costs
budget of an appropriation bf"25,OOOfor an ad hoc expert group Ileeting under the
desertif1eation pcogram.el -

7. Aperoves the conversion from a temporary assistance basis to an
established basis of 10 local-level General Service posts under t~e environmental
programmes,adlliniatrative and ca.mon services and liaison and regional
representation programmes, effective from 1 July 19811

8. ApProves. revised appropriation level of '19,800,000, with the programme I
and object of expenditure pattern proposed by the Executive Director.

9th lleetlng 11,
26 May 1981

B

Prograaeand programme support oosts budg'et
foe the biennium 1982-1983

The Governing Council,

Baving considered the Bxecutiv~ DirectQr's estiJD_tea f(X the prognllllle and
programme support costs budget for the biennium 1981-J983 and ~. related report of
the Advisory CoJm.itte:e on Ac1llini8trative and Budgetary Questions, W

1. Approves reiJllbursentent frOll the programme and progranae support costs
budget to the United Nations of 75 per cent of the cost of one first of;ficer (P-4)
internal auditor post together with one supPorting local level post, it-being
understood that the United Nations Centre for BUllan Settlements wUl cover the
remaining 25 per cent,

2. APfCoves the establi~ment of one associate officer (P-2) ~ogrammer post
in the adminstrative and common services programme, the establishment of one
associate officer (P-2) po.st of- Deputy Chief, Documents and Reproduction unit, in
the conference service ~ogr...e, and the establishment of one local level post in
the conference services progr-*, three local level posts in the environaental
programmes, one local level post>ln' the executive dis:eetion and iilanagement
prograJll1le and one local level~8t in the liaison and reqionai representation
programme,

3. Approves the reolassif1c::ation of one second officer (P-3) post to a first
officer (P-4) post in the executive direction and Jlanage.ent programme and the
reclassification of two second offiaer (~3) posts to first officer (P-4) posts 1n
the administration and COl8On services prograJliae,

4.
pragr UIIlle

object of

Further a~oves an a~opriatlon of $25,500,000
support costs budget for the' biennium 1982-1983,
expenditure pattern as proposed,

for the prograDlle and
on the subprograJlll.e and

W UHBP/GC.9/l3 and Add.l and 2, 8;nd UNBP/GC.9/L.3, respectively.



5. R69Uests the Executive Director to adainlster the appropriations for the
progra-e and progr.-e support costs budget for the bienniUll 1982-1983, with the
utmost econo.y and restraint consistent with the effective ~l...ntation of the
progra.e, bearing in mind the availability of resources, and, in any case, to al.
to arrange that they do not exoeed 33 per cent of the total contributions actually
received during each y_r of the biennium.

6. Purther requests the Executive Director to report on the illple_ntaUon
of the progr ..... and progr~e-supportcosts budget during the first year of the
blenniU8 1982-1983 to the Governing Council at its eleventh se8sion.

9th lleeting
26 May 1981

c

Review of prograue and progr_e support costs by
the Advisory eom.ittee on Administrative and

BUdgetary Questions

'!'he Cover ning Counc il

Requests the General Assembly to instruct the Advisory ca.aittee on
Actainistrative and Budgetary Questions to revi..., in depth the progr.... and
progr.-e support costs of the Enviroruwnt Pund, taking into account the
discussions of the Governin!) Council on this matter at its ninth session, and to
report thereon to the Council at its tenth session.

9'th Ileeting
26 May 1981
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Other decisions

Provisional agenda, date and plaQe of the tenth session
of 'the GoVer,ning -:eou'ncil

At the 8th ileetlng of the session, on 25 ~y' ,1981, the Governing COlJooil,
decided that, in accocdance with rules 1, 2 and 4 of its rules of procedure, its
tenth session would be he~d at Nairobi,frOll 20 May to 2 June 1982, to !:le,preceded
by informal eOri.sultat!onsof 19 May, 1982. At the aalle lleeUog,' the Council
approved the follow-ing provisional' agenda for the tenth sessionl

1. opening of the session.

2. Organization of the session:

(a) Election of officers,

Cb) Agenda and orga~ization of the wo~k of the ses~ion.

3. Credentials of representatives.

4. Executive Director '8 introductory report and state of.. tile environment.

5. Co-ordination questions.

6. PrograJllllle utters.

,1. ~dination and follow~up of the, t.plementation of the ~1an,~ Action to
Combat Desertification:

8. The Environment Pund:

(a) Implementation of the Pund prograJlUlle in 1981;

(b) Management of the Environment Pund,

(c) Pinaneial report and interim accounts (unaudited) for the biennium
1980-1981 ended 31 December 1981,

(d) Project and programate' evaluation.

9. Administrative and budgetary ..tters.

10. Provisional agenda, date and place of the eleventh session of the
Governing Council.

11. Other business.

12. Report of the Governing Council to the General Assembly.

13. Closure of the session.
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Intersessiona1 informal consultations with Governments

At the 8th meeting of the session, on 25 May 1981, the Governing Council,
-recalling its decisions 23 (Ill) of 2 May 1975 and 104 (V) of 24 May 1977,
decided that the informal consultations with Governments between the ninth and
tenth sessions of the Governing Council would be held at Nairobi from 16 to
20 November 1981 to exchange views On the content and presentation of programme and
policy questions and to consider any other items on which the Executive Director
might wish to report.
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ANNEX 11

Work on the interrelationships between peoPle, resources,
environ-ent and develop!!nt

1. By its decision 8/1 of 29 April 1980, the Govetning Council agreed to the
proposals of a high-level group of experts convened by the Bxecutive Direct~

(GC.8/2/Add.3) on the future work of the united Rations systell and of UNBP On the
interrelationships between people, resources, environ.ent and develo~nt, and
invited the BconoRIic and SOcial Council and the General Assembly to give favourable
consideration to the implementatio of the rec<Hllal:ndations made by the group. Tbe i

Economic and Social Council, by resolution 1980/49 of 23 July 1980, reca.endec1 to 1
the General Assembly the consideration of the Governing Oouncil's decisLon and I

emphasized that lIOdels for studying such interrelationships should include the i
elaboration of a programme of work on the interrelationships, which should be f

lclosely linked with integrated syst..-wide progr...ing and placed under the
direction of the Director-General forDevelo~nt and International Bconaaic
Co-operation, who should assUlle the over-all responsibility for the co-ordination 1

1
,

of the systea-wide efforts. The General Assembly, by its resolution 35/74 of 1
1
,

5 December 1980, endorsed the recC3ll8ndations of the Govez::ning Council and of the
Economic and Social Council and requested the Secretary-General to take the
requisite steps for their implementation. One of the proposals of the expert group
agreed to by the Governing Council was for the establishMnt of a voluntary fund to
be drawn upon for the ~issioning of sp'cific activities for the i.ple.entation of
the pr09ramme of work.

2. The International Development Strategy for the '!'bird United Nations
Development Decade, adopted by the Gene~al Asseably in resolution 35/56
of S. Decembe~ 1980, states that the interrelationships between enviro~nt,

population, re.ources and devel~nt .ust be taken into account in the process of
development, that r.s.a~ch on these interrelationships will be intensified and that
bilateral and .ultilateral donors will provide a.sistance, including in the field
of training, to develop the endogenous capacity of 'developing countries to follow
methods which take fully into account the existing knowledge of the
interrelationships.

3. The Executive Director, in i~le..ntation of Governing Council decision 8/1,
convened In January 1981 a second s.ssion of the high-level group of experts to
advise him on elements to be included in the act1-on-oriented United Hation. work
programme on the interrelationships and on the role of ORBP irithe work on the
inte~relatlonships to be undertaken by the United Nations sY,te••

4. A summary of the recamaen4ations of the high-level group of experts Is annexed
to this note. The Bxective Director coaRends the annex for consideration by the
Council and suggests that it uy wish to give priority for action by OHBP to the
case studies indicated in paragraph 10 (a), (b) and (i) thereof.
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Appendix to annex 11

Summary of the recommendations of the high-level group of
e~erts on interrelationships between people, resources,

environment and development

I. SUMMARY OF THE RATIONALE FOR AND SCOPE OF A PROGRAMME OF
WORK ON THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS

1. The group of experts stressed the urgency of building up an action-oriented
United Nations programme of work on the interrelationships.

2.. In traditional rural societies, socio-econaaic decision-making was based on
deep insights into the caDiplex interactions between social, economic, demographic
and physical factors, gained by exper ience over generations and permeating all
facets of social life: - socio-economic structures and processes, culture,
tradition, religions and myths. Environmental management, developed by trial and
error over generations, was thus being performed on an empirical basis, with
feedbacks taken into account and secondary and tertiary impacts weighed in
decision-making.. It was self-evident that one generation should not favour itself
at the expense of its successors and the population was kept in balance with the
carrying capacity of the land on which it lived. People were managing resources
efficiently and rationally, in close co-operation with each other ..

3. In the rapid modernization process, such empirical knowledge of the
interrelationships has frequently been disregarded. As a consequence, the
interaction of man and environment has tended to produce important unintended
dysfunctional consequences (poverty, unemployment, explosive growth of urban slwns,
environmental degradation and irrational management of natural resources) which, to
a large extent, are borne by people who are not in a position to influence the
socio-economic decisions that initiate, affirm and reinforce them.

4. The balance needs to be redressed and means found to optimize positive
systemic consequences. Interrelationships which reinforce negative impacts should
be counteracted by co-ordinated pOlicy action involving relevant sectors. Points
of leverage need to be identified for the application of appropriate integrated
policies and programmes to start cycles of positive impacts that will promote
sustainable development. The group in this connexion emphasized the importance of
collective and national self-reliance and increased popUlar participation in
decision-making.

5. The group stressed the validity of the vievs on the conceptual ftamework for
interrelationships studies expressed in the report of the Secretary-General to the
Economic and Social Council at its second regular Session of 1979 (E/1979/75), and
confirmed the importance it attached at its fitst meeting to food systems, soil
management, energy systeMS, forest Il8nagement and -water management as areas vhere
the study of the interrelationships should be fruitful and vhere advice for
co-ordinated policies and programmes was urgently needed.

6.. The group stressed that the interrelationships differed in form and intensity
between sectors and countri~s, and even from area to area within most countries,
depending, inter alia, on differences in the level of development and on SOCial and
cultural considerations. The problems of assessing the interactions and defining
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integrated policies and programmes for positive systemic impact should thus be
tackled largely on a disaggregated national or area basis.

7. The study on land resources for populations of the future by the·FOod and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations and the United Nations Pund for
Population Activities, (UNFPA), conducted in conjunction with UNEP and the
International Institute for Applied System Analysis developed a clear methodology
for examining the interrelationships between land-use potential, food systeas,
degradation hazards, soil and water management options and population pressure.
The conclusions of its global assessment indicated, inter alia, the Africa would
lose 70 million hectares of its soil resources and that the rest would deteriorate
in quality by 35 per cent by the year 2000. The group pointed out that
country-level studies could, by being more specific, form a factual basis for the
practical implementation of global and regional developatent strategies, as well as
providing iNportant tools for integrated national development planning aimed at
promoting increased self-reliance and self-sufficiency in food production.

9. The group's consideration of rural ecology and development demonstrated the
importance of developing models for answering precise questions. BIIlpirical work on
specific variables,and the relations between them to obtain reliable data was
stressed as a sine qua non for modelling. The group underlined that a balance had
to be struck between the risk of overloading the 1IlOdels with too many variables and
the importance of reflecting the complexity, of the real world. Among the criteria
for the selection of variables, the group stressed the need to take into ,account
long-term as well as short-term perspectives, and to consider uncertainties and
risks and as feedback mechanisms, as well as the secondary and tertiary effects of
socio-economic decisions.

9. The group concluded that, to provide more knowledge on the interrelationships
between development, people, environment and resources, the interrelationships
should be .apped through a series of case-studies in different regions and
countries, priority being given to cases where such knowledge was required- in order
to analyse negative processes of a very serious nature that have already reached an
advanced stage, e.g. deforestation and desertification. Other areas ~at should be
included in a programme of work include those where knowledge of the
interrelationships would be of great importance in identifying points of leverage
for co-ordinated policy actions by Governments, such as energy, river basins and
islands.

11. DRAF'l' PROGRAMME OF WORK FOR THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTDI

10. On the basis of its considerations, the group proposed for inclusion in the
work programme on the interrelationship for the united Nations system the following
case studies and projects, of which the first two should inItially be given the
highest priority:

(a) Deforestation of the Rimalayan foothills: interrelated social, economic
and physical factors with mutually reinforcing effects have led to deforestation
reaching higher and steeper slopes, downstream flood damage, droughts, cuts in
irrigation potential, reductions in the iifettme of hydro-electric dams and
increased expenditure of effort by the upper villagers in gathering.fuelwood,
leaving less work capacity for cUltivatrion, harvesting and other constructive
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purposes. Countermeasures cannot be effective unless the cycle is broken through
integrated policies and ~ogramming based on knowledge of the interrelations
between these factors. To permit the institution of such policies, the scope of
the problem has first to be fully assessed through an interrelationships study.
Any activities at the national level should be carried out by national institutions
designated by the Governments concerned,

(b) Overgrazing in the Sudano-Sahelian region: Dry farming extended to
marginal lands, climatic variations and overgrazing through the expansion of
livestock herds have led to serious desertification problems in arid and semi-arid
areas. Again, the process is a circular one: for example, the dust storms which
arise when surface water is lost through loss of vegetation cover cause further
damage to the remaining vegetation and, as desertification spreads, nomadic·
populations move further south, increasing the pressure on previously healthy
areas. Only a comprehensive development programme including co-ordinated action in
relevant sectors and based on specific and concrete knowledge of the interrelations
between the various factors involved - including dietary preferences, food
supplies, soil characteristics, water availability, climate, popUlation and
cultural elements - can be effective in counteracting this process. National
institutions designated by Governments must carry out most of the work. Assistance
should be given by international organizations having current or planned programmes
in the region. These include UNEP, UNESCO and FAO;

(c) 1Yop!cal forests: Efforts to exploit the resources of the tropical
forests have indicated that, if action is taken without adequate knowledge of the
interactions between economic decisions, the people living in the forests and
environmental factors such as plants, animals, soils, water and climate, swift and
often irreversible changes in the ecosystem may occur. Such knowledge could help
identify points of leverage where co-ordinated policy action could lead to positive
cumulative systemic impacts ensuring the rational management of the resources,
including the rich genetic resources of tropical forests~

(d) Land resources for populations of the future: With the continuous growth
of the WOtld's population, man's demand for food from finite land resources with
limited production capacity has increased enormously in recent years. The limits
of production are set by soil and climatic conditions and by the use and management
techniques which are applied. The group recommended that the project described in
paragraph 7 above, whioh is of great importance for the system-wide work programme
on interrelationships, be continued on a broader base, covering a wider range of
interrelationships and including a series of country studies. It would then have
to draw upon inputs from other United Nations organizations, such as UNCTAD, ILO,
UNESCO, WHO, the World Bank and WHO, as well as from Governments and
non-governmental organizations,

(e) Rural ecology and development: Rural development programmes have led at
best to slow rates of improvement in the living conditions of the rural
population. Moreover, neglect of the interrelationships has had a variety of
harmful impacts, since changes in one component of the rural ecosystem necessarily
affect other components, often negatively. Case studies, under different
ecological conditions and including modelling, are needed to improve knowledge of
the interrelationships and use it in the planning, implementation and evaluation of
rural development programmes;
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(f) National energy planningl Case st.udie. in, support. of nat.ional energy,
planning oould include an over-all asBes...nt of total national energy use, an
out.line of programmatio options to counteract environlNlnt.,1 degradation in
connexion with energy product.ion and cost/benefit. analYsis, and risk assessment of ;~

policy options. The interrelat.ionships could be st.udied through a d~saqgregation

of supply and demand int.o their caa.ponent part.sl resource tyPe, tec;hnology,
intensity of use and poulation - which would IIlake it possible to consider the.
implications of resource depletion, demographic and social variables, as well as of
innovative technologies and engineering efficieneies,

(g) River basins: Dam. construction and other capital investlllent projects in
river basin lIanagement have often resulted in failure. Water manag8llent includes
activities in many seotors, and this highlights the need foe co-ordinated policy
aotion taking the interrelationships into aQCOUnt. InterrelatiolUlhips studies of
water management in river basins should ai. at identifying points of leverage where
co-ordinated action would crea'te positive cUIlulative aystalc impacts,

(h) Island ecosysteas: Two basic case studyapproach!!s could be followed, the
first focusing on alternative development strategies that can bEt' impleae:{lted in
developing island states, and the second concentrating on the situatIons of smaller
outer islands, where the relatively closed nature of the 8ysteDl! and the ease with
which -externalities- can be identified and quantified weqld facilitate a system
analysis approach using quantitative modelling technique's. ecLA, BSCAP, UHBP, UNFPA
and UNESCO are involved in interrelationships studies of i8land8~. q"ited,·Nations,
UR:'mD and UNDP work on the least-develqHlent countr ie. might P~Q~,~':;tnp~ts to a
series of case studies of islands, using the int.rrelationships,a~~ChI

..
(1) Framing of methodologies and tools fOE' integrat8(!developJ!ent plannini

and management: The development of this part of theprograue shOuld,. inter alia,
draw on the experience of the Kenya~P/PMDP stuay of interr~lationships in a
national planning context and of environmental plannig in Venezuela. It should
include the development of methodologies for evaluating the over-all environmental
impact of interrelated factors and for risk assessaent,

(j) Evaluation of past and present exPerience: Past experience and some
activities currently under way Which clearly illustrate the interrelations
should be analysed to permit the identification of concrete al\d specific
interrelationships, so that guidelines for action to avoid negative systemic
t.pact can be formulated. The cases should be representative----of different
geographical locations and subjects: the group suggested as exaaples' the use
of pesticides in Central ber ica and the rapid economic growth; taking pl.ace in the
Gulf region.

11. It follows from the for_ulatioD of the goals and policy measures in the new
international developaent strategy that the interrelationships approach should
guide the process of planning and progr_ingfor the implementation of the
strategy at global and regional as well as country levels.
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12. Interagency joint planning activities being developed under the aegis of the
ACe Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Programme) should be
strengthened by the application of a syst~s analysis approach within an
interrelationships framework. This will require the strengthening of analytical·
capacity within the United Nations system, using outside expertise, supported by
the interrelationships work programme and through an appropriate interagency
IU.chinery. The work programme on the inter-relationships could also support
follow-up activities in the agencies of the United Nations system and in the
regional conaaisslons, as well as the work of the interagency task force on
long-ter. development objectives.

13. Non-United Nations studies: A considerable amount of work of direct relevance
to the interrelationships approach being evolved in the united Nations system takes
place outside the syste., both at official levels and in the activities of academic
and other research institutions. The different activities could be used to infuse
additional precision and refinement into the further development of the
interrelationships approach in development planning and policy formulation. It is
both natural and necessary for the United Nations system to analyse and draw on
studies of global interrelationships undertaken outside the system, and examination
of the methodology followed and the conclusions reached would assist in drawing up
and carrying out the programme of work outlined by the expert group.
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ANNEX ItI

Documents before the Governing Council at its ninth session

symbol

UNEP/GC.9/1

UNEP/GC.9/l/Add.l and
Corr.l and Add. 2

UNEP/GC.9/2

UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.1

UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.2 and
Oorr.l and 2 and
Supplement

Title

provisional agenda

Annotated provisional agenda

Introductory report of the Executive Director

Resolutions and decisions of the General
Assellbly at its thirty-fifth se8,s,1,o:o and
of the Econc.ic and Social Counci~ at its
second regular session of 1980 of 'relevance
to the activities of UNBP

Governing Council session of a special
character in 1982

UNEP/GC. 9/2/Add. 3 Relationships with non-governmental organizations

UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4 Work on the Interrelationships between people,
resources, environlll8nt and development

UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.4/Supplement Report of the Secretary-General on the
interrelationships between population
resources, environment and development

UNEP/Gc.9/2/Add.5 Introductory statement by the Executive Director

UNEP/GC.9/2/Add.6

UNEP/GC.9/3

UNEP/GC/9/4 and Add.l and 2

UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.3 and
Corr.l

Preliminary report on the listing of dangerous
chemical substances

State of the environment; selected topics - 1981

Co-ordination questions

Co-operation with the regional commissions

UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.3/Supplement UNEp·s presence at the regional level

UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.4

UNEP/GC.9/4/Add.5

UNEP/GC.9/5 and Corr.l*

Development of the system-wide medium-term
environment progr.mne

Development of the perspective document

Environment programme; progranane performance
report
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ONEP/GC.9/5/Add.l

ONEP/GC.9/5/Add.2

ONEP/GC.9/5/Add.3

ONEP/GC.9/5/Add.'

ONEP/GC.9/5/Add.5

UNEP/GC.9/6 and Corr.l
and 2 and Add.l

UNEP/GC.9/1

ONEP/GC.9/8

ONEP/GC.9/8/Add.1

ONEP/GC.9/9

ONEP/GC.9/9/Add;1

UNEP/GC.9/10 and Corr.l
and 2

ONEP/GC.9/10/Add.1

UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.2

ONEP/GC.9/10/Add.3

UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.4

UNEP/GC.9/10jAdd.5

UNEP/GC.9/10/Add.6

UNEP!GC.9/10/Add.7

Title

International conventions and protocols in the
field of the environment

Co-operation in the field of the environment
concerning natural resources shared by two or
more States

Marine pollution

UNEP and the United Nations Conference on New and
Renewable Sources of Energy

Programme performance report
(1 January-3D April 1981)

Environment programme: medium-term plan
1982-1983

System-wide medium-term environment programme

Co-ordination and follow-up of the implementation
of the Plan of Action to Combat Desertification

Implementation of the Plan of Action to Combat
Desertification in the Sudano-Sahelian region

Implementation of the Fund programme in 1980

Implementation of the Fund programme
in 1980 and 1981

Management of the Fund

Impact of non-convertible currency balances on
Fund project selection and implementation

Additional resources for environmental problems
in developing countries

Financing of plans of action

Revised general procedures governing the operations
the United Nations Environment Fund

Management of the Fund (1 January-30 April 1981)

Management of trust funds

Provision of permanent secretariat and interim
arrangements for the COnvention on Wetlands
of International Importance, Especially as
Waterfowl Habitat
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Sy!bol

UNBP/GC.9/10/Add.8

UNBP/GC.9/10/Add.9

UNBP/GC.9/11

UNBP/CC.9/12 and Corr.l
(IlngUah only)

ONBP/CC.9/13 and Corr.l
and Corr. 2 (Pr.noh only)
and Corr.3 and Add.!
and Oorr.1 and Add.2

UNBP/CC.9/14 and Add.l

UNBP/GC/INPORMA'l'ION/l/Rev.l/
Supple..n t 2

ONBP/GC/INPORMA'l'ION/5/
Supplemen t .. '

ONBP/GC/INPORMA'l'ION/6/Add.6

UNBP/GC.9/INP.l

UNBP/GC.9/L.l

ONBP/GC.9/L.2

UNBP/GC.9/L.3

UNBP/GC. 9/L. 4 and Corr.1
(BngUah only)

81-22679 1369., 14568, 1474e (B)

",--'.,.,.,,---------

Title

Proposed -special window· in the BnYir~nt Pund

BstabUshJlent of a regional tru8t fund for the
:bIpl...ntation. C,)f the Action Plan for the
Protection and Developaent of the Marine
Bnvlrca.ent and coastal Areas of the
Best Asian Region

Project evaluation programme

Petformance repprt on the progr.... and progr_
support c~t. budget for the biennium 1980-1981

PrOp:lsed budget:. for progra_ and progru.
support cost. of the Bnviro~nt Pond,
1982-1983

United Hations aocoa.odatlon at Nairobi

ca.pendium.of approved objectives and atrategi•• ,
concentration areas and goals for 1982 for the
environment proqra.ae

Register of inurnational conventions and
protoeols in the field of the environment

MellOrandum of understanding governing
WIIO/PAO/tJHJ!:P oollaboration in the prevention
and control of water-borne and associated
diseases in agricultural water deve10paent
activities

Plan for enviro~ntal assessment

Financial report and audited -accounts of the
Pond of the united Nation~ Environment
Progr.... for the biennium 1978-1979 ended
31 Dece.ber 1979

Perfor_noe report on the progr..... and pr09r_
support costs budget for the bienniua 1980-1981

Proposed bUdget for pr09raJllMe and pr09ra....
support costs of the Enviro~nt Pund,
1982-1983

Environment FundI financial report and interi.
accounts (unaudited) for the first year of the
hiennium 1980-l9a1 ended 31 Dece~~r 1980
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